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;; 
If one were only an Indian, instantly alert, and 
on a racing horse, leaning against the wind, kept on 
quivering jerkily over the quivering ground, until one 
shed one's spurs, for there needed no spurs, threw away 
the reins, for there needed no reins, and hardly saw 
that the land before one was smoothly shorn heath 
when horse's neck and head would be already gone. 
The Wish to Be a Red Indian 
Franz Kafka 
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Abstract 
Cytochrome c oxidase plays a primary role in energy transduction in most 
organisms. Free-energy is conserved by the oxidase in the form of a sizeable 
electrochemical hydrogen ion gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane, 
which is generated during cytochrome c oxidase-catalyzed dioxygen reduction. In 
order to understand the energetics of cytochrome c oxidase-dependent energy con-
servation, the mechanism of cytochrome c oxidase-catalyzed dioxygen reduction 
must be understood in complete detail. 
We investigated the kinetics and mechanism of cytochrome c oxidase-catalyzed 
dioxygen reduction at low temperatures (180-210 K) in order to determine the ki-
netic barriers to intramolecular electron transfer and to elucidate the structural 
details of the dioxygen intermediates which form at the dioxygen reduction site 
during a single turnover. Our results show that electron transfer to the dioxy-
gen reduction site is possible from either of the low-potential metal centers. Upon 
transfer of the third electron to the dioxygen reduction site at low temperatures two 
reactive dioxygen intermediates form in sequence at the dioxygen reduction site. 
In both intermediates, dioxygen is at the three-electron level of reduction. The 
kinetics of the conversion between the two reactive intermediates were examined 
in detail. The conversion between these two reactive species is highly activated, 
although en tropically assisted. Our results suggest that the cleavage of the dioxy-
gen bond in the first three-electron-reduced intermediate results in the formation 
of the second three-electron-reduced intermediate. By studying the reoxidation of 
partially reduced cytochrome c oxidase at low temperatures, we also demonstrate 
that the rate of electron transfer within the oxidase is dependent on the nature 
of the trapped dioxygen intermediate at the dioxygen reduction site. Finally, the 
method used for the low-temperature kinetic experiments utilizes carbon monoxide 
as an inhibitor. Our investigation of the reoxidation of fully reduced cytochrome 
c oxidase reveals that carbon monoxide is not an innocent spectator molecule over 
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the course of the reoxidation of the oxidase. Specifically, the dissociation of carbon 
monoxide from the binuclear dioxygen reduction site is the rate-limiting step at 
low temperatures; and the second three-electron-reduced intermediate is thought 
to oxidize carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide at low temperature to produce a 
novel, readily detectable state of the enzyme. 
We discovered that reactive partially reduced states of dioxygen may also be 
trapped at the dioxygen reduction site of cytochrome c oxidase at more ambient 
conditions (273-298 K) under a variety of experimental conditions. Combined 
chemical and spectroscopic results show that a reactive intermediate is produced 
at the dioxygen reduction site of cytochrome c oxidase when partially reduced cy-
tochrome c oxidase is reoxdized with dioxygen and upon treatment of the oxidase 
with excess hydrogen peroxide. The trapped intermediate exhibits identical re-
activity with carbon monoxide as the second three-electron-reduced intermediate 
which formed upon reoxidation of the fully reduced enzyme at low temperature. 
These results demonstrate that the same reactive three-electron-reduced dioxy-
gen intermediate may be trapped at the dioxygen reduction site of cytochrome c 
oxidase either upon intramolecular electron transfer of the third electron to the 
peroxidic adduct, which is trapped at the binuclear site, or via an intermolecular 
reaction between the peroxidic adduct and hydrogen peroxide. This latter reac-
tion is thought to involve the reduction of the enzymatic peroxidic adduct via 
a direct one-electron transfer from hydrogen peroxide. Our combined chemical 
and spectroscopic results are consistent with a binuclear dioxygen reduction site 
composed of a ferryl/cupric couple for the second three-electron-reduced dioxygen 
intermediate. Finally, we exploited the unique reaction between the second three-
electron-reduced intermediate and carbon monoxide to probe the coordination 
sphere of the copper center at the reactive dioxygen reduction site of cytochrome 
c oxidase. 
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In order to survive, prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms must catalyze hun-
dreds, if not thousands, of endergonic biochemical reactions which are involved 
in such complex cellular processes as locomotion, protein synthesis and the main-
tenance of membrane potentials, to name only a few. • Organisms have evolved 
the capability to drive thermodynamically unfavorable reactions by coupling these 
reactions to the highly exergonic hydrolysis of ATP to ADP (.ta.G01 = -7.3 kcal 
mol- 1 ) (1). Yet, utilizing the hydrolysis of ATP to drive biochemical reactions 
poses a serious dilemma: organisms must be able to rapidly convert ADP back 
to ATP. Not surprisingly, there is in fact a magnificient diversity of biochemical 
processes in which ATP is produced. By understanding the chemistry by which 
biochemical processes generate metabolic energy, conceivably novel catalysts might 
• Abbreviations used: ATP, adenosine triphosphate; NADH, nicotinamide ade-
nine dinucleotide; FADH2, flavin adenine dinucleotide; EXAFS, extended X-ray 
absorption fine-structure; EPR, electron paramagnetic resonance; RR, resonance 
Raman; ENDOR, electron nuclear double resonance; and MCD, magnetic circular 
dicroism. 
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be developed which are based on the chemical principles derived from studying 
the biological systems. 
The inner mitochondrial membrane is composed of a complex system of in-
tegral membrane metalloproteins, referred to as respiratory enzymes. These res-
piratory enzymes, with an assortment of water soluble electron carriers, catalyze 
the transfer of electrons from NADH (and FADH2) to 02. A sizeable fraction 
of the redox potential difference between NADH and 02 (E01 = 1.14 V) (2) is 
conserved in the form of an electrochemical hydrogen ion gradient across the in-
ner mitochondrial membrane via reactions that are catalyzed by the respiratory 
enzymes. Ultimately, the electrochemical hydrogen ion gradient is utilized by the 
membrane-bound ATP-synthase to synthesize ATP from ADP and inorganic phos-
phate. Thus, ATP synthesis is linked to respiration. The focus of this thesis is 
the primary metalloenzyme involved in respiration, cytochrome c oxidase. 
Cytochrome c oxidase is the terminal electron acceptor in the respiratory 
chain. In eukaryotes, cytochrome c oxidase is a multisubunit integral metallo-
protein that catalyzes the rapid four-electron reduction of dioxygen to water by 
accepting electrons from ferrocytochrome c on the cytosolic side of the membrane 
and transferring the electrons intramolecularly to dioxygen at the 0 2 binding site 
(Eqn 1) (3). 
4 Ferrocytochrome c + 4H+ + 02~4 Ferricytochrome c + 2H2 0 (1) 
Dioxygen reduction by cytochrome c oxidase contributes to an electrochemical hy-
drogen ion gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane ( 4) via two distinct 
reactions: (A) Protons are consumed in the matrix upon the reduction of dioxygen 
to water (Eqn. 1), while the electrons are taken up on the cytosolic side of the 
membrane. This process produces charge separation (.a.1P) across the inner mito-
chondrial membrane. (B) Protons are vectorially translocated by a redox-linked 
proton pump from the matrix to the cytosol in concert with electron transfer to the 
dioxygen reduction site (5-6). This latter process reinforces the .a.pH established 
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across the inner mitochondrial membrane by the scalar reaction (Eqn 1). Since 
the stoichiometry in the pumping reaction appears to be 1H+ je-, cytochrome c 
oxidase-catalyzed dioxygen reduction results in the consumption of up to 2H+ je-
from the matrix side of the mitochondrial compartment (3). Therefore, a more 
appropriate description of the reaction that is catalyzed by cytochrome c oxidase 
is given in Equation 2. 
4 Ferrocytochrome c + 8H~ + 0 2--4 Ferricytochrome c + 2H20 + 4H~ (2) 
Due to its primary role in energy conservation, the mechanism by which 
cytochrome c oxidase converts the electochemical potential difference between fer-
rocytochrome c and 02 to a protonmotive energy is the subject of intense inves-
tigations in the field of bioenergetics. These investigations have naturally focused 
on the mechanism of cytochrome c oxidase-catalyzed dioxygen reduction, because 
the scalar dioxygen reduction reaction accounts for one-half of the sizeable elec-
trochemical hydrogen ion gradient (D.JLH+-220 mV) (7) across the inner mito-
chondrial membrane, and the dioxygen molecule and its partially reduced species 
anchored at the dioxygen reduction site have high redox potentials and provide 
the driving force for the intramolecular electron transfer and proton translocation 
events. Furthermore, unraveling the mechanism of cytochrome c oxidase-catalyzed 
dioxygen reduction is of interest to inorganic chemists because of the importance 
in developing robust catalysts which can utilize 0 2 as the terminal oxidant. Before 
embarking on the description of our investigation of the mechanism of cytochrome 
c oxidase-catalyzed dioxygen reduction, we will briefly review the essential struc-
tural and spectroscopic features of cytochrome c oxidase. 
Spectroscopy and Structure 
The mammalian cytochrome c oxidase is dimeric in detergent solution (8) and 
in two-dimensional crystalline arrays (9). It has been suggested that the enzyme 
is also dimeric as assembled in the mitochondrion (9). The basic structural unit of 
bovine cytochrome c oxida:se consists of 12-13 non-covalently linked subunits with 
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a molecular weight of approximately 200 KD (7). Each monomer contains four 
prosthetic groups, two spectroscopically inequivalent iron atoms in the form of the 
unusual heme group (heme A, designated Fea and Feaa) and two spectroscopically 
inequivalent copper atoms, designated CuA and Cua or Cuaa. Recently it was 
shown that cytochrome c oxidase also contains 1 Zn, 1 Mg per monomeric unit; 
there is also evidence that a third copper atom may be present per monomeric unit 
(10). Fea and CuA are often referred to as the low-potential centers; and serve 
to transfer electrons from cytochrome c to the high potential binuclear reduction 
site, namely Feaa and Cua. The four metal centers are thought to be distributed 
through the enzyme as shown in Figure 1: Fea and CuA are approximately 13-
26 A apart, and each of these approximately 20 A from the dioxygen reduction 
site (11-13). From extended X-ray absorption fine structure (14) and electron 
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) (15), it has been deduced that Feaa and Cua are 
from 3. 75-5 A apart, depending upon the nature of the bridging ligand or the state 
of turnover of the enzyme. 
The oxidized detergent solubilized enzyme is usually referred to as the "rest-
ing" enzyme. The resting enzyme is unfortunately heterogeneous, displaying a 
distribution of different conformational states at the binuclear reduction site (16). 
The variability of the Soret and a maxima observed for cytochrome c oxidase pre-
pared by different isolation procedures is a reflection of the heterogeneity in the 
resting enzyme. There is no evidence for heterogeneity in the fully reduced solu-
bilized enzyme. Nor is there evidence for heterogeneity in the oxidized enzyme as 
found in mitochondria or sub-mitochondrial particles. Thus, the conformational 
heterogeneity is probably an artifact of the enzyme isolation methods. Recently 
it has been shown that the heterogeneity associated with the isolated, detergent 
solubilized enzyme may be circumvented or minimized by modifications in the 
normal isolation procedures (17). 
Because cytochrome c oxidase is such a large amphipathic protein it is diffi-
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Figure 1 









cult to obtain diffraction quality crystals for X-ray crystallographic studies. It is 
unlikely that in the near future a X-ray crystal structure of cytochrome c oxidase 
with a resolution better than 10-20 A will be forthcoming due to the difficulties 
in obtaining high quality crystals. This lack of structural information has neces-
sitated the use of a variety of other spectroscopic, chemical, and genetic methods 
in order to deduce important structural aspects of the enzyme. Over the years, in 
fact, considerable progress has been made toward elucidating the architecture of 
cytochrome c oxidase, including the amino acid sequence of the major subunits, the 
determination ·of the ligand structures of the prosthetic groups, and the distance 
between the prosthetic groups. The structural results set functional constraints 
on the role of each of the metal centers in the overall scheme of electron transfers, 
dioxygen reduction, and proton pumping. Therefore, before proceeding to the 
studies on the mechanism of cytochrome c oxidase-catalyzed dioxygen reduction 
it wil be fruitful to briefly describe each metal center in turn. 
Fe •. Fe11 rapidly accepts electrons from cytochrome c with a similar second 
order rate constant (k = 8xl06 M- 1 s-1 ) (18-19), whether the experiments are 
conducted under anaerobic or aerobic conditions and whether the pulsed or resting 
enzyme is utilized. Fe11 then transfers the reducing equivalents to the dioxygen 
reduction site at a rate that is probably dependent on many factors. The rate of 
electron transfer from Fea to the dioxygen reduction site may be as slow as 0.5-3.0 
s- 1 as observed for the resting enzyme under anaerobic conditions (18,20); while 
under aerobic conditions electron transfer from Fea to the dioxygen reduction 
site may be as fast as 2x104s-1 (21). These disparate rates for the oxidation 
of Fea and simultaneous reduction of the dioxygen reduction site demonstrate 
that the ligation, spin and redox states of Feaa (and probably Cua) influence the 
driving force for the oxidation of ferrous Fea. Additionally, these same factors may 
modulate the kinetic barrier to electron transfer from the low potential centers to 
the dioxygen reduction site (20) . 
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Since the cytochrome c binding site(s) is located on the cytosolic side of the 
inner mitochondrial membrane (22), it is likely that Fea is also located close to the 
cytosolic side of the membrane. From a combination of spectroscopic data it has 
been concluded that Fea is low-spin and magnetically isolated in both the oxidized 
and reduced states (22-24). One histidine has been unambiguously identified as 
a ligand to Fea in yeast cytochrome c oxidase (25). From comparisons of RR 
(26), EPR (27), ENDOR (25) and MCD (24,28) data with model compounds, it 
has beeen reasonably concluded that Fea is a his-imidazole complex. The EPR 
spectrum of ferric Fea is typical of a low-spin heme with g values at 3.03, 2.21 and 
1.45 (29). The ligand structure, redox properties, and the spectroscopic signatures 
of Fea are consistent with Fea functioning as an electron acceptor and electron 
donor. It is generally thought that Fea is the primary electron acceptor from 
ferrocytochrome c, and it mediates the transfer of electrons to CuA, which in 
turn passes them on to the dioxygen reduction site. However, this view is being 
challenged at the moment. Final resolution of these issues must await further 
experimentation. It has also been suggested by various groups that Fea is the site 
of redox-linked proton pumping (7 ,30). 
CuA. CuA is also reduced rapidly by ferrocytochrome c, in parallel with the 
reduction ofFea (31). Accordingly, it has been surmised that CuA is also located in 
a subunit on the cytosolic side of the membrane (32). However, the role of CuA in 
the catalytic cycle of cytochrome c oxidase has been a matter of continuing debate. 
Originally, a sequential electron transfer pathway was proposed in which CuA and 
Fea are oxidized in succession at a rate of 7000 s - 1 and 800 s - 1 , respectively ( 33). 
Several recent kinetic studies indicate the existence of a branched pathway for 
the reoxidation of both Fea and CuA, as the kinetics are biphasic rather than a 
single exponential (21,34-35). Wikstrom has suggested that CuA does not transfer 
electrons to the dioxygen reduction site directly but only serves as a redox buffer 
for Fea, facilitating electron transfer to the dioxygen reduction site through Fea 
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only (7). Chan and co-workers have proposed that CuA is the site of redox-linked 
proton pumping and that reduction of Fea primes the protein for proton uptake 
and regulates the redox potential of the CuA site (36-37). 
The structure of CuA is rather unusual. The copper coordination most con-
sistent with spectroscopic experiments is CuN2S2, CuNN*S2 or CuONS2 (38-41). 
EPR and ENDOR experiments on the yeast cytochrome oxidase where [1,3 15N2] 
histidine, [,B, ,B-2H2]· cysteine or [,B-13C] cysteine has been incorporated into the 
enzyme demonstrated unambiguously that at least one histidine and one cysteine 
are ligated to CuA (40); and the recent ENDOR results are consistent with two 
cysteines per CuA (41). The latter ENDOR study also suggested a symmetric 
coordination of the copper ion to two cysteines and that there is substantial spin 
density onto a cysteine sulphur in the oxidized enzyme such that the site may be 
considered as a Cu(I)-S2 radical. Chan et al. have proposed a detailed model 
for the coordination of CuA which involves the ligation of two histidines and two 
cysteines per CuA unit (42). A recent EXAFS study on a series of samples in 
which CuA, and not Cus, was chemically modified by the sulphydryl reagent p-
(hydroxymercuri)benzoate (p-HMB) has allowed the inner coordination spheres of 
Cus as well as CuA to be determined. For CuA, two sulphur atoms and two nitro-
gen (or oxygen) atoms are implicated as ligands, with Cu-N and Cu-S distances 
of 1.98 and 2.28 A, respectively {43). 
CuA is generally accepted to be bound to a region of subunit II which con tans 
two conserved cysteine residues and several conserved histidines ( 44). CuA exhibits 
an intense absorption band centered at 830 nm ( e = 3000 M-1 em -l). The EPR 
spectrum of CuA is highly unusual: the spectrum is almost isotropic with no 
resolvable hyperfine interaction at X-band frequencies {24). The EPR spectrum 
of CuA is adequately simulated with g values of 2.18, 2.03 and 1.99 for g., gy, and 
9x, respectively (24,45) . The g value of 1.99 has generated considerable interest 
because it is below the free-electron g value of 2.0023. The electron-spin relaxation 
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properties of CuA have also been shown to be significantly different than for blue 
copper centers (13) . A possible explanation for the unusually small hyperfine 
interaction, the low g:r: value, and the high degree of covalency is that there is 
significant electron delocalization to CuA from its associated cysteine ligands (36). 
Fe.. and CuB. Feaa and Cua comprise the binuclear dioxygen reduction 
site. It is generally assumed that this part of the protein complex is embedded 
in the bilayer membrane, closer to the matrix. The best estimates based on EPR 
relaxation measurements give distances of 15-20 A for the distance of the binu-
clear site from either Fea or CuA (11-13). The proximal ligand to Feaa has been 
unambiguously shown to be a histidine (46) based on EPR measurements on the 
yeast enzyme containing [1,3- 15 NJ histidine. The sixth axial position is variable; it 
is the site available for binding the bridging ligand between Feaa and Cu8 . Dioxy-
gen, carbon monoxide (CO), and nitric oxide (NO) bind to this site when Feaa is 
reduced; azide, cyanide, peroxide, and formate bind when Feaa is ferric (47). 
Feaa contributes to the intensity of the optical absorption spectrum in both 
the Soret and o: regions (48-49). From a combination of spectroscopic studies, 
including resonance Raman (24,50), MCD (51) and magnetic susceptibility (52), 
Feaa is a ferric heme and is high-spin in the resting enzyme. Magnetic susceptibility 
studies suggest that in the resting enzyme the ferric high spin Feaa is antiferro-
magnetically coupled to cupric Cua to give a S=2 ground state (-J?:: 200 cm-1). 
This antiferromagnetic coupling is thought to be mediated by a bridging ligand 
(16); however, the identity of this bridging ligand has been elusive. When the 
resting enzyme is fully reduced, ferrous Feaa remains high-spin but goes low-spin 
in the presence of CO or NO. 
Cua is the most enigmatic metal center of cytochrome c oxidase since it does 
not contribute any absorbance in the optical spectrum, nor does it have an EPR 
signal under most conditions. Cua binds NO in both the cupric and cuprous states 
(53); it also binds CO when Cua is in the cuprous state (54) . The identification 
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of the ligands to Cua has been hampered by the difficulty in obtaining an EPR-
detectable state of the metal center. Under some conditions, a readily saturable 
rhombic Cua EPR signal is produced (55-57), which is thought to arise from 
a magnetically isolated cupric Cua adjacent to a ferrous Fea8 stabilized in the 
low-spin state by dioxygen (56-57). In fact, Cline et al. (58) recently reported 
results from a comparative ENDOR study of the rhombic Cua EPR signal and a 
similar rhombic copper EPR signal from partially reduced laccase. Their ENDOR 
results suggest that there are two (and possibly three) nitrogen ligands to Cua. 
In Chapter III we report a new method to prepare large yields of the rhombic 
Cua EPR signal and subsequently we report the results from a recent ENDOR 
study of the rhombic Cua EPR signal (Chapter V). The most recent EXAFS 
measurements performed on CuA-depleted cytochrome c oxidase suggest 3 (N,O) 
and 1 (S,Cl) (43). If sulphur coordination is involved in Cua, the Cu-S distance 
of 2.3 A is more consistent with sulphur from methionine than cysteine based on 
comparison to model compounds. 
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CHAPTER II 
The Reaction of Cytochrome c Oxidase with Dioxygen 
at Low Temperatures. Evidence for Two Three-Electron-Reduced Intermediates 
and Entropic Promotion of the Bond Breaking Step. 
The mechanism of cytochrome c oxidase dioxygen reduction has been the 
subject of numerous investigations (1-7) . The reaction of reduced cytochrome c 
oxidase with dioxygen is highly exothermic and is extremely rapid (t 1; 2 -500 J.LS 
at 298 K) (1), with a second order rate constant for the recombination of dioxygen 
with the reduced enzyme of approximately 8 x 106 M-1 s-1 (1,8). Accordingly, it 
is necessary to monitor the reaction using rapid kinetic techniques, or follow the 
formation of the intermediates at low temperatures (160-200 K) where the rate of 
the reaction can be slowed down dramatically. 
Low temperature experiments on biological molecules have an advantage over 
room temperature experiments in that reactive intermediates can be generated 
during incubations at low temperatures and then trapped by immersing the sample 
into liquid nitrogen. The trapped intermediates may then be studied by a variety of 
techniques, such as EPR, resonance Raman, MCD, and Mossbauer spectroscopies, 
which provide information on the molecular structure of the reactive species. Of 
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course, implicit in these investigations is that the results obtained in the low 
temperature studies can be extrapolated to room temperature. Yet, it will become 
evident that biological reactions at low temperatures exhibit quite different kinetic 
behavior than (the same reaction) at room temperature. 
B. Chance et al. pioneered the "triple-trapping" technique in 1975 (9); this 
technique has been widely used in the oxidase field to study the reoxidation of 
cytochrome c oxidase at low temperatures. Since carbon monoxide binds tightly to 
ferrous Fea., carbon monoxide is utilized in this method to inhibit the reoxidation 
of the reduced enzyme by dioxygen. Dioxygen is introduced to the fully reduced 
CO-inhibited enzyme while the sample is maintained at approximately 253 K as 
a. result of the presence of 40 % solution of ethylene glycol. The dissociation 
of CO is so slow at 253 K that no appreciable reoxidation of the metal centers 
occurs during the addition of dioxygen. Samples are then frozen to 77 K and 
are illuminated with intense visible light to photolyze the CO from the ferrous 
Feaa. The dioxygen reduction site is then exposed such that, at higher incubation 
temperatures, dioxygen can bind to Feaa. When the sample is warmed to 160 K, 
dioxygen binds to ferrous Fea. and intramolecular electron transfer(s) occur on 
the time scale of minutes. The reaction may be periodically halted by immersing 
the sample in liquid nitrogen, and the reaction intermediates can be studied by 
various spectroscopic techniques. 
Clore and E. Chance demonstrated using the triple-trapping technique in con-
junction with optical spectroscopy that three intermediates formed in succession 
at 173 K upon reoxidation of the fully reduced enzyme (Eqn. 1) (3) 
E + O:z----. I------. II------. ill . (1) 
Intermediate I formed in the first phase (0-20 s) upon incubation at 173 K. Based 
on the optical properties and the resonance Raman spectrum of this intermediate, 
Clore et al. (3) and later Babcock et al. (10) suggested that the intermediate 
is probably a species with dioxygen bound to ferrous Feaa, with Cua reduced. 
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Intermediate II is produced upon the transfer of one electron from the low potential 
centers (either Fea or CuA) to the dioxygen reduction site. The transfer of the 
fourth electron to the dioxygen reduction site produces intermediate III, which has 
dioxygen formally reduced to two equivalents of water. 
Branched Pathway. Clore et al. (5) later extended their earlier work and 
employed combined optical and EPR spectroscopy to determine the redox states 
of Fea and CuA in intermediates I, II and III during the reoxidation of the enzyme. 
They showed that there was no reoxidation of either Fea or CuA in intermediate I, 
whereas after 250 s incubation at 173 K intermediate II was characterized by a 60 
% and 40 % reoxidation of CuA and Fea, respectively. After 3000 s of continued 
incubation at 173 K, Intermediate III was characterized by the nearly complete 
oxidation of CuA and 60 % reoxidation of Fea. Analysis of their optical and 
EPR data with a non-linear optimization program enabled them to fit the EPR 
and optical data to specific kinetic models. They found that a mechanism which 
included a branched pathway was the only kinetic model that satisfactorily fit 
both the optical and EPR data. Thus, Clore and co-workers revised their original 





The branch point in the mechanism in Equation 2 occurs after the initial 
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complete two-electron reduction of dioxygen by Fea, and Cua with transfer of the 
third electron to Intermediate I, [Fea,-O-O-Cua]+3 , from either Fea or CuA to 
produce Intermediates ITA and liB, respectively. The dioxygen reduction site may 
be represented for both intermediates as [Fea,-O-O-Cua]+2 , with Fe~II/Cu~ and 
Fe~1 /Cu~, respectively, for IIA and liB. Curiously, although both intermediates 
IIA and liB were expected to have an odd-electron intermediate at the dioxygen 
reduction site, no EPR signal attributable to an intermediate at the dioxygen 
reduction site was observed. At 173 K intermediate liD was a stable intermediate, 
while intermediate IIA decayed to negligible intensity with concomitant formation 
of intermediate III. 
In 1980 Malmstrom et al. renewed their search for an EPR signal from the 
paramagnetic three-electron-reduced intermediate (ITA and ITB) and they discov-
ered an unusual copper EPR signal at low temperatures and high powers (11). 
The discovery of this EPR signal has had a major impact on all of the subsequent 
work on the kinetics and mechanism of cytochrome c oxidase-catalyzed reduction 
of dioxygen which utilizes EPR in conjunction with the triple-trapping technique 
because the signal allows for the direct monitoring of the three-electron-reduced 
intermediate and the subsequent processes which occur at the dioxygen reduction 
site. The signal is highly anisotropic, displaying only a resolvable gz region, and 
is very resistant to power saturation, even at 10 K, (gz = 2.25, All = 138 G) 
(11). Experiments in which the enzyme was reoxidized with 170 2 demonstrated a 
significant line broadening of the copper EPR signal as a result of ligand hyper-
fine splitting from the 170 nucleus (12). This result showed unambiguously that 
the copper EPR signal originated from the copper at the dioxygen reduction site 
(Cua) and that an oxygen atom, which is derived from 02, is ligated to Cua at 
the three-electron level of reduction. A cupric Cua weakly coupled to a ferry! Fea, 
was suggested as the source of the anisotropic copper EPR signal (11-12). Fur-
thermore, in this model, the unusual saturation behavior of the Cua EPR signal 
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was thought to be readily explainable, i.e., the rapidly relaxing ferryl was expected 
to enhance the relaxation rate of the adjacent Cua spin (11). 
Recently, we re-examined the reoxidation of fully-reduced cytochrome c ox-
idase using the triple-trapping technique in conjunction with EPR spectroscopy. 
In these experiments, the reoxidation was studied over an extended range of tem-
peratures and, when possible, the temperature dependences of the rate of the 
individual reaction steps were detemined in order to estimate the kinetic barri-
ers. As a result of this work, new reaction sequences in the reduction of dioxygen 
by cytochrome c oxidase were discovered, and the initial reaction sequence was 
clarified. First, the new evidence which shows that the dissociation of CO from 
cuprous Cua is the rate-limiting step in the initial electron tranfer events to dioxy-
gen will be discussed; then the evidence for two three-electron-reduced dioxygen 
intermediates will be presented. 
MATERIALS and METHODS 
Sample Preparation. Beef heart cytochrome c oxidase was isolated by the 
method of Hartzell and Beinert ( 13) . The enzyme was typically dissolved in 50 mM 
phosphate buffer with 0.5 % Tween-20 at pH 7 .4. The purified enzyme contained 
8 nM heme a ((mg protein)- 1 ) and its activity was 9.0 nmol of 0 2 reduced min-1 
(p.g of protein) - 1 (or 120 mole cyt-c oxidized (mole cytochrome c oxidase) - 1 s -l). 
Heme a concentrations were determined by the pyridine hemochromogen assay 
(14). Protein concentration was determined by a modification of the Lowry pro-
cedure which includes 1 % sodium docecyl sulfate to solubilize integral membrane 
proteins (15). Enzyme concentrations used for EPR experiments were typically 
0.2-0.3 mM in cytochrome c oxidase. 
EPR samples for low temperature kinetic study were prepared in 5 mm o.d. 
(3.4 mm i.d.) quartz EPR tubes. Prior to reduction, the samples were deoxy-
genated by four to five cycles of evacuation and flushing with argon that had been 
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scrubbed of oxygen by passage through a column containing 0.1 M vanadous ion 
on 2 N HCl followed by passage through a solution of 0.02 M NaOH. A small 
excess (ca. 1.2 equiv) of NADH (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide) (Sigma type 
VI) and 0.01 equiv of phenazine methosulphate were added to the samples under 
an argon atmosphere, causing complete reduction within 30 min. An equal volume 
of 80/20 (v jv) ethylene glycol, which had been previously degassed by four to five 
cycles of freezing, evacuation, thawing, and stirring, was mixed thoroughly with 
the reduced enzyme at 4 °C. The argon atmosphere was then exchanged for a 
25 %/75% mixture of carbon monoxide (CO) (Matheson 99.99 %) and scrubbed 
argon. The samples were cooled to -20 oc and evacuated. One atmosphere of 
pure dioxygen was admitted to the samples in the dark, and they were vigorously 
agitated for 15-20 s and then frozen in liquid nitrogen. The frozen solution formed 
an optically transparent glass. Because CO is bound to the dioxygen reduction 
site, very little reoxidation of the metal centers occurred during the course of the 
addition of dioxygen (less then 5 % in most cases), as judged by the intensities 
of Fea and CuA EPR signals prior to incubation at temperatures which allow 
reaction with dioxygen. 
In order to remove CO from Fea8 , the samples were photolyzed in a finger 
Dewar at 77 K by irradiation with a 200-W Hg-Xe arc lamp for 30-40 min with 
frequent rotation of the sample so that all sides were equally exposed to the light. 
The reaction with dioxygen was initiated by immersing the sample tubes in an-
pentane bath kept at the desired temperature by immersion in methanol/ ethanol 
solutions cooled by the addition of liquid nitrogen. The reaction was quenched by 
returning the sample to liquid nitrogen, and then-pentane which solidified to the 
outside of the EPR tube was scraped off prior to examination of the sample by 
EPR. 
Partially reduced cytochrome c oxidase samples were prepared by similar 
methods as those described previously, with the exception that enough NADH was 
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added to reduce the enzyme by approximately 3 electrons per oxidase molecule. 
The extent of reduction was determined from the EPR spectrum obtained after 
reduction but prior to the incubations at elevated temperatures. 
EPR Spectroscopy. EPR spectra were recorded on a Varian E-line Century 
Series X-band spectrometer operating in the absorption mode. The modulation 
amplitude was 16 G and the modulation frequency 100 kHz. Microwave powers 
used were 0.02 m W for the CuA EPR signal, 0.02 and 0.2 m W for the Fea signal, 
and 20 m W for the anisotropic Cua signal. 
Sample temperature was controlled with an Air Products Heli-Tran cryostat. 
The temperature at the sample position was measured before and after spectra 
were acquired, using a gold-chrome! thermocouple in a glycerol-filled EPR tube. 
The temperature was typically 9 K. Data were rejected if significant (0.5 K) tem-
perature changes occurred during spectrum acquisition. 
For most purposes, EPR intensities were measured as peak heights (Fea at g = 
3) or peak to trough distances (CuA)· For the purposes of absolute comparisons 
between signal intensities, CuA signal was double integrated, using a base line 
which was determined by the requirement that the first integral be zero, and the 
Fea signal was integrated by the method of Aasa and V8.nngard (16) by using 
the peak at g = 3 to estimate the the total area. The unusual Cua signal was 
integrated by using the lowest-field hyperfine peak to estimate the total area, 
using the assumption that the gx and gy values are both 1.3 as suggested by line 
shape simulations (12). This integration verified that the observed Cua signal 
intensity corresponded to the number of spins expected on the basis of the kinetic 
models postulated. For routine relative measurements of the Cua EPR signal, the 
height of the lowest-field hyperfine peak was used; the line width of this peak was 
observed to remain constant within the uncertainty of the determination. 
Data Analysis. The rate of the decay of the unusual Cua EPR signal was 
investigated over a limited range of tempertures to determine the activation pa-
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rameters for the reaction. The kinetic data for the decay of the Cua signal were 
not well-fitted by a single exponential function. It is currently thought that non-
exponential kinetics for processes in proteins at low temperatures result from the 
presence of multiple conformations which have different activation barrier heights 
for the kinetic process (17-19). At low temperatures there is insufficient thermal 
energy to promote interconversions between the various conformational states. 
Thus, all of the various activation enthalpies for the rate process are manifested 
in the kinetics. Experimentally, a distribution of activation enthalpies is observed, 
instead of a single, well-defined value. 
Austin et al. (17-18) first demonstrated that the nonexponential kinetics for 
the rebinding of CO to myoglobin at low temperatures following photolysis could 
be fitted to a power law (Eqn. 3) 
N(t) = C (1 + t/to)-n (3) 
where N(t) is the fraction of unbound heme at time t, and C, t 0 , and n are 
constants; it should be noted that t0 and n are actually temperature dependent 
constants, so it is more accurate to write t 0 (T) and n(T). 
Austin et al. related the fraction of unbound heme to a distribution of acti-
vation barriers according to Equation 4 
00 
N(t) = J dE•g(E•)exp( - k(E•)t) (4) 
0 
where g(E•) is the probability of finding a molecule with an activation energy 
between E• and dE•, and k(E•) is 
(5) 
Equation 4 may be expressed as a function of k using equation 5 (Eqn. 6) 
A 
N(t) =kaT J dk [g(k)/k] exp( -kt) . (6) 
0 
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The prefactor A is assumed to be temperature independent and is sufficiently large 
(""""1013 s-1 ) such that the upper limit of integration is infinity. Equation 6 is then 
the Laplace transform (L) of g(k)/k (Eqn. 7) 
N(t) =kaT L{g(k)/k} . (7) 
The distribution function (g(k)) is then determined by taking the mverse 
Laplace transform (L - 1) of the power law function (Eqns. 8-9) 
L - 1{N(t)} =kaT g(k)/k 
g(k) = n(tok)n exp(-tok)/kaTr(n + 1) , 
(8) 
(9) 
where r is the Gamma function. The most probable rate constant in the distribu-
tion is kp = n/t0 , which occurs at dg(k)/dk = 0. The activation parameters .AH• 
and AS• are obtained by fitting the peak rate constants to the Arrhenius equation 
(Eqn. 10) 
ln kp =In w + AS• /R - AH• /R(1/T) . (10) 
The Cua kinetic data were fitted to the power law by using a nonlinear least-
squares program which computes estimates of C, n, and t 0 • Activation enthalpies 
and entropies were determined by fitting the ln kp vs. 1/T data to the linear form 
of the Arrhenius relation (Eqn. 10), employing a linear least-squares program. 
The standard deviation in the slope and the y-intercept of the Arrhenius equation 
(Eqn. 10) was calculated according to Bevington (20) . Error bars on the graphs 
represent twice the sample standard deviation of the data points from the best fit 
line in the nonlinear least-squares fit of the kinetic data at each temperature. The 
reported uncertainty in the magnitude of the activation parameters AH• and As• 
is equal to one standard deviation. 
The same linear least-squares analysis was also applied to the Arrhenius plot 
of the kinetic data for the CuA oxidation. For this process, the rate was estimated 
by measuring the initial slope to the EPR intensity vs. time curves. 
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RESULTS 
Oxidation of Fe a and Cua. Following photolysis of C 0 from Fea. at 77 K, 
cytochrome c oxidase samples were first incubated at temperatures between 166 
and 186 K to initiate the intramolecular electron transfers to dioxygen. Optically 
monitored low temperature kinetic studies have established that the binding of 
dioxygen to Feaa takes place with a bimolecular rate constant of 81 M-1 s-1 
(5) at 173 K, therefore this binding step is not expected to be rate-limiting in 
our experiments, where the oxygen concentration is ca. 1 mM and the initial 
electron transfers take place with rates of appproximately 2x1o-3 s- 1 at 173 K. 
The intermediate which is formed upon oxygen binding, designated I by Clore 
et al. , exhibits no EPR signals (5). Upon incubation between 166 and 186 K, 
electron transfers from CuA and Fea to the dioxygen reduction site take place, 
causing the appearance of the expected EPR signals that are characteristic of the 
oxidized states of these metal centers. 
The magnitudes of CuA and Fea EPR signals after various times of incubation 
at 181 K are plotted in Figure 1. The oxidation of CuA during the first 30 min. 
at 181 K takes place in at least two phases, as evidenced by the poor quality of 
a single exponential fit to the data. If the analysis is restricted to only the first 3 
min. of oxidation at 181 K and if the data points are taken at shorter intervals, 
the CuA data are satisfactorially fitted by a single exponential (data not shown), 
indicating that a prior step is not partially rate-limiting. Fits to the Fea data are 
not conclusive with respect to the question of whether the oxidation is monophasic 
or biphasic owing to the poorer signal-to-noise ratio of this signal. The ratio of the 
intensities of the CuA and Fea signals during the inital phase of oxidation is also 
shown in Figure 1 and demonstrates that the two sites are not oxidized in parallel. 
After 55 min. at 181 K, the intensity of Fea signal corresponded to only ca. 30% 
of the intensity of CuA signal. In samples which had been thoroughly oxygenated 
prior to freezing, the intensity of the CuA signal corresponded to nearly 100 % 
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Figure 1 
Intensities of the EPR signals due to CuA a.nd Fea during incubation of a 
reduced cytochrome c oxidase sample in the presence of dioxygen at 181 K. Con-
ditions of EPR spectroscopy: temperature 9 K; microwave frequency 9.172 GHz; 
modulation amplitude 16 G; microwave power 0.02 mW (CuA) or 0.20 mW (Fea)· 
Sample preparation, incubation methods, a.nd quantitation of the EPR signals are 
described in the Materials and Methods Section. Bottom: the ratio of the inten-
sities of the CuA a.nd Fea signals during incubations at the same temperature, 
showing that the two sites do not follow parallel courses of oxidation. 
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of the enzyme molecules, as judged by the effect of thawing the samples and 
remeasuring the CuA EPR signal. All of these observations agree qualitatively 
with the results of the combined optical/EPR study of Clore et al. (5). Their 
results and ours are most satisfactorally accounted for by the reaction sequence 
shown in Scheme I. 
The oxidation of CuA was investigated at several temperatures between 166 
and 186 K. Because this process is not well-fitted by a single exponential, the rate 
of the first oxidation step was estimated by measuring the initial slopes of the EPR 
intensity vs. time curves. The rate constants and corresponding temperatures are 
presented in Table I. An Arrhenius plot of the data is linear within the experi-
mental uncertainty and gives an activation enthalpy and entropy for this reaction 
step of 13 ± 2 kcal mol- 1 and 3 ± 8 cal mol- 1 K -l, respectively, assuming a 
preexponential factor of 1013 s-1 • This result confirmed the earlier work of B. 
Chance and co-workers who determined an activation enthalpy of 12.5 kcal mol-1 
for the same reaction step (9). The level of FeCI oxidation which was attained in 
this early phase of the reaction (and therefore its rate of oxidation) relative to that 
of CuA did not vary significantly over the temperature range examined, indicating 
that the activation enthalpies for the FeCI and CuA oxidation are similar. 
In an infrared absorption study of the photolysis of CO from cytochrome c 
oxidase, Fiamingo et al. (21) have shown that when CO is photolyzed from the 
enzyme at low (ca. 180 K) temperatures, it first binds to Cus and subsequently 
recombines with FeCI• in a relatively slow process. While CO remains bound to 
Cu8 , the binding and the reaction of dioxygen to form an electron accepting 
intermediate is likely to be inhibited. These authors in fact pointed out that 
the rate of CO dissociation from cuprous Cus at 183 K paralleled the rate of 
oxidation of CuA in the low temperature kinetic study of Clore et al. Thus, they 
suggested that the dissociation of CO from cuprous Cus may be rate-limiting 
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First-Order Rate Constants and Corresp_onding Temperatures 
for the Formation of the CuA EPR Signal 
Temp (K) k(CuA) (s 1)a 
186.0 (1.7 ± 0.2) X 10-2 
181.0 (4.4 ± 0.2) X 10-3 
180.5 (4.6 ± 0.1) X 10-3 
176.0 (1.3 ± 0.1) X 10-3 
173.0 (1.9 ± 0.1) X 10-3 
171.0 (5.0 ± 0.2) X 10-4 
166.0 (1.9 ± 0.2) X 10-4 
a First-order rate constants were determined by measuring the initial slopes 
to the formation curves of the CuA signal ( .ta.H* = 13 ± 2 kcal mol-1 , .ta.S • :- 3 ± 
8 cal mol- 1 K- 1 ). 
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at low temperatures by the triple-trapping technique. The rate of recombination 
of CO with Fe08 (which parallels its rate of dissociation from cuprous Cua) is 
7.4xl0-3 s- 1 at 181 K; the activation enthalpy for this process is 9.2 kcal mol- 1 
(21). Comparison with our measurements (Table I) shows that the rate of CuA 
oxidation at 181 K is similar (within a factor of 2) at this temperature, whereas 
the activation enthalpy for CuA oxidation is significantly greater. 
Production of the Unusual CuB EPR Signal. The initial transfer of 
an electron from either CuA or Fe08 to the dioxygen reduction site produces an 
intermediate which contains an odd number of electrons at the dioxygen reduction 
site. This species gives rise to a copper EPR signal which is distinguished by two 
unusual properties: It is very difficult to saturate, even at 9 K, and only one of its 
g values is evident in the spectrum (11-12). This signal has been assigned to Cua 
in close proximity to another paramagnetic ion which undergoes more rapid spin 
relaxation (11-12). In Figure 2, the intensity of this signal after various times of 
incubation at 181 K is shown. The Cua EPR spectrum in the 9z region is shown in 
Figure 3. In agreement with earlier findings (11), we observe that the early growth 
of this signal roughly parallels the initial oxidation of CuA and Fea. This result is 
consistent with the assignment of the signal to an intermediate at the Fe08 / Cua 
site which is at the three-electron level of dioxygen reduction. The intensity of this 
signal reaches its maximum after approximately 5 min. at 181 K; it then decays 
somewhat, leveling off after approximately 20 min. At times between 30 and 90 
min., the signal intensity does not change appreciably; assuming 9z and gy values 
of 1.3 (as suggested by line shape simulations described in ref. 12), the Cua signal 
intensity at this time corresponds to ca. 80 % of that of CuA, consistent with 
Scheme I. 
Decay of the Unusual Cua EPR Signal. Subsequent steps in the dioxygen 
reduction reaction, which have not been previously investigated, were studied by 
raising the sample incubation temperature. The intensities of the CuA, Fe0 , and 
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Figure 2 
Intensity of the unusual Cua EPR signal during incubation of a reduced 
cytochrome c oxidase sample in the presence of dioxygen at 181 K. Conditions of 
EPR spectroscopy were as noted in Figure 1, except the microwave power was 20 
m W. Sample preparation, incubation methods, and EPR signal quantitation are 
described in the Material and Methods Section. Assuming g ..L values of 1.3 for the 
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Unusual Cua EPR spectrum observed after incubation of a cytochrome c 
oxidase sample (initially fully reduced) for 45 s at 191 K. Conditions of EPR 
spectroscopy as in Figure 2. The observed hyperfine coupling is 137 G. Only the 
four features indicated are associated with the Cua signal; the remaining features 
are due to CuA, and to a lesser extent, Fea. 
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Cus EPR signals after various times of incubation at 191.5 K are plotted in Figure 
4. This sample was preincubated at lower temperature (177 K) to produce the 
CuA, Fea, and the Cus EPR signals. At 191.5 K, the unusual CuB EPR signal 
decays to negligible intensity at a conveniently monitored rate (ca. 1.8x1o-3 s- 1 ). 
During the same period, the level of Fea oxidation changes by less than 20 % (in 
terms of the total number of oxidase molecules present) and that of the CuA by less 
than 10 %. The changes in the Fea and CuA EPR signal intensities do not parallel 
the decay of the unusual CuB EPR signal. After 1 hour at 198 K, Fea is still less 
than 50 %as oxidized as is CuA, yet the unusual Cus signal is almost completely 
gone. These observations imply that a process occurs at the Fea8 /Cus site which 
is independent of the transfer of the fourth electron from either CuA or Fea and 
which causes the disappearance of the unusual Cus EPR signal. This would imply 
the existence of a second, EPR-silent intermediate at the three-electron level of 
dioxygen reduction. 
The decay of the unusual Cus EPR signal is clearly nonexponential at all 
temperatures at which we examined it. Nonexponential processes in proteins at 
low temperatures have previously been attributed to the existence of multiple 
conformations which have different activation enthalpies for the process and which 
do not rapidly interconvert (17-19). The data for the decay of the unusual CuB 
signal were fitted to the power law expression (Eqn. 3) (ref. 17 cf. Materials and 
Methods Section), which are thought to be appropriate to such a situation. The 
line drawn through the Cus points in Figure 4 is the best power law fit. 
When the activation enthalpy takes on a range of values, its most probable 
value may be determined from the power law treatment if the process is examined 
over a range of temperatures (17). Following the incubation at 177 K for 90 min. 
to produce the unusual Cus signal, its decay was investigated at temperatures 
between 181-207 K. The decay curve at each temperature was fitted to the power 
law; the best fit kinetic parameters for the Cus decay at various temperatures are 
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Figure 4 
Intensities of the EPR signals due to CuA, Fea, and CuB during incubation 
of a cytochrome c oxidase sample at 191.5 K. Initally reduced samples were prein-
cubated at a lower temperature (177 K) for 2 hours to produce the intermediate 
which exhibits the CuB EPR signal. The lines through the CuA and Fea data 
points are drawn to guide the eye. The line through the CuB data points is the 
best power law fit. Conditions of EPR spectroscopy were as described in the 
legends to Figures 1 and 2. 
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First-Order Rate Constants and Corresponding Temperatures 
for the Decay of the Cua EPR Signal 
Temp (K) kp (s- 1 )a 
207.0 (3.4 ± o.6) x w-2 
203.0 (1.8 ± o .4) x 10-2 
203.0 (3 .4 ± o.1) x w-2 
202.5 (6.8 ± o.3) x w-3 
197.0 (4.5 ± o.7) x w-3 
193.0 (1.4 ± o.3) x w-3 
191.5 (1.8 ± 0.4) x w-3 
187.0 (5.2 ± 1.3) x w-4 
183.0 (8.1 ± 2.2) x w-5 
a kp is the first order rate constant for the decay of the unusual Cua EPR 
signal, where kp = n/to (see Materials and Methods) . 
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Figure 5 
Arrhenius plot of the measured rate of decay of the unusual Cua signal. The 
Cua EPR signal intensities were fitted to a power law expression (see Material 
and Methods). The best linear least-squares fit to the data yields an activation 
enthalpy and entropy of 18 kcal mol- 1 ± 2 kcal mol-1 K- 1 and 21 ± 8 cal mol- 1 




Plot of the activation enthaply distribution for the decay of the unusual Cua 
EPR signal at 203 K. The distribution function was calculated by inserting the 
best-fit parameters (.6.H; = 18 kcal mol-1 , n = 0.65 and T = 203 K) into the 
following equation (18,21): 
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compiled in Table II. The data in Table II were used to construct the Arrhenius 
plot in Figure 5. From the Arrhenius plot, we obtained a value of 18 kcal moi-l 
for the most probable activation enthalpy and a corresponding activation entropy 
of 21 ± 8 cal mol-1 K-1 , assuming a preexponential factor of 1013 s-1 • The 
determination of the most probable activation enthalpy (18 kcal mol-1) allows us 
to construct an activation enthalpy distribution for the decay of the unusual CuB 
EPR signal at a given temperature. For example, in Figure 6 we display a plot of 
the activation enthalpy distribution for the decay of the CuB EPR signal at 203 
K. The activation enthalpy distribution was calculated by inserting the best-fit 
parameters (.~H; = 18 kcal mol- 1 , n = 0.65 and T = 203 K) into the appropriate 
equation for the distribution function (see legend to Figure 6). 
Further Oxidation of Fea. As noted above, Fea oxidation is not complete 
even after incubations which cause the nearly complete disappearance of the un-
usual CuB signal. Continued incubation at 203 K causes further oxidation of Fea 
to take place at a rate of approximately Sxl0--4 s-1 (Figure 7). A comparison 
of the Fea oxidation with the decay of the unusual CuB EPR signal again shows 
clearly that the two processes are not correlated: Most of the increase in the Fea 
signal takes place after the unusual CuB EPR signal has decayed; however, even 
after prolonged incubation (more than 1 hour) at 203 K, Fea oxidation is still not 
complete, as evidenced by a further increase in its intensity upon incubation at a 
somewhat higher temperature (211 K). Judging from the slowness of Fea oxida-
tion at 193 K (not shown) relative to that at 203 K, this process is rather highly 
activated. The activation enthalpy for this process was not determined, owing to 
the occurrence of other, complicating processes to be described below. 
Appearance of New Signals from Magnetically Isolated CuB and 
Feaa. In an attempt to induce the complete oxidation of Fea and measure its 
rate at a higher temperature, several samples with different histories were incu-
bated at 211 K or higher. EPR spectra of a typical sample after incubation at 183 
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Figure 7 
Intensity of the Fea EPR signal during incubation of a. cytochrome c oxidase 
sample at 203 K. Prior to the 203 K incubation, the sample was incubated a.t 177 K 
for 2 hours. The behavior of the unusual Cua signal during the 203 K incubation 
is also shown. The lines through the data points are drawn to guide the eye. 
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Development of new, magnetically isolated copper and iron EPR signals upon 
incubation at 211 K and higher temperatures. A: Spectrum of an initially reduced 
cytochrome c oxidase sample after incubation at 183 K for ca. 11 hours. B: 
Spectrum after incubation at 211 K for 20 min. C: Spectrum after incubation at 
211 K for 60 min, 216 K for 20 min, 223 K for 65 min and 228 K for 16 min. 
For spectra A, B, and C, conditions of EPR spectroscopy were as described in the 
legend to Figure 1. The expansion of the low-field region is for the same sample 









K, 211 K, and higher temperatures are shown in Figure 8. A new signal with split-
tings characteristic of a cupric ion appears upon incubation at 211 K. The g values 
and hyperfine coupling of this signal are the same of those of a signal assignable to 
Cua which has been previously observed by Karlsson and Andreasson (22) using 
a different sample preparation. This Cua EPR signal will be referred to as the 
"rhombic" Cua EPR signal since the g tensor is definitely rhombic (23). During 
later stages of incubation at 211 K, and more so upon incubation at higher tem-
peratures, another signal appears with features at g = 2.63 and g = 1.89, which is 
most plausibly assigned to a low-spin Fea. coordinated by imidazole and hydrox-
ide. (24-25). These signals exhibit no resolved dipolar splittings and are readily 
saturated, which indicates that they are due to magnetically isolated species. Con-
comitant with the appearance of these signals, Fe4 undergoes some oxidation but 
again not to completion (as judged by the effect of thawing the samples, which 
causes a further increase in the signal intensity) . 
Low Temperature Oxidation of ca. Three-Fourths Reduced Cyto-
chrome c Oxidase. The role played by the fourth electron in the reaction of 
cytochrome oxidase with dioxygen may be investigated in the low-temperature 
kinetic experiments using enzyme samples which are reduced by fewer than four 
electrons. The results of such an experiment are displayed in Figure 9, where we 
plot the intensities of the CuA, Fe4 , and the unusual Cua EPR signals during 
incubation at 181 K of a sample initially reduced by only 3.4 electrons. In this 
situation, most of the enzyme molecules contain only 3 reducing equivalents at the 
beginning of the reaction. The important observations are Fe4 oxidation during 
this initial reaction step takes place to a much greater extent and at a slower 
apparent rate, as compared to the situation in the fully reduced enzyme (compare 
with Figure 1) and that the unusual Cua EPR signal shows no early decay phase 
(compare with Figure 2). 
The next step of the reaction, namely the decay of the unusual Cua EPR 
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Figure 9 
Intensities of the CuA, Fe0 , and the unusual Cua EPR signals during incuba-
tion of a partially (3.4 equiv) reduced cytochrome c oxidase sample at 181 K . The 
lines through the data points are drawn to guide the eye. Conditions were as noted 
in the legends to Figures 1 and 2. This figure should be compared with F igures 1 
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signal, was investigated by incubating the sample at 205 K. The unusual CuB signal 
decays to near completion at a rate which is in agreement with rates measured 
with the fully reduced enzyme (Figure 10). This observation confirms that the 
transfer of the fourth electron to the dioxygen reduction site is not required for 
the elimination of the unusual CuB signal, since most of the oxidase molecules do 
not contain a fourth electron. 
The role of the fourth electron in producing the magnetically isolated CuB and 
Feaa EPR signals was examined by incubating a three-electron-reduced sample at 
203 K for 6 min followed by repeated incubations at 211 K or higher. The new 
copper and iron signals are produced in somewhat higher yield relative to the CuA 
signal in the four-electron-reduced samples, particularly after 222 K incubation 
(Fig. 11). Some low-temperature kinetics samples were thawed for ca. 1 min at 
ice temperature to measure the changes in the CuA and Fea EPR signals. After 
the samples were thawed and refrozen, the magnetically isolated, rhombic CuB 
EPR signal appeared in appreciably higher yield in a 3.4-electron-reduced sample 
than in a fully reduced sample (spectra not shown). 
Solvent Dependence. The solvent dependence of the low-temperature dioxy-
gen reduction reaction was examined by conducting some experiments in 50 % 
glycerol rather than in 40 % ethylene glycol. The results of these experiments 
may be summarized as follows: The first reaction step, which involves the oxi-
dation of Fea and CuA to produce the intermediate which exhibits the unusual 
copper EPR signal, was not substantially affected by the change in the solvent. 
The unusual copper EPR signal was identical in appearance and was produced in 
similar yield. By contrast, the next step, which involves the decay of the unusual 
copper signal, was significantly affected: In 50 % glycerol, this process was ap-
proximately 100 times slower than in 40 % ethylene glycol, requiring incubation 
temeperatures some 15 °C higher to achieve comparable rates. 
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Figure 10 
Decay of the unusual Cua EPR signal during 205 K incubation of a cy-
tochrome c oxidase sample initially reduced by 3.4 electrons. The sample was 
preincubated at 181 K for 55 min to generate the unusual Cua EPR signal. Con-
















Development of the new, magnetically isolated copper and iron EPR signals 
in ca. three-electron-reduced cytochrome c oxidase sample. Conditions for EPR 
spectroscopy were as described in the legends to Figures 1 and 9. 
A. Spectrum after incubation at 203 K for 6 minutes. 
B. After incubation at 211 K for 135 minutes. 









Initial Reaction Step. The overall reaction scheme which best accounts for 
the initial electron-transfer events is shown above in Scheme I and is essentially 
identical with that deduced by Clore et al. (5). This scheme involves first the trans-
fer of an electron from either CuA or Fea with similar apparent rates, to produce an 
intermediate at the Fea./Cue site which is formally at the three-electron-reduced 
level of dioxygen reduction. The three-electron-reduced intermediate gives rise to 
the unusual Cue EPR signal which exhibits only the features associated with one 
g value and which is unusually resistant to power saturation. At 181 K, both of 
these electron-transfer processes have an apparent first order rate constant of ca. 
4.4 x1o-3 s-1 • Approximately 30 % of Fea and 70 % of CuA are oxidized in this 
step. The reduced CuA which remains is oxidized in a somewhat slower process 
(k = ca. 1x1o-3 s-1 ). At 181 K, Fea is still about 70 % reduced after 2 hours. 
Thus, after 2 hours at 181 K, 70% of the Fea8 /Cue sites are at the three-electron 
level of dioxygen reduction and exhibit the unusual Cue EPR signal, while the 
remaining 30 % are at the four-electron (formally, water) level. 
The evidence for the reaction scheme consists of the following observations: 
(A) The careful kinetic analysis of Clore et al. showed convincingly that Fea is 
oxidized in a single first-order step during incubation at a comparable temperature 
(173 K) and that CuA oxidation is well-fitted by the expression appropriate to the 
two-step mechanism in Scheme I. All our data on the oxidations of Fea and CuA 
are consistent with this scheme: In numerous experiments at 181 K, the overall 
time course of CuA oxidation was not well-fitted by a single exponential, and the 
oxidation of Fea did not parallel that of CuA. After 2 hours of incubation at 181 
K, integration of the CuA and Fea signals shows that the amount of oxidized Fea 
corresponds to much less than (approximately 30 % of) the amount of oxidized 
CuA. (B) After subsequent incubation for 30 min at 203 K, the Fea signal increases 
to approximately 80% of CuA. This indicates that a substantial percentage of the 
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Fea./Cus sites were in fact still at the three-electron level of dioxygen reduction 
after the incubation at 181 K, as required by scheme I. At the same time, the CuA 
signal does not increase appreciably, indicating that the oxidation of this site was 
very nearly complete at the lower temperature. (C) The Cus EPR signal, which 
is associated with an intermediate of dioxygen reduction at the three-electron 
level, shows a small but reproducible decrease at times between 5 and 10 min of 
incubation at 181 K. In the present reaction scheme, this decrease is caused by 
the elimination of some three-electron-reduced intermediate by the transfer of the 
fourth electron from CuA to the Fea./Cus site (the conversion from intermediate 
IIA to intermediate III). In samples initially reduced by only three electrons, in 
which the transfer of the fourth electron may not take place in most of the enzyme 
molecules, this early phase of Cus decay was not observed. 
The causes underlying the branched reaction scheme are in part revealed 
by the experiments using partially (ca. 3.5 equiv) reduced enzyme samples. In 
ca. 3.5-equiv reduced samples, Fea is approximately 10 % oxidized and CuA 
is approximately 50 % oxidized at the beginning of the experiment. In these 
samples, Fea is oxidized to a much greater extent (approaching 80 %) in the first 
electron transfer step. This step is analogous to the conversion from intermediate 
I to intermediate IIA in Scheme I, differing only in that CuA is already largely 
oxidized. In the partially reduced samples, the Fea oxidation exhibits an apparent 
first order rate constant which is approximately 2-fold smaller than that observed 
in the fully reduced samples. These observations are readily interpreted in terms 
of Scheme I. In the initial electron-transfer step of this scheme, the apparent rate 
constants for Fea or CuA oxidation in the case of the fully reduced enzyme will 
be the sum of the rate constants for the oxidation of these sites (26), whereas in 
the case of the three-electron-reduced enzyme the apparent rate constants will be 
the same as the actual rate constants. The more extensive oxidation of Fea in the 
ca. three-electron-reduced enzyme indicates that the electron transfer from Fea 
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is relatively fast if the electron is the third electron to be transferred to dioxygen 
but slow if it is the fourth. In the fully reduced enzyme, Fea must compete with 
CuA to be the donor of the this third electron. It was previously suggested (5) 
that the trapping of the fourth electron in Fea is due to an Fea-CUA interaction, 
in which the oxidation of CuA blocks the Fea to Fea./CuB electron transfer. The 
experiment using three-electron reduction shows that the contrary is the case: The 
presence of initially oxidized CuA increases the amount of Fea oxidation. 
The first electron transfer from CuA was examined over a range of tempera-
tures between 166 and 186 K. The rate was estimated by using the slope of the 
early portion of the CuA oxidation data, since at later times the curve is com-
plicated by the second electron transfer step (the conversion from intermediate 
IIA to intermediate III), in which some 30 % of the CuA oxidizes more slowly to 
yield the four-electron product at the Feaa/CuB site. The activation parameters 
deduced for the first electron transfer step from CuA are .6.H* = 13 ± 1 kcal mol-1 
and .6.8* = 3 ± 8 cal mol- 1 K-1 (in a 40 % ethylene glycol glass). This electron 
transfer step showed only a weak dependence upon the nature of the medium: in a 
50 % glycerol glass, the rate was not markedly different from that in 40 % ethylene 
glycol. 
Nature of the First Reaction Step. Employing Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy, Fiamingo et al. (21) recently demonstrated that CO coordinated to 
cuprous CuB after the photolysis of CO from ferrous Feaa· CO relaxed back 
completely to Fea. within a few minutes at 210 K and above after removal of 
the excitation source, while the CuB-CO complex was stable overnight at 140 K 
and below. The reformation of a Fe~~ - CO complex was a first order process, 
exhibiting a distribution of activation enthalpies below 210 K: the peak activation 
enthalpy of the distribution was 9.2 ± 0.2 kcal mol- 1 , with an activation entropy 
of -18.4 ± 1.4 cal moi- 1 K-1 (21). From these results, evidently a sizeable fraction 
of cuprous CuB would be complexed with CO over the same temperature range in 
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which the triple trapping experiments are conducted (170-200 K). The reoxidation 
of Cua (and Fea8 ) is unlikely to proceed until CO dissociates from cuprous Cua. 
Accordingly, Fiamingo et al. proposed that the rate-limiting step for the proper 
binding of 0 2 and the subsequent oxidation of the fully reduced enzyme was the 
dissociation of CO from cuprous Cua. 
Our investigation of the initial rate of reoxidation of CuA revealed that over a 
limited temperature range (166-186 K), the rate of reoxidation of CuA paralleled 
the rate of dissociation of CO from Cua. The activation enthalpy and entropy 
for the initial reoxidation of CuA are AH• = 13 ±1 kcal mol- 1 and AS* = 3 cal 
mol- 1 K- 1 . It should be noted that in our study, samples were in 40 % ethylene 
glycol, whereas in the study of Fiamingo et al. the samples were in 100 % glycerol. 
Therefore, although the activation energies for the dissociation of CO from cuprous 
Cu8 and the reoxidation of CuA are indeed different, the similarity in the rates of 
these two processes leads us to agree with Fiamingo et al. that the rate limiting 
step in the reoxidation of the enzyme is likely to be the dissociation of CO from 
cuprous Cua (Scheme II). The activation parameters from our study and from the 
study of Fiamingo et al. may be different because of the quite different solvents 
which were employed, or the differences may reflect the fact that the activation 
parameters determined by Fiamingo et al. are for dissociation of CO from Cua 
and for the rebinding to ferrous Feaa· In our study, CO does not rebind to ferrous 
Feaa after dissociation from cuprous Cua. The correspondence is close enough to 
suggest that the first process under examination in our experiments may in fact 
be the dissociation of CO fron cuprous Cua, followed by relatively rapid reaction 
with iron-bound dioxygen to generate a peroxidic intermediate and enable electron 
transfer from Fea or CuA (Scheme II). 
If Scheme II is correct, then the first intermediate in the low temperature 
dioxygen reaction (probably a dioxygen adduct of ferrous Fea8 ) may differ from the 
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bound to CuB. In the absence of CO, such an intermediate may never be formed 
or may have a very short lifetime. This posssibility emphasizes the need to de-
vise kinetic experiments, both at low and physiological temperatures, in which 
inhibitory ligands are not present. 
Second Reaction Step. As noted above, an unusual EPR signal from Cua 
appears in concert with the early oxidation of CuA and Fea. Subsequent electron 
transfer from CuA in the subpopulation of molecules which underwent initial oxi-
dation at Fea causes a portion of the signal to disappear, but most of the unusual 
CuB signal, which is assigned to intermediate liB in Scheme I, remains after 1 
hour at 181 K. The next distinct reaction step which is observed, after prolonged 
incubation at 181 K or much shorter incubation at temperatures ca. 10 deg higher, 
is the disappearance of this unusual Cua signal. During this process, very little 
further oxidation of CuA or Fea takes place, and the time courses of the CuA and 
Fea oxidation do not parallel the disappearance of the unusual EPR signal. In 
samples which are initially reduced by only ca. 3.4 electrons, the unusual Cua 
signal disappears to near completion and at the same rate as observed in fully re-
duced samples, indicating that the transfer of a fourth electron is not required for 
the elimination of the three-electron-reduced intermediate which gives rise to the 
unusual CuB EPR signal. These observations imply that there are two interme-
diates at the three-electron level of dioxygen reduction, the first EPR-detectable 
and the second EPR-undetectable under the conditions of our experiments. 
The conversion from the first to the second three-electron-reduced interme-
diate was characterized in considerable detail. At all temperatures studied, the 
decay of the unusual Cua EPR signal was nonexponential, which we attribute to 
the existence of multiple conformations which have different activation enthalpies 
for this step and which interconvert only slowly, if at all, at these low tempera-
tures. Analogous behavior has been observed in the recombination of CO with 
myoglobin (17-18) or with cytochrome c oxidase following photolysis (21). The 
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progress of these reactions was satisfactorially fit by the power law expression (Ma-
terials and Methods). The power law also gives satisfactory fits for the conversion 
between the first and second three-electron-reduced intermediates. The power law 
analysis was used in conjunction with examination of this process over a range 
of temperatures to estimate the most probable activation enthalpy. The value 
which we deduce is 18 kcal mol- 1 • The corresponding activation entropy is 21 cal 
mol- 1 K- 1 , assuming a prefactor of 1013 s-1 , which may be an overestimate.t 
These activation parameters indicate that this step is entropically promoted to a 
substantial degree: An activation entropy of 21 cal mol-1 K- 1 corresponds to a 
rate enhancement of approximately 4 x 104 • 
We should consider some factors which may cause an overestimation of the 
most probable activation enthalpy and the activation entropy for the conversion 
between the two three-electron-reduced dioxygen intermediates. When the decay 
of the unusual Cua EPR signal was studied, typically the initial population of the 
EPR-detectable three-electron-reduced intermediate was -70-80 % of the total 
enzyme molecules. (Recall that from 20-30 % of the initial population of the 
EPR-detectable three-electron-reduced species was eliminated by the transfer of 
the fourth electron to the dioxygen reduction site. See Scheme I.) Since the decay 
of only -70-80 % of the initial population of the EPR-detectable three-electron-
reduced intermediate was observed in this study, what effect might this have on 
the determined activation parameters ..6.H* and ..6.S*? 
(i) To answer this question we must consider two alternative models for the 
decay of the 20 % subpopulation of the EPR-detectable three-electron-reduced 
t At 200 K, the Eyring prefactor kT / h is approximately 0.4 x 1013 s- 1 ; so 1.0 
x 1013 s-1 is likely to be an over estimate. Also, the transmission coefficient "" 
has been taken to be 1.0, the maximum possible. The effect of these assump-
tions, which probably overestimate the effective frequency prefactor, will be to 
underestimate the activation entropy. 
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dioxygen intermediate. (a) The distribution of barrier heights (g(H* )) after the 
preincubation period, which is representative of -70-80 % of the initial popula-
tion, may in fact be identical to the initial distribution of barrier heights. Specif-
ically, the distribution of barrier heights after the preincubaton period will be 
the same as the initial distribution if the transfer of the fourth electron to the 
dioxygen reduction site (step IIA to III in Scheme I) does not preferentially reduce 
those conformations of the EPR-detectable three-electron-reduced intermediate 
which have the smallest barrier height (for conversion to the EPR-silent three-
electron-reduced intermediate). If the activation enthalpy distribution after the 
preincubation period is similar to the initial distribution, the experimentally de-
termined parameters (~H; and ~s·) will reflect the initial distribution of barrrier 
heights. (b) In contrast, it is plausible that the transfer of the fourth electron to 
the dioxygen reduction site (step ITA to III in Scheme I) is actually more favorable 
in the subset of molecules in which the activation barrier (for the conversion of the 
EPR-detectable species to the EPR-silent species) is lowest. If this is the case, the 
subpopulation of the most rapidly reacting EPR-detectable three-electron-reduced 
intermediate will be eliminated before the start of our experiment. We then ex-
pect that the peak of the activation enthalpy distributon will be skewed to larger 
barrier heights. Thus, in the latter case, ~H; and ~s· will be overestimated. 
(ii) It is now appreciated that at temperatures below 120 K the multitude of 
conformational substates, which are accessible to a protein, do not interconvert. 
However, at more elevated temperatures, specifically near the freezing tempera-
ture (T 1 ,_ 200 K)) of mixtures of water and ethylene glycol, it is known that 
some conversion between the conformational substates can occur (19,27). In fact, 
Agmon and Hopfield (27) have suggested that there is an increased rate of inter-
conversion between conformational substates near the freezing temperature, and 
the increased rate of conversion has the unusual effect of increasing the most prob-
able barrier height for the recombination of carbon monoxide with myoglobin. Our 
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experiments do not involve the recombination of CO with ferrous Feaai however, 
since our experiments were conducted close to the T 1 of the solvent (183-207 K), a 
similar increase in the most probable activation barrier may have occurred. Again, 
an increase in the most probable activation enthalpy would also tend to cause an 
overestimation of the activation entropy. 
The conversion between the two three-electron-reduced intermediates was also 
examined by conducting some experiments in 50% glycerol rather than in 40 % 
ethylene glycol. In the glycerol glass, this step was much (ca. 100-fold) slower, 
taking place at an appreciable rate only at temperatures some 15 deg higher than 
the reaction in ethylene glycol. This result may refiect a change in the confor-
mation of the enzyme, or its conformational fiexibility, in the glycerol glass. The 
intensity and position of the Cua signal are the same in the glycerol and ethylene 
glycol glasses, which suggests that the structure of the dioxygen reduction site is 
not substantially different. If the rate difference is caused by a difference in con-
formational flexibility, this would suggest that significant protein conformational 
change is involved in this step. 
The two three-electron-reduced intermediates are at the same formal oxida-
tion level, but they must be structurally different since one exhibits an unusual 
copper EPR signal while the other does not. Various structures which contain 
the correct number of electrons may be envisioned, depending upon the state of 
the dioxygen bond and the extent of protonation. The activation parameters for 
the conversion and the sensitivity of the process to conformation (which is im-
plied by its distributed activation enthaly) suggest that this process corresponds 
to the cleavage of the dioxygen bond. The first of the three-electron-reduced 
intermediates would then contain a peroxidic adduct of ferrous Fea. and cupric 
Cua, while the second intermediate would contain a ferryl ion and a cupric ion. 
Adopting this hypothesis, shown in Scheme III, we may say that the cleavage of 
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entropy of activation could be achieved through ordering of the reactant state, in 
which the hydroperoxide is coordinated to both the copper and the iron. If the 
intermetal distance is appropriate, the metals may act as a "rack" on which the 
hydroperoxide is stretched and is thereby ordered (28). Conversely, the hydroper-
oxide binding is expected to constrain the intermetal distance, thus decreasing the 
motional freedom of the surrounding protein. 
The description shown in Scheme II applies to intermediate liB only, since 
intermediate IIA is eliminated by a different pathway which involves the transfer 
of a fourth electron to the dioxygen reduction site. Following this electron transfer, 
the oxygen-oxygen bond may be broken, via a mechanism which is different from 
that in Scheme ill or it may be intact until the temperature is raised further. Since 
intermediate III is EPR-silent, other approaches will be required to study this 
alternate pathway. We only note here that the highly activated character of the 
reaction step in Scheme ill makes it very likely that this path, which proceeds via 
two three-electron-reduced intermediates, will be the dominant one at physiological 
temperature, since the postulated bond-breaking step is predicted to be very rapid 
(106-108 s-1 ) at 37 oc (by extrapolation of the Arrhenius plot in Figure 5). 
Nature of the Unusual CuB EPR Signal. If Scheme III is correct, it must 
somehow account for the unusual EPR spectroscopic properties of the two three-
electron-reduced intermediates. With regard to the first intermediate, we must 
explain why only a small portion of the copper EPR spectrum is observed and 
why this signal is very difficult to saturate relative to magnetically isolated copper 
ions. Previously, in the absence of evidence for two different three-electron-reduced 
intermediates, this unusual Cua EPR signal was proposed to arise from a cupric 
ion in proximity to a ferryl ion (the second three-electron intermediate in our 
reaction scheme). Additionally, it was proposed that a hydroxide ion coordinated 
to the copper is hydrogen-bonded to the ferryl oxygen, facilitating a superexchange 
interaction between the copper and the iron spins (12). The rapid relaxation of the 
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copper spin and the absence of g% and g 11 features were ascribed to dipolar and/or 
superexchange coupling to the S = 1 (low-spin) ferry! ion, which is expected to 
relax very rapidly (11,29-30). 
In our reaction scheme, the unusual Cus signal is proposed to arise from 
a hydroperoxide-bridged cupric/ferrous intermediate. In this intermediate, the 
hydroperoxide coordination to the copper may be stronger than its coordination 
to iron; consequently, we propose that the ferrous iron is high-spin (S = 2) or 
intermediate-spin (S = 1). Niether of these spin-states would be surprising given 
that the hydroperoxide coordination to copper could substantially weaken its co-
ordination to iron. The peroxidic bridge between the copper and iron ions will 
facilitate a superexchange coupling between the ions. If the superexchange cou-
pling parameter J is small relative to the axial zero-field splitting D of the high-
or intermediate-spin heme, then perturbation theory may be used to calculate the 
g values of the coupled cupric/ferrous spin system. This perturbation treatment 
shows that the superexchange coupling affects g% and g11 to first order in J / D but 
g 11 only to second order. The shape and intensity of the resolvable portion of the 
spectrum at g11 is consistent with values for gz and g 11 less than or equal to 1.3 
(11). Assuming an axial zero-field splitting of 20 cm-1 and iron g values of 2.0, 
the superexchange coupling required to give gz and g 11 values of 1.3 is calculated 
to be 3.5 cm- 1 if the iron is intermediate-spin, or 1.1 cm-1 if the iron is high-spin. 
Using these values for J , the value of g 11 (which is perturbed only to second order 
in J /D) is predicted to be typical for copper, even if the g values of the iron are 
quite anisotropic (e .g., g11 (Fe) = 3.0), which is itself unlikely. Similarly, the copper 
hyperfine coupling parameter A. ( eff) will not be significantly reduced relative to 
the isolated copper ion. 
The absence of observable inflections near g = 1.3 could be caused by inhomo-
geneously broadening of the resonance, either by g anisotropy in the iron (which 
would cause gJI to be greater than 1.3 and gz to be less than 1.3) and/or "J-strain", 
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a distribution in the value of the superexchange coupling parameter J caused by 
conformational heterogeneity. The resistance of the unusual Cua EPR signal to 
power saturation also follows as a consequence of weak superexchange coupling to 
the iron ion. The presence of nearby high-lying states in the iron spin manifold, 
which are admixed with the copper spin states, will facilitate the relaxation of the 
copper spin via the Orbach mechanism (31). The temperature dependence of the 
Cua relaxation rate is consistent with relaxation via an Orbach mechanism which 
involves spin excited states ca. 20 cm-1 higher in energy (32). Thus, all of the 
properties of the unusual Cua signal are accounted for by adopting the structure 
proposed in Scheme III and postulating a fairly weak (1.1 or 3.5 cm- 1, depending 
on the iron spin state) superexchange interaction between the copper and the iron. 
With regard to the second intermediate at the three-electron level of reduc-
tion, which we suggest is in the cupric/ferry! oxidation state, we must explain why 
no EPR spectrum assignable to this intermediate is observed. The perturbation 
treatment described above, as well as the analogous treatment in which a very 
strong superexchange interaction is assumed and the zero field splitting is treated 
as a perturbation, indicates that in the limits of very strong or very weak coupling, 
the superexchange interaction cannot make the expected resonance so anisotropic 
or so inhomogeneously broadened that all its spectral features, particularly those 
at g6 , are undetectable. However, at intermediate strengths of the superexchange 
coupling (which would require a higher order calculation for quantitative charac-
terization), it is possible that the gz and g" values could be lowered, shifting these 
resonances to much higher field, so that even the resonance at g z became unde-
tectable. Using the formulas of Aasa and Vanngard (16), we calculate that a shift 
in gz,JJ from 1.3 to ca. 0.5 would result in a ten-fold reduction in the area of the 
peak at g •• In the S(Fe) = 1, S(Cu) = 1/2 system, this would require a superex-
change coupling of 8 cm-1 , using the above perturbation treatment. (However, 
since J / D = 0.4 in this case, this calculation must be considered approximate). 
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We note that if there is even a weak bond between the ferry! oxygen and the 
copper ion, the superexchange coupling between the metal centers could be much 
stronger in the ferryl-containing intermediate than in the hydroperoxide-bridged 
intermediate and quite possibly as strong as 8 em - 1 . Another possible explanation 
for the absence of an EPR signal from the second three-electron-reduced interme-
diate is that spin relaxation in this cupric/ferry! system is very rapid (1/T2 -
1010 s-1 ), so that the spectral features are broadened beyond detection. 
Third Reaction Step. In the third step of the reaction, an additional frac-
tion of Fea is oxidized. This takes place at conveniently monitored rates at tem-
peratures near 203 K. At ca. 193 K, Fea oxidation takes place much more slowly, 
so this step is rather highly activated. Precise measurement of the activation en-
thalpy was not made. As discussed above, the slowness of this oxidation is related 
to the fact that the electron in Fea at this step is the fourth electron to take part 
in the dioxygen reaction; when it is the third electron, the transfer occurs more 
rapidly. This indicates that the different electron transfers which take place during 
the dioxygen reduction reaction can have significantly different rates, even when 
the donor is the same. This is not surprising in view of the changes which are 
necessarily taking place at the dioxygen reduction site during the reaction cycle. 
Fourth Reaction Step: Generation of a Magnetically Isolated CuB 
EPR Signal. In samples which had previously been incubated at 203 K or lower 
temperature, subsequent incubation at 211 K for 20-40 min caused the appearance 
of a new, rhombic EPR signal with hyperfine splittings which indicate that it is 
due to copper. The saturation behavior of this signal was not unusual for copper, 
i.e., it was significantly saturated by submilliwatt microwave powers at 9 K, and it 
exhibits no dipolar splittings to suggest that it is in proximity to another paramag-
net. This signal has been observed previously under different sample preparation 
conditions and was assigned to Cua {22). Since complete recovery of the nor-
mal CuA signal intensity is observed after incubation at the low temperatures, we 
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also conclude that the signal is due to Cua. The absence of splittings or unusual 
saturation behavior indicates that the nearby Fe08 is diamagnetic, i.e., low-spin 
ferrous. If the incubation was continued at 211 K or higher, another signal appears 
at g = 2.63 and 1.89, which may be assigned to low-spin ferric Fea. (24-25). This 
signal, like the magnetically isolated, rhombic Cua signal, exhibits no splittings to 
suggest the proximity of another paramagnet, indicating that the nearby Cua is 
reduced. Both of the EPR signals from the dixoxygen reduction site which appear 
upon incubation at 211 K thus arise from states in which the site contains a single 
reducing equivalent. 
Because we have proposed that the dioxygen reduction site is already highly 
oxidized (ferrylfcupric) state after the low-temperature incubations, its partial 
reduction at 211 K is at first somewhat puzzling. A source for the electrons, apart 
from Fea and CuA, is required to explain the reduction. A variety of evidence 
suggests that this electron source is carbon monoxide, which reduces the site via 
the reaction in Scheme IV. 
After the lower temperature incubations, and after the 211 K incubations 
which lead to the generation of the new signals, Fea oxidation was still not com-
plete. These observations are as required by Scheme IV. In a sample initially 
reduced by ca. only 3.4 electrons, incubation at 211 K led to the generation of the 
magnetically isolated Cua and Fe08 EPR signals in higher yield. Upon thawing 
samples which had been used in the kinetic studies at 200 K or lower for 1 min 
at ice temperature, little of the magnetically isolated Cua signal was seen if the 
samples had been initially reduced almost completely, but a substantial quantity 
was produced in the samples which had been initially reduced by only 3.4 equiv. 
These results suggest that a three-electron-reduced intermediate is involved in the 
production of the magnetically isolated Cua EPR signal. 
Alternative explanations for the appearance of the magnetically isolated EPR 
signals which do not involve the re-reduction of this site must postulate that the 
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Scheme IV 




iron-cooper pair was not oxidized to the ferryl-cupric level at low lower incubation 
temperatures. Such explanations would require that there be three intermediates 
at the three-electron level of dioxygen reduction and that the dixoygen bond be 
intact in all three of them. The different EPR properties of the three intermediates 
would then be due to changes in the iron-cooper coupling and the iron spin state. 
This kind of explanation appears unlikely to be true, especially in view of the 
stability of the new Cua signal for at least 1 min at 273 K. 
The oxidation of carbon monoxide which is proposed in Scheme IV is note-
worthy because it takes place at an appreciable rate (t112 """ 20 min) at relatively 
low temperature (211 K) and significantly faster at ice temperature (t112 less than 
1 min). This is perhaps surprising in view of published reports on the reduction 
of cytochrome c oxidase (33) or hemin by carbon monoxide (34). However, the 
latter reactions take place in ferric/cupric or ferric systems, in contrast to the re-
action in Scheme IV, which involves a ferryl ion. The ferryl ion, with the structure 
proposed, is well suited to this reaction in two respects: It is able to accept two 
electrons at once, and it contains an oxygen atom which is not protonated. 
Electron-Transfer Pathways. We conclude by noting one of the impli-
cations of the scheme describing the early electron-transfer events. This scheme 
involves the partitioning of the oxidase molecules into two distinct populations 
by the transfer of this first electron from either Fe4 or CuA. The occurrence of 
this partitioning indicates that both CuA -to-Fe4 • / Cua site and Fe4 -to-Fe48 / Cua 
site electron-transfer pathways are approximately equally competent at these tem-
peratures. The similarity of the rates via the two path indicates that one is not 
very much better than the other with respect to the distance of the transfer or 
the suitability of the intervening material (35). The existence of two competent 
electron pathways to the dioxygen reduction site may have implications for the 
mechanisms of energy conservation by the oxidase. It is now well established that 
the cytochrome c oxidase-catalyzed transfer of electrons from cytochrome c to 
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dioxygen is coupled to the active transport of protons across the mitochondrial 
membrane (36), and it appears most likely that either Fea or CuA is involved 
in this proton pumping function. If, for example, CuA were the proton pump, 
then the Fea-to-Fea./Cua electron-transfer path would bypass the pump. Such a 
bypass mechanism might be important at steps in dioxygen reduction where the 
CuA-to-Fea8 /Cuatransfer, which is linked to proton pumping, is relatively slow 
because these steps are not sufficiently exothermic. It has been suggested (37) 
that proton pumping might be uncoupled from electron transfer at some steps in 
the cytochrome c oxidase reaction cycle. The existence of two competent electron-
transfer pathways to the dioxygen reuduction site may reflect the need for this 
uncoupling. 
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CHAPTER ill 
The Reoxidation of Partially Reduced Cytochrome c Oxidase, 
and Reactions with Hydrogen Peroxide: Evidence for 
a Ferryl Fea8 /cupric Cua Binuclear Site in Cytochrome c Oxida3e. 
Introduction 
After completion of the low temperature kinetic study, which is described 
in chapter II, I was convinced that the second EPR-silent, three-electron-reduced 
dioxygen intermediate (Fe~~ =0 Cu~) could be trapped at the dioxygen reduction 
site of cytochrome c oxidase under more physiological conditions, that is, at more 
ambient temperatures (273-298 K), in the absence of ethylene glycol; after all, 
it was well established that other highly reactive ferry! enzymatic intermediates 
are kinetically stable at room temperature. Horse radish peroxidase compound I 
(HRP-I), for example, is composed of a reactive ferry I porphyrin 11'-radical cation 
(1), yet displays remarkable kinetic stability at room temperature in the absence 
of reducing substrates {2). Because of its kinetic stability, HRP-I is one of the 
best characterized enzymatic intermediates. There was no reason a priori to rule 
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out that the EPR-silent, three-electron-reduced dioxygen intermediate could be 
successfully trapped at the dioxygen reduction site of cytochrome c oxidase at room 
temperature, although we did rule out the possibility of trapping the first EPR-
detectable, three-electron-reduced intermediate, the proposed ferrous Fea./cupric 
hydroperoxide, since the half-time for the decay of the unusual anisotropic CuB 
EPR signal is approximately 10 J.LS (as extrapolated from the low temperature 
Arrhenius plot in chapter II, Figure 6) (3). 
In order to trap a subpopulation of the EPR-silent, three-electron-reduced 
intermediate at the dioxygen reduction site, substoichiometrically reduced cy-
tochrome c oxidase samples were reoxidized with dioxygen. We reasoned that 
this procedure would produce subpopulations of (i) a two-electron-reduced species 
(Compound C), (ii) a three-electron-reduced species, and (iii) the pulsed enzyme 
at the dioxygen reduction site. In fact, we found that when partially reduced 
(65-85 %) cytochrome c oxidase samples were reoxidized with dioxygen, the sec-
ond three-electron-reduced intermediate is trapped at the dioxygen reduction site. 
The intermediate has novel spectral features at 580 and -537 nm in the reoxidized 
minus resting difference spectrum. Moreover, combined optical and EPR results 
revealed that this trapped reactive species reacts rapidly with carbon monoxide 
(CO) at 277-290 K causing the abolition of the spectral features at 580 and 537 
nm, with the concomitant formation of a rhombic CuB EPR signal. 
The discovery of the novel spectral features due to the subpopulation of the 
second three-electron-reduced intermediate ultimately led us to study the reactions 
of cytochrome c oxidase with hydrogen peroxide (H202). We observed that when 
excess H2 02 is added to the oxygenated or reduced states of cytochrome c oxidase, 
a more homogeneous population of the second, EPR-silent, three-electron-reduced 
intermediate is produced at the dioxygen reduction site of cytochrome c oxidase, as 
judged by the intense spectral features at ca.580 and 537 nm in the reoxidized mi-
nus resting difference spectrum. (The reactive species which is produced upon the 
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addition of hydrogen peroxide to the reduced or oxygenated state of cytochrome 
c oxidase will be referred to as the 428/580 nm species, or the H202-treated en-
zyme.) Furthermore, the 428/580 nm species reacts rapidly with CO at 277 K to 
produce large yields ( -60 %) of the rhombic CuB EPR signal, originally observed 
in the low temperature study (Chapter II), which is attributed to a state of the 
enzyme in which Fea8 is thought to be stabilized in a low-spin ferrous-dioxygen 
(or possibly CO) adduct adjacent to cupric CuB (4-5). 
We will present evidence which shows that the same reactive intermediate is 
produced at the dioxygen reduction site of cytochrome c oxidase (i) when partially 
reduced cytochrome c oxidase is reoxidized with dioxygen at ~oom temperature; 
and (ii) upon treatment of oxygenated (or reduced) cytochrome c oxidase with 
excess hydrogen peroxide, based on the reactivity of these species (i-ii) with car-
bon monoxide (CO) . We propose that these disparate preparative procedures pro-
duce the same reactive binuclear dioxygen reduction site, which contains a ferry} 
Fea./cupric CuB binuclear dioxygen reduction site, i.e ., the same species which 
is thought to form upon reoxidation of fully reduced cytochrome c oxidase at low 
temperature (Chapter II). 
Materials and Methods 
Beef-heart cytochrome c oxidase was prepared by the method of Hartzell and 
Beinert (6). The enzyme was dissolved in 50 mM phosphate buffer containing 0.5 
% (w/v) Tween-20 at pH 7.4 unless specified otherwise. Enzyme concentration 
was determined by measuring the absorbance at 604 nm in the reduced minus 
oxidized difference spectrum (.6.Er-o(604 nm) = 24 mM-1 cm-1 ) (7). 
Partially Reduced Samples. Enzyme concentrations for the EPR experi-
ments were typically 150-250 JLM. EPR samples for the trapping experiments were 
prepared in 3.8 mm o.d. quartz EPR tubes fitted with vacuum line joints. Sam-
ples were deoxygenated by repeated flushing with argon which had been passed 
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through a 1-meter long scrubbing column containing manganese dioxide supported 
on vermiculite. Appropriate amounts of deoxygenated NADH (Sigma) were added 
to achieve the desired extent of reduction. Phenazine methosulfate (PMS) (0.01 
equiv) and horse heart cytochrome c (0.001-0.003 equiv, Sigma type VI) were 
added to facilitate reduction via one-electron mediation. After partial or complete 
reduction, samples were incubated at ice temperature for a minimum of two hours 
to allow for complete redox equilibration. Samples were then frozen to 77 K and 
EPR spectra were recorded at low temperatures (ca. 10 K). 
To initiate the reoxidation of the partially reduced samples, samples were 
evacuated while frozen at 77 K and one atmosphere of dioxygen was admitted. 
By running tap water (288 K) over the outside of the frozen EPR tubes, the 
samples were rapidly thawed (10 sec), without rupturing the EPR tubes. The 
thawed samples were shaken and immediately refrozen to 77 K. The interval from 
thawing to refreezing was made as short as possible to minimize the loss of any 
relatively unstable trapped intermediates. Typical intervals between thawing and 
refreezing were 45-60 seconds. 
For the optical experiments, samples were degassed and reduced in precision 2 
mm path-length cells using a modification of the methods described above. Typical 
enzyme concentrations were 60-70 ~M. After the samples were partially reduced 
they were incubated for 4-12 hours at ice temperature to ensure redox equilibrium. 
The fully reduced sample was prepared by reducing with excess NADH contain-
ing approximately 0.02 eq of PMS and then was incubated for 96 hours at ice 
temperature to ensure complete reduction. The samples were then evacuated and 
one atmosphere of dioxygen was admitted as before. Following reoxidation of the 
partially or fully reduced samples with dioxygen, carbon monoxide was admitted 
to reoxidized samples at 277 K within 10-15 minutes. No freeze-thaw cycles were 
necessary for the UV-VIS experiments. Optical spectra of the reoxidized samples 
before and after addition of CO were recorded at 275 K on a Beckman Acta CIII 
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which was interfaced to a Spex Industries SC-31 SCAMP data processor. All op-
tical absorption difference spectra were smoothed by a computer routine on the 
SCAMP data processor. 
H:z O:z Treatment of Cytochrome c Oxidase. Sample preparation pro-
cedures for the H202-treated samples were the same as for the partially reduced 
samples with the modification that the samples were reduced with NADH only; no 
PMS was used as a mediator because it inhibits catalase (8). In the absence of a 
mediator, the reduction of cytochrome c oxidase is very slow and typically requires 
2-3 days of incubation at ice temperature. Typically, from 4-5 equiv of NADH (i.e., 
-25 % excess) was added to reduce the samples. If dithionite (Baker) was used 
to reduce the samples, the samples were deoxygenated according to the methods 
described above, and then solid dithionite (ca. 0.1 mg) was introduced into the 
sample either by removing the stopcock or by adding the dithionite through the 
straightbore stopcock. The atmosphere above the sample was immediately evac-
uated and then replaced with an atmosphere of argon. All optical samples were 
contained in precision 2 mm path-length Quartz cuvettes, and all the optical ab-
sorption difference spectra were smoothed by averaging over a window of seven 
absorbance points. 
Hydrogen peroxide stock solutions were prepared in phosphate buffered so-
lution at pH 7.4, typically containing 1 mM EDTA (Baker). The concentration 
of the hydrogen peroxide stock solution was determined using an enzymatic as-
say which utilizes horse radish peroxidase (Boehringer Mannheim, Grad I) (9). 
Reduced cytochrome c oxidase samples in EPR tubes were reoxidized with suffi-
cient H202 (Baker) to give a final concentration of approximately 4 mM. Unless 
otherwise specified, bovine liver catalase (0.01-0.10 %) (Sigma, C-10) was added 
within ca. 100 sec from the addition of H202 in order to remove the excess H202. 
(Catalase decomposes 2 equivalents of hydrogen peroxide to two (and one) equiv-
alents of H20 (and 0 2).) After recording optical spectra of samples from 750-450 
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nm which were contained in the EPR tubes, the samples were refrozen to 77 K. 
A special cylindrical sample holder was employed to hold the EPR tube in place 
during the optical absorption measurement. Due to the intense absorbance of the 
EPR samples, transmittance filters (16-50 %) were used to attenuate the reference 
beam when the EPR samples were examined by optical spectroscopy. To initiate 
the reaction of the reoxidized samples with CO, carbon monoxide (99.99 % pure, 
Matheson Co.), or argon as a control, was admitted to the samples according 
to the procedure described above. Samples were maintained at ice temperature 
throughout the sample manipulations and the recording of optical spectra. 
Activity assays of cytochrome c oxidase samples were measured polarograph-
ically with a YSI Model 53 02-electrode after the long incubation period to ensure 
that the lengthy incubation period did not adversely affect the enzyme. Similarly, 
to ensure that the brief exposure to high concentrations of hydrogen peroxide 
did not irreversibly inactivate the enzyme, activity assays were conducted on the 
H202-treated enzyme, which had an initial lengthy preincubation period required 
to reduce the samples. The lengthy incubation period and the brief exposure to 
millimolar levels of hydrogen peroxide did not adversely affect the activity of the 
enzyme: The activity of the enzyme after 67 hours incubation at ice temperature 
was 103 ± 9 mole cyt-c oxidized (mole cytochrome c oxidase)-1 s-1 ; samples with 
the same 67 hours incubation period, but which were exposed to 3 mM H202 for 
60 sec at ice temperature to reoxidize the reduced enzyme, displayed an activity of 
120 ± 7 mole cyt-c oxidized (mole cytochrome c oxidase) - 1 s- 1 • These activities 
fall well within the range of the activity of the resting enzyme without any prior 
incubation period ( 125 ± mole cyt-c oxidized (mole cytochrome c oxidase) - 1 s - 1 ) . 
EPR. Low-temperature EPR was used to ascertain whether a reaction had 
occurred between the reoxidized samples and CO. When CO was added to reoxi-
dized samples that were initially reduced from 60% to 90 %, a rhombic CuB EPR 
signal (Au = 10.5 mT, g11 = 2.29) was observed. Such a signal has been reported 
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previously (4,10), although under different reaction conditions, and was attributed 
to a cupric Cua adjacent to a ferrous Fea8 -dioxygen adduct (4-5) . In other cases, 
the production of the rhombic Cua EPR signal was examined at 77 K. 
Integrations of the rhombic Cua ERR signal were carried out following the 
method of Aasa et al. (11) in which the area under the low-field hyperfine line 
is compared to the double integral of a standard sample, in this case, Cu(II)-o-
phenanthroline. In some cases, Fea was used as an internal standard, and the ratio 
of Cua/Fea was determined by measuring the area under the low-field hyperfine 
peak of the rhombic Cua EPR signal and comparing that to the area under the 
"absorption" peak at g = 3 of Fea (10). The g values used in the integration of 
the Cua EPR signal were determined from computer simulations of the spectrum 
(g. = 2.28, g11 = 2.109, and 9z = 2.052) (10). 
EPR spectra were recorded on a Varian E-line Century series X-band spec-
trometer. Either an Oxford low-temperature system or a Air Products Heli-Trans 
low-temperature system was used for temperature control. A modulation ampli-
tude of 1.6 mT and a modulation frequency of 100kHz were used to obtain the 
spectra. The microwave power was typically 0.02 m W. A carbon-glass resistor 
was used to measure the temperature inside the cavity after each spectrum was 
recorded. To facilitate data manipulation, the analog data were digitized and 
collected on a Compaq-Plus PC. For recording EPR spectra at liquid nitrogen 
temperature, a liquid nitrogen dewar was inserted into the cavity to maintain 
samples at 77 K. 
RESULTS 
Partially Reduced Cytochrome c Oxidase. 
EPR-A typical EPR spectrum for a cytochrome c oxidase sample that was 
approximately 75-80 % reduced is shown in Figure 1a. The intensity of the g 
= 6 component of the high-spin Feaa EPR signal provides an indication of the 
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level of reduction. After the partially reduced sample was reoxidized at 277 K, 
it exhibited the typical Fea and CuA EPR signals with the expected intensities 
when the sample was refrozen (spectrum not shown) . The very anisotropic Cua 
EPR signal which we attributed to the hydroperoxide-bridged cupric Cua/ferrous 
Feaa adduct was not observed at 10 Keven with 20 mW of microwave power (3) , 
nor was the readily saturated rhombic Cua EPR signal. If, as a control, argon 
was admitted to the reoxidized sample, there was no evidence of the rhombic Cua 
EPR signal (Fig. lb). When CO was admitted to the same reoxidized sample, 
however, the rhombic Cua EPR signal appeared (Fig. lc). These observations 
are in agreement with the results from the low-temperature kinetic study which 
suggested that the species exhibiting the rhombic Cua EPR signal was produced 
via a reaction of an EPR-silent intermediate with CO. 
In a series of samples we attempted to correlate the yield of the rhombic Cua 
EPR signal with the initial level of reduction. When a half-reduced sample (Fig. 
2a) was reoxidized and CO admitted, no rhombic Cua EPR signal was observed 
(Fig. 2b). Negative results were also obtained when the sample was initially 100% 
reduced (spectrum not shown). However, when an 80% reduced sample (Fig. 2c) 
was reoxidized and incubated with CO we observed the rhombic Cua EPR signal 
(Fig. 2d). The intensity corresponds to less than 10% of the total amount of 
Fea. These EPR results demonstrate that a subpopulation of the species with the 
rhombic Cua EPR signal is formed when CO is added to a reoxidized sample that 
had been initially reduced by >2 but <4 equivalents. 
Optical-Although EPR spectroscopy has allowed us to monitor a paramag-
netic product formed by a reaction between CO and the three-electron-reduced 
dioxygen intermediate, the method does not shed light on the nature of the in-
termediate, apart from its reactivity with CO, since this species is apparently 
EPR-silent. We have therefore carried out parallel optical experiments on the 
reoxidized cytochrome c oxidase samples to augment the EPR studies. 
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Figure 1 
EPR spectra of partially reduced and reoxidized cytochrome c oxidase. A 
sample that was initially reduced by ca. 75-80% (3.0-3.2 equiv) (a) and reoxidized 
with 1 atm of 02 was incubated with 1 atm of argon, as a control, for 30-45 sec 
and then frozen to 77 K (b) and then with 1 atm of CO (c) for 30-45 sec at 298 
K before refreezing. The insets beneath b and c, respectively, show the g = 2.3 
region of the spectrum at increased power and gain. The inset to b verifies that no 
rhombic Cua EPR signal was produced as a result of freezing and thawing cycles. 
Conditions for obtaining EPR spectra were: temperature, 16 K; microwave power, 
0.02 milliwatts (a-c), 0.2 milliwatts (b, inset), and 0.04 milliwatts (c, inset); gain, 
3.2 x 104 (a), 8 x 103 (b), 2.5 x 104 (b, inset), 1 x 104 (c), and 3.2 x 104 (c, inset). 
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Figure 2 
EPR spectra of partially reduced and reoxidized cytochrome c oxidase. Sam-
ples that were initially reduced by 50% (2 equiv) (a) and 80% (3.2 equiv) (c) and 
reoxidized with 1 atm of 0 2 were incubated with 1 atm of CO at 298 K (b and d) 
for 30-45 sec before freezing. The inset below Fig. 2d shows the g = 2.3 region of 
the spectrum at a ten-fold higher power and a two-fold higher gain. Conditions 
for obtaining EPR spectra were: temperature, 10-13 K; microwave power, 0.02 
milliwatts (a-d) and 0.20 milliwatts (d, inset); gain, 1.6 x 104 (a), 1.0 x 104 (b), 
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A difference spectrum (reoxidized-resting) for a reoxidized cytochrome c ox-
idase sample that was initially reduced between 35-45 % is shown in Figure 3a. 
The peak at 604 nm may be assigned to the peroxidic adduct at the dioxygen 
reduction site, namely, Compound C by reference to earlier work (12). Similarly, 
the corresponding difference spectrum for a reoxidized sample that was initially 
completely reduced is shown in Figure 3b. The peak at 601 nm in Figure 3b is 
characteristic of the pulsed enzyme; a similar spectrum for the pulsed enzyme has 
been reported by Armstrong et al. (13). However, when a sample that was ini-
tially 85 % reduced was reoxidized, the difference spectrum (Figure 3c) revealed 
a number of novel spectral features (580 and 537 nm) that were not assignable to 
the peroxide adduct or the pulsed enzyme. A broad trough centered at 668 nm 
was present in both the sample which was fully reduced and then reoxidized and 
the sample which was initially reduced by 85% and then reoxidized (Figs. 3b and 
3c). 
Assignments of the spectral features at 668, 580 and 537 nm has been aided by 
examining the reactivity of the sample toward CO. Addition of CO resulted (within 
minutes, the time taken to record the spectrum through the 500 nm region) in the 
loss of the peak at 580 nm and a diminution of intensity of the 537 nm peak and a 
concomitant shift to 545 nm (Fig. 3d). The observed shift in the Soret from 425 to 
427 nm after the addition of CO also suggests a reaction involving Feaa, possibly 
the reduction of Feaa from the ferryl to the ferrous state. There was no noticeable 
change in position or intensity of the 668 nm trough when CO was added to the 
sample; thus, this feature, which was also observed in the pulsed species produced 
by oxidation of the fully reduced enzyme, is not due to the EPR-silent precursor 
species. 
Concomitant with the loss of intensity of the 580 and 537 nm peaks, we also 
observed increased intensity at 605 nm upon the addition of CO, which we ascribe 
to formation of the peroxidic adduct at the dioxygen reduction site (Compound 
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Figure 3 
Difference spectra (reoxidized-resting) for cytochrome c oxidase samples with 
varying initial levels of reduction. Difference spectra obtained after reoxidation 
of samples that were initially 35-45 % (a) and 100 % (b) reduced. The solid 
difference 8pectrum in c was obtained immediately after reoxidation of a sample 
that was initially ca. 85 % reduced. The dashed difference spectrum shown in c 
was obtained after 23 min of continued incubation at 277 K. When 1 atm of CO 
was admitted 28 min after reoxidation, the difference spectrum shown in d was 
obtained within 2-3 min (the earliest acquisition time). Spectra of the reoxidized 
samples were recorded within 2-3 min from the addition of 02. Resting spectra 
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C) (12). The latter species is expected when CO reacts, in the presence of dioxy-
gen, with the pulsed subpopulation which is formed when fully reduced enzyme 
molecules are reoxidized (14) . The ferrous Fea.-1/cupric Cua species formed 
from the reaction of the three-electron-reduced dioxygen species with CO might 
also contribute to this intensity (4). 
We have noted that the intermediate giving rise to the 580 and 537 nm peaks 
is quite stable in solution. On prolonged incubations the intermediate decayed to 
the resting state. However, the half-time for this decay varied considerably from 
sample to sample, ranging from minutes to hours. This variability in stability 
is not surprising considering the varying amounts of reducing contaminants and 
denatured enzyme present in different samples. 
Reactions of Cytochrome c Oxidase with Hydrogen Peroxide 
Formation of the .128/580 nm Species. We found that the 428/580 nm 
species is produced under a variety of experimental conditions. The conditions 
under which the 428/580 nm is formed and its spectral signatures are summarized 
as follows. (i) When excess H202 is added to the reoxidized cytochrome c oxidase 
(dithionite-reduced + 02 + excess H202) and is followed after ca. 60 sec by the 
addition of a trace amount of catalase, a species is produced which exhibits a Soret 
maximum at 428-427 nm with two intense broad bands in the visible region of the 
absorption spectrum at 596-595 nm and -535 nm, which we assign to the a and 
{3 bands, respectively. The position of the a band in the optical spectrum of the 
428/580 nm species is unusually blue-shifted, relative to the optical spectrum of 
the resting state of cytochrome c oxidase (Fig. 4a) . In the difference spectrum 
(reoxidized minus resting), prominent optical bands are observed in the reoxidized 
minus resting difference spectrum at 580-582 (.:les80 :::::::: 5 mM-1 cm-1 ) and 535-537 
nm (Fig. 4b). Lastly, the charge transfer electronic transition in the near-infrared 
( -660 nm), observed in the optical absorption spectrum of the resting enzyme 
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(Fig. 4a), is absent in the spectrum of the 428/580 nm species (Fig. 4). 
When the 428/580 nm species was examined by electron paramagnetic res-
onance (EPR) spectroscopy, the typical EPR signals from ferric Fea and cupric 
CuA were observed at their expected intensities (data not shown): no unusual 
EPR resonances attributed to either Feaa or Cua were observed, even at 2 K. In 
the resting state of cytochrome c oxidase, an unusual EPR resonance is observed 
at g' = 12 (15). The EPR resonance has been suggested to arise from a transi-
tion between the magnetic sublevels of an excited spin state of an S = 2 state, 
formed as a result of a strong antiferromagnetic superexchange coupling between 
high-spin ferric Feaa and cupric Cua (15-17). The g' = 12 transition is absent in 
the 428/580 nm state of the enzyme (data not shown). We also observed a radical 
EPR signal at g = 2.0 of variable intensity upon the treatment of the reduced 
enzyme with excess hydrogen peroxide (see Fig. 9/). 
(ii) The same species is produced when excess H202 . is added to stoichio-
metrically reduced (NADH) cytochrome c oxidase (followed by the addition of 
catalase after ca. 60-90 sec) (Figures 6 and 9) and when excess H202 is added 
to the peroxidic adduct (Compound C) (Fig. 5), as judged by the appearance of 
similar spectral features. If catalase is omitted, the 428/580 nm species is still 
produced. Catalase was employed in these studies to minimize the exposure to 
high concentrations of hydrogen peroxide, and because excess H2 02 in solution 
can obscure the detection of any reaction products of the 428/580 nm species with 
reductants (vide infra). Evidently the 428/580 nm species is also produced by 
the addition of ethyl hydrogen peroxide to the oxygenated state of the enzyme, as 
recently reported by Chance and co-workers (18). 
We consistently observed an absorption maximum at 595-596 nm in the H2 02-
treated cytochrome c oxidase, with prominent a and f3 bands at -580 and -537 
nm, respectively, in the difference spectrum. The position of the Soret maximum 
and the the two bands at 580 and 537 nm agree well with published results, al-
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Figure 4 
Absorbance spectra of resting and the 428/580 nm form of cytochrome c 
oxidase (H202-treated). A sample of resting cytochrome c oxidase prior to the 
activation with H202 is shown in a (dashed trace). The absorbance spectrum of 
H202-treated cytochrome c oxidase (solid trace) was recorded 90 sec from the 
addition of H202. A difference spectrum is shown in b (H20 2-treated minus 
resting). Sample concentration was 50 JLM. The sample was contained in a 2 
mm path length, quartz precision cuvette. Conditions for obtaining the optical 
spectra were: temp., 277 K; scan speed, 2 nm/sec; bandwidth, 1.0 nm. The 
difference spectrum (b) was smoothed by averaging around an individual point 
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though the a maximum at 595-596 nm differs substantially from the value of 601 
and 600 nm as reported by Wrigglesworth (19) and Kumar et al. (20), respec-
tively. This discrepancy in the a region for samples prepared in this laboratory 
and in the laboratory of Chance and co-workers and others is most likely related 
to the incomplete formation of the 428/580 nm species. Incomplete formation of 
the 428/580 nm species might result when excess H2 0 2 is added to the resting 
state of the enzyme (19), since all of the molecules are probably not activated, and 
when excess H202 is added to the pulsed enzyme in the presence of catalase in the 
solution (20). In the latter case, due to the presence of catalase, the effective con-
centration of H202 is lower than expected; thus, the complete activation of all of 
the molecules may not be achieved. By reoxidizing fully reduced cytochrome c ox-
idase with excess H202, we ensure that all of the enzyme molecules are activated, 
and indeed, the difference spectrum in Fig. 4b, does not contain the component 
at -606 nm which is found in the spectra reported by Kumar et al. and Wrig-
glesworth. Therefore, the a maximum of 595-596 nm reported herein is probably 
closer to the actual value for this state of the enzyme. 
Bickar et al. (21) demonstrated that cytochrome c oxidase binds hydrogen 
peroxide reversibly (Kd -10-6 M- 1) at low concentrations of hydrogen peroxide. 
The peroxidic adduct, referred to as Compound C, has an intense absorption 
band at 607 nm in the reoxidized minus resting difference spectrum, with a less 
intense broad shoulder centered at approximately 570-580 nm. A similar, if not 
identical, species is produced upon the aeration of the mixed-valence CO-inhibited 
state of the enzyme (MV-CO) (Fe~II, Cu~, Fe~1• -CO, Cuk) (14). Typically when 
we added low levels of hydrogen peroxide (50 J.LM) to the reoxidized enzyme, we 
observed a Soret maximum at 427-428 nm, with an a band at 600 nm (Fig.Sa) . 
In the difference spectrum (reoxidized minus resting), a band is observed at 605 
nm, with two broad shoulders centered at ca.580 nm and 540 nm (Fig. Sb) in 
the difference spectrum. When the level of hydrogen peroxide is increased from 
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Figure 5 
Absorbance spectra of cytochrome c oxidase in the presence of micromolar 
(50-150 J.£M) and millimolar (3.5 mM) levels of hydrogen peroxide. Hydrogen 
peroxide was added to the pulsed form of cytochrome c oxidase, the resultant 
optical spectra are shown in a and b: solid trace (50 J.£M); dashed trace (150 J.£M); 
and dotted trace (3.5 mM). Difference spectra are shown in b (pulsed plus H2 0 2 
minus resting) . Sample concentration was 55 J.£M. All spectra were corrected for 
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50 to 150 J.LM, no significant changes were observed in either the positions or 
intensities of the a or Soret bands (data not shown). However, when excess H 20 2 
(ca. 4 mM) was added to the sample of the peroxidic adduct, several prominent 
spectral changes were observed. The a band shifted from 600 to 595-596 nm upon 
the addition of excess H202 (Fig. Sa), while the position of the Soret maximum 
remains nearly unchanged, at 428 nm. In the difference spectrum (Fig. 5b), the 
band at 605 nm decreased in intensity with a concomitant increase in the intensity 
of the band centered at 580 nm. Furthermore, the plateau centered at ca. 540 nm 
in the difference spectrum of the peroxidic adduct (Fig. 5b) also sharpens upon 
the addition of excess H202, revealing a more pronounced band centered at ca. 
534 nm. 
It is noteworthy that the spectral features at 580 and 537 nm which are pro-
duced upon the addition of excess H202 to (i) the oxygenated enzyme (Fig. 4), (ii) 
the peroxidic adduct, Compound C (Fig. 5) and (iii) to reduced cytochrome c oxi-
dase (Figs. 5,9) are similar to the spectral features which formed upon reoxidation 
of partially reduced cytochrome c oxidase (Fig. 3c). 
It is evident from the optical spectra in Figure 6 that the 428/580 nm species 
eventually converts to a species with spectral features that are characteristic of 
the resting state of cytochrome c oxidase. The optical spectrum of a sample of 
resting cytochrome c oxidase, prior to the reduction and activation to the 428/580 
nm species, displays a Soret maximum at 420 nm, with an a band at 598 nm (Fig. 
6a). When excess H202 was added to the reduced sample (spectrum not shown), 
the Soret and a maxima shifted to 428 and 596 nm, respectively (Fig. 6b). After 
the reoxidation of the reduced sample with excess H202, the sample was incubated 
for 28 hours at 273 K. The optical spectrum obtained after the 28 hour incubation 
period is similar, but not identical, to the optical spectrum of the initial resting 
state of the enzyme {Fig. 6c). The Soret maximum is observed at 417 nm, with 
the a band at 599 nm. An . inspection of Figure 6 shows that although there are 
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Figure 6 
Absorbance spectra of cytochrome c oxidase before and after the treatment 
with concentrated hydrogen peroxide. The optical spectrum of resting cytochrome 
c oxidase is shown in the dotted (a) trace. Following the reduction and reoxidation 
of the sample with excess H202 (3.5 mM), the optical spectrum of the 428/580 
nm species was obtained (b, solid trace). A final optical spectrum was recorded 
after a 28 hour incubation period (c, dashed trace). Sample concentration was 54 
J.LM. Spectra were corrected for dilution. Instrumental conditions same as in the 


























differences in the positions and intensities of the initial and final optical spectra, 
the subtle spectral features which are observed in the initial resting spectrum at 
-670 and 546 nm are regained after the 28 hour incubation period. The spectral 
features in the final optical spectrum are consistent with the conversion of the 
4281580 nm species to the resting state of the enzyme. 
It is noteworthy that the optical spectrum of the 428 I 580 nm species resem-
bles the optical spectrum of the cyanide-inhibited enzyme (Fe~~1-CN CuM) {Fig. 
7) . Both species exhibit a blue-shifted a-band relative to the resting enzyme, dis-
play prominent {3 bands at ca. 540 nm, and have a Soret maximum at 427-428 
nm. Because of the similar spectral properties of the 428 I 580 nm species . and the 
cyanide-inhibited enzyme, Eridnska {22) and later Wrigglesworth {19) concluded 
that the dioxygen reduction site in the H202-treated enzyme is composed of a 
low-spin hydroxy ferric Fea. complex adjacent to cupric Cus (Fe~1;-0H CuM). We 
consider it quite improbable that a homogeneous population of a low-spin hydroxy-
ferric Fea. adduct would be formed at pH 7.4. On the other hand, the spectral 
properties of the 4281580 nm species are also similar to the subpopulation of the 
EPR-silent, three-electron-reduced species that is trapped at the dioxygen reduc-
tion site when the partially reduced enzyme is reoxidized (see Fig. 3c). Therefore, 
to determine whether the 4281580 nm species contained a low-spin hydroxy ferric 
Fea. or a ferryl Feaa, the reactivity of the species with carbon monoxide was inves-
tigated. The reaction between the pulsed form of the enzyme, which is thought to 
be composed of an intermediate-spin ferric Feaa adjacent to cupric Cus {23), and 
CO results in the formation of the EPR-silent, mixed-valence CO-inhibited form 
of the enzyme (24-26). Analogously, if the 428/580 nm species contains a low-spin 
hydroxy ferric Fea./cupric Cus binuclear dioxygen reduction site, a two-electron 
reduction by CO would result in an even spin intermediate at the dioxygen reduc-
tion site that is expected to be EPR-silent. In contrast, a two electron reduction of 
an odd electron intermediate, such as the proposed ferry} Feaa adjacent to cupric 
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Figure 7 
Absorbance spectra of 50 p.M cyanide-inhibited and H202-treated cytochrome 
c oxidase. Optical spectra of the cyanide-inhibited enzyme (dashed trace) and the 
428/580 nm form of the enzyme (solid trace) are shown in panel a. Difference 
spectra are shown in b: cyanide-inhibited cytochrome c oxidase minus resting (b, 
dashed trace) and H202-treated cytochrome c oxidase minus resting (solid trace). 
Same instrumental conditions as in the legend to Figure 4. 
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Cua, is expected to result in the formation of the rhombic Cua EPR signal, similar 
to the reaction observed at low temperatures (Chapter II). 
Reaction of the 428/580 nm Species with CO. A sample of the 428/580 
nm species was prepared by adding excess H2 0 2 to the oxygenated enzyme, fol-
lowed by the addition of a trace amount of catalase after ca. 60 sec (Fig. 8). 
Upon the addition of carbon monoxide to the 428/580 nm species the Soret max-
imum shifted from 428 nm to ca. 425 nm, with a concomitant shift of the a band 
maximum from 595 nm to 601 nm (Fig. Sa). A difference spectrum (reoxidized 
minus resting) of the 428/580 nm species plus CO minus the 428/580 nm species 
reveals that the spectral features at 580 and 535 nm are abolished upon the ad-
dition of CO, with the formation of a new optical feature at ca. 607 nm (Fig. 
8b). There was also an increase in the intensity at -660 nm following the addi-
tion of CO. (The broad band centered at 660 nm is probably due to the pulsed 
enzyme (13).) For comparison purposes, one atmosphere of CO was admitted to 
the cyanide-inhibited enzyme. As expected, due to the tight binding of cyanide 
to ferric Fea., the addition of CO caused no significant spectral changes (data 
not shown). This result indicates that the 428/580 nm species undergoes a fairly 
rapid reaction with carbon monoxide to produce a subpopulation of the pulsed 
enzyme and another species which exhibits substantial intensity at 605-610 nm in 
the absorption difference spectrum (reoxidized minus resting). 
Insights into the nature of the 428/580 nm species and the product of the 
reaction with carbon monoxide were derived from additional optical and parallel 
EPR experiments designed to monitor the reactivity of this species towards CO. 
An optical spectrum of the resting enzyme is shown in Fig. 9. After reoxidation of 
the reduced sample (spectrum not shown) with excess H202, the optical spectrum 
in Fig. 9b was obtained following the addition of catalase. Comparison of the 
optical spectrum of the resting enzyme sample (Fig. 9a) to the spectrum of the 
H2 0 2-treated enzyme sample (Fig. 9b) shows the chacteristic shift of the a band 
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Figure 8 
Absorbance spectra of 50 J.LM H202-treated and H202-treated cytochrome c 
oxidase plus CO. The absorbance spectrum of the 428/580 nm species, recorded 
90 sec after the addition of H202, is shown in panel a (solid trace). One atm of 
CO was then admitted to the H202-treated sample (ca. 7 min after the addition 
of H202), and an absorbance spectrum was obtained (7.5 min after the addition 
of H202) (a, dashed trace) . A difference spectrum is shown in b (H202-treated 
cytochrome c oxidase plus CO minus H202-treated enzyme). Instrumental condi-
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from 600 nm to 596 nm and the corresponding shift of the {3 band from 54 7 to 
534 nm, respectively. An optical spectrum was recorded within approximately 
20 sec after the addition of CO to the 428/580 nm species (Fig. 9d) to verify 
that the reaction between the 428/580 nm species and CO had occurred. In fact, 
the difference spectrum in Fig. 9e shows that, upon the addition of CO to the 
reoxidized species, the 580/537 nm spectral features (Fig. 9c) are abolished and 
the band at 604 nm becomes more intense. 
An EPR spectrum at 77 K after the reoxidation of the fully reduced sample 
with excess H202 (Fig. 9h) consists of the typical EPR spectrum of CuA (gz = 
2.18, g11 = 2.03, and gz = 1.99), with a slight yield of a radical EPR signal at g = 
2. The addition of CO to this sample resulted in the formation of the rhombic Cu8 
EPR signal (g = 2.28, Au = 0.0106 cm-1 ) (Fig. 9g). After recording the optical 
spectrum {Fig. 9d,e) the sample was immediately refrozen to 77 K and another 
EPR spectrum was recorded (Fig. 9h) to verify that the intermediate exhibiting 
the rhombic Cus EPR signal was present during the optical measurements. The 
EPR spectra in Figures 9g and h are a superposition of the EPR signals from CuA 
and Cus. A consequence of this superposition is that the positive component of 
the CuA EPR spectrum at g11 = 2.08 {Fig. 9!) is reduced in intensity because that 
region of the spectrum is dominated by the intense broad negative feature at g z = 
2.07 of the rhombic Cus EPR signal. After warming the sample to 277 K to obtain 
an optical spectrum, a decrease in the concentration of the species which gives 
rise to the rhombic Cus EPR signal is observed. Thus, the overall intensity of the 
rhombic Cus EPR signal is diminished, as evidenced by the decrease in intensity 
of the hyperfi.ne lines, while the g = 2.08 component of CuA has become more 
prominent (Fig. 9h). The increased intensity in the a band upon the addition of 
CO with the simulataneous formation of the rhombic Cus EPR signal is consistent 
with a two-electron reduction of a ferryl Fea./cupric Cus couple to a low-spin 
ferrous-dioxygen (or possibly CO) Fea8 /cupric Cus couple. 
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Figure 9 
Absorption and EPR spectra of the 428/580 nm species before and after the 
addition of CO. After the addition of CO to the H202-treated enzyme, the sample 
was flushed with dioxygen and then incubated at 277 K for 8 hours to obtain a 
resting spectrum (a). The reduced sample was reoxidized with a 24-fold molar 
excess of H202, followed in 105 sec by the addition of 0.1% catalase (b and c), 
and then frozen (360 sec from the addition of H202) to 77 K to record an EPR 
spectrum(!). The resultant reoxidized sample was incubated under 1 atm of CO 
for 20 sec, at approximately 283 K, and then refrozen to 77 K. After recording 
an EPR spectrum (g), the sample was thawed again to obtain the optical spectra 
in d and e and subsequently refrozen (620 sec from the addition of H202) to 
obtain a final EPR spectrum (h). The latter EPR spectrum verifies that the 
species exhibiting the rhombic CuB EPR signal was present during the optical 
measurement. The difference spectra (c and e) are the 428/580 nm species minus 
resting and the 428/580 nm species plus CO minus resting, respectively. Sample 
concentration was 146 JLM. The samples were obtained in 3.4 mm (inner diameter) 
quartz EPR tubes. Conditions for obtaining EPR spectra were: temperature, 77 
K; microwave power, 4 milliwatts; modulation amplitude, 10 Gauss; and gain, 1.25 
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The low-temperature EPR spectrum of the 428/580 nm species following the 
addition of 1 atm of CO. A sample of NADH-reduced cytochrome c oxidase was 
reoxidized with excess H202 (4 mM). A trace amount of catalase was added after a 
54 sec incubation period in order to remove the excess H202 from solution. After 
recording an optical spectrum of the H202-treated sample (spectrum not shown), 
the sample was frozen to 77 K (277 sec from the addition of H202). While the 
sample was frozen, the EPR tube was evacuated and the atmosphere above the 
sample was replaced with 1 atm of CO. The sample was rapidly thawed, shaken and 
refrozen within 60 sec of thawing (337 sec from the addition of H202). Sample 
concentration was ca. 160 J.LM. The sample was contained in a 3.4 mm (inner 
diameter) quartz EPR tube. Conditions for obtaining the EPR spectrum were: 
temperature, 10 K; microwave power, 0.02 milliwatts; modulation amplitude, 16 
Gauss; and gain, 1.25 x 10". 
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A low-temperature EPR spectrum of the rhombic CuB EPR signal is shown 
in Figure 10. We integrated the low-field hyperfine line of the rhombic CuB EPR 
signal in Figure 10, using the area under the gz = 3.03 absorption peak of Feaa 
as an internal standard. The integrated intensity of the rhombic CuB EPR sig-
nal corresponds to 0.6 spins per molecule of cytochrome c oxidase. Significantly, 
the rhombic CuB EPR signal which was produced upon the addition of CO to the 
428/580 nm species is identical, within our experimental uncertainty, to the rhom-
bic CuB EPR signal which was produced in the low temperature kinetic study (see 
Fig. 8, Chap. II). • 
Additional experiments were conducted to investigate the role of catalase on 
the production of the rhombic CuB EPR signal. A reduced cytochome c oxidase 
sample was reoxidized with excess H202, but catalase was not added after the 
100 sec incubation period in order to quench the the excess hydrogen peroxide. 
Carbon monoxide (1 atm) was admitted to the sample, and the sample was then 
rapidly frozen to 77 K for examination by EPR. In the absence of nanomolar 
amounts of catalase, the yield of the rhombic CuB EPR signal was negligible (Fig. 
Ub) in comparison to the yield when catalase was employed (Fig. lla). In an 
independent optical experiment, the H202-treated enzyme, in which catalase was 
not added after the 100 sec incubation with H202, exhibited the spectral features 
at 428 and 580 nm in the optical absorption spectrum. Thus, the negligible yield 
of the rhombic CuB signal must be related to the presence of excess hydrogen 
peroxide in solution. The species which is thought to give rise to the rhombic 
CuB EPR signal (Fe~1• -L Cug, where L = 02 or possibly CO) is probably rather 
• We believe that the rhombic CuB EPR signal that was produced in the low 
temperature experiments (Chap. II) (Au = 105 Gauss, with gz = 2.32) is identical 
to the rhombic CuB EPR signal that was produced when CO was added to the 
428/580 nm species (Au = 105 Gauss, gz = 2.28). The gz values from the two 
experiments agree within experimental uncertainty (~g = ±0.02). 
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Figure 11 
EPR spectra of H202-treated cytochrome c oxidase in the presence or ab-
sence of trace amounts of catalase. A fully reduced cytochrome c oxidase sample 
was reoxidized with excess H202 (4mM), and was followed by the addition of a 
trace amount of catalase after 100 sec of reaction time. The sample was then 
rapidly frozen to 77 K and the atmosphere above the sample was replaced with 
one atmosphere of CO. The sample was thawed, shaken, and refrozen to 77 K 
within 45 sec. The EPR spectrum at 77 K is shown in Fig. Sa. A companion 
sample was treated identically as described above except that catalase was not 
added to quench the excess H202. The EPR spectrum following the addition of 
one atm of CO is shown in Fig. 5b. A sample of resting enzyme was incubated 
with excess H202 for 100 sec and then the excess H202 was quenched by the ad-
dition of catalase. One atm of CO was added to the H202-treated resting enzyme, 
and the EPR spectrum at 77 K was obtained (c). Conditions for obtaining the 
EPR spectra were: temperature, 77 K; modulation amplitude, 10 Gauss; power, 
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susceptible to oxidation by H202, which would result in diminished yields of the 
species when catalase was not employed. 
When the resting enzyme was briefly ( -60 sec) exposed to millimolar levels 
of hydrogen peroxide, the 428/580 nm species was not produced in sizeable yields 
as judged by comparison of the optical difference spectrum of the H 2 0 2-treated 
resting sample to the optical difference spectrum of a sample that was initially 
reduced and then treated with excess H202 (data not shown). Furthermore, no 
rhombic Cus signal was produced upon the addition of 1 atmosphere of CO (Fig. 
llc). These results are consistent with the experiments of Wrigglesworth (19), who 
found that only long incubation times with excess hydrogen peroxide resulted in 
the formation of the 428/580 nm species. 
Reductive Titration of the 428/580 nm Species 
The reactivity of the 428/580 nm species with carbon monoxide suggests 
that the species contains an EPR-silent ferry! Fe118 /cupric Cus binuclear dixoy-
gen reduction site, or another species at the same formal level of reduction. If 
this hypothesis is correct, a substantial population of the pulsed enzyme should 
be produced upon the addition of an equivalent of reductant to the 428/580 nm 
species, and since the pulsed enzyme has distinct spectral features its formation 
may be conveniently monitored. Therefore, in order to test the hypothesis that 
the 428/580 nm species contains one more oxidizing equivalent than the resting en-
zyme, a reductive titration was conducted under aerobic conditions. The titration 
was monitored by optical and EPR spectroscopies. 
Optical-The reductive titration of the 428/580 nm species consisted of three 
related experiments: (1) To determine the spectral changes which result in the 
absence of added reducing equivalents, the 428/580 nm species was incubated at 
ice temperature and optical spectra were periodically recorded over a 34 min in-
terval; (ii) In a parallel experiment, NADH was sequentially added to a sample of 
the 428/580 nm species, and optical spectra were recorded over approximately 30 
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min; (iii) to rule out the possibility that the binding of cytochrome c (or NAD+) 
accelerated the decay of the 428/580 nm species, aliquots of NAD+ (plus PMS) 
were added to a sample of the 428/580 nm species. In all cases, the 428/ 580 
nm species was prepared by reoxidizing stoichiometrically reduced (NADH) cy-
tochrome c oxidase with excess H202, followed by the addition of catalase. The 
typical population of the 428/580 nm species was estimated as -70-80 %, based on 
the absorbance at 580 nm (esao-5 mM- 1 cm-1 ) in the difference spectrum (reox-
idized minus resting) . With regard to the absorption difference spectra in Figures 
12-14b, typically, the first optical spectrum of the 428/580 nm species, which was 
recorded immediately after the treatment with excess H20 2 and reflects the largest 
population of the 428/580 nm species, was subtracted from the successive optical 
spectra which were recorded at later time points. Therefore, the difference spectra 
may be represented at (H202-treated(t) minus H202-treated(t0 )), where t 0 is the 
time at which the first optical spectrum of the 428/580 nm species was recorded. 
(i) The optical spectrum of the 428/580 nm species, recorded immediately 
after the addition of catalase, is shown in Figure 12. After a 34 min incubation at 
ice temperature, the Soret and a bands shifted from 428 and 596 nm to 427 and 
597 nm, respectively (Fig. 12a) . There is also an increase in the intensity of the 
near-infrared band centered at -660 nm after the 34 min incubation period. The 
optical difference spectra (H202-treated(t) minus H202-treated(initial)) reveal 
the spectral changes which occurred during the incubation period (Fig. 12b). 
Upon incubation at ice temperature, there is a gradual increase in the intensity of 
the negative features at 580 and -537 nm (t1; 2-60 min), with a parallel increase 
in the intensity of the broad positive feature at 660 nm. Similarly, in the Soret 
region of the difference spectrum (Fig. 12b), we see a gradual increase in the 
intensity of the sharp negative feature at 430 nm, with a parallel increase in the 
intensity of the positive feature in the difference spectrum at ca. 414 nm. These 
spectral changes are consistent with the conversion of the 428/580 nm species, 
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Figure 12 
Absorbance spectra of the 428/580 nm species upon incubation at 273 K. 
Absorbance spectra were recorded 250 sec (a, solid line) and 34 min (a, dashed 
line) from the addition ofH202. Difference spectra (H202-treated(t) minus H20 2-
treated(250 sec)) are shown in b: t = 585 sec (solid line), 1320 sec (dashed line) , 
and 2040 sec (dotted line). Sample concentration was ca. 55 J.LM. All spectra were 
corrected for dilution. Same instrumental conditions as those described in the 





























which displays spectral signatures in the difference spectrum at 580, 537, and 
430 nm {the 428/580 nm species), to an intermediate with spectral features at 
660, possibly 480, and 414 nm upon incubation of the 428/580 nm form of the 
enzyme at ice temperature. By reference to earlier work {7), these optical changes 
which take place over the course of the incubation period are consistent with 
the conversion of a low-spin species {the 428/580 nm species) to a high-spin (or 
possibly intermediate-spin) species. 
(ii) When 1 equiv (1.0 e-)/oxidase molecule) of NADH was added to the 
428/580 nm species, the Soret maximum shifted from 428 to 427 nm, the a band 
shifted from 596-597 to ca. 598 nm (Fig. 13a), and a weak band formed in the near 
infrared region of the spectrum at -660 nm. An examination of the visible region 
of the optical difference spectra (Fig. 13b) shows that the addition of reductant 
to the 428/580 nm form of the enzyme caused an increase in the intensities of the 
negative features at 580 and 537 nm, with a corresponding increase in the intensity 
of the broad positive band in the difference spectrum at -660 nm. Relative to the 
reference difference spectra shown in Figure 12b, the addition of 1 equiv of NADH 
(Fig, 13b, dotted trace) caused an approximate two-fold increase in the intensity 
of the two negative peaks at 580 and -537 nm, with a parallel -two-fold increase 
in the intensity of the broad positive band in the near-infrared {660 nm), which 
is due to the pulsed enzyme (13). In the Soret region of the optical difference 
spectra (Fig. 13b), similar changes are observed as those seen in the difference 
spectra of Figure 12b; however, the magnitudes of the changes are greater by a 
factor of ca. 1.3-2.0. In the difference spectrum in Figure 13b, a sharp band is 
observed at -605-610 nm. This band may arise from either the peroxidic adduct, 
Compound C {12,21), or from the species which is thought to give rise to the 
rhombic Cua EPR signal, i.e., Fe~~-0:1 Cug (4). The reductive titration shows 
that the conversion to the pulsed form of cytochrome c oxidase is accelerated by 
the addition of reducing equivalents. 
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Figure 13 
Absorbance spectra of the 428/580 nm species before and after the addition 
of NADH. The optical spectrum of the 428/580 nm species was obtained 256 s 
from the addition of H202 (a, solid trace) . Following the addition of 1 equiv of 
NADH, the dashed optical spectrum was obtained (950 sec from the addition of 
H20 2). In total, 4 equiv of NADH were added incrementally to the 428/580 nm 
species over a period of 40 min from the initial reoxidation (t) with H202. The 
first, second, third, and fourth equivalents were added at 950, 1655, 2035, and 
2390 sec from the reoxidation with H202. Difference spectra (H202-treated(t) 
minus H20 2-treated(256 sec)) are shown in b, where, t = 950 sec (solid trace), 
1655 sec (dashed trace), and 2390 sec (dotted trace). Sample concentration was 
ca. 55 JLM. All spectra were corrected for dilution. Same instrumental conditions 
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Absorbance spectra of the 428/580 nm species before and after the addition 
of NAD+. The optical spectrum of the 428/580 nm species was obtained 240 sec 
after the addition of the H20:;~ (a, solid line). Following the addition of 1 equiv 
of NAD+, the dashed optical spectrum was obtained (935 sec from the addition 
of H202). In total, 4 equiv of NAD+ were added incrementally to the 428/580 
nm species over a period of ca. 34 min from the initial reoxidation (t) with H20 2. 
The first, second, third, and fourth equivalents were added at 935, 1293, 1632, 
and 2005 sec from the reoxidation with H202. Difference spectra are shown in 
b (H20 2-treated(t) minus H20:;~-treated(240 sec)): t = 935 sec (solid trace); t = 
1632 sec (dashed trace); and t = 2005 sec (dotted trace). Sample concentration was 
ca. 55 JLM. All spectra were corrected for dilution. Same instrumental conditions 
as those described in the legend to Figure 4. 
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(iii) When 1 equiv of NAD+ (including 1 % cyt-c, and 0.01% PMS) was added 
to a sample of the 428/580 nm species, the Soret and a maxima shifted from 428 
and 596-597 nm to 427 and 597-598 nm (Fig. 14a). Examination of the difference 
spectra (Fig. 14b) shows that NAD+ (plus mediator) caused a substantial decay 
of the population of the 428/580 nm species; however, the extent of the decay was 
never as great as when NADH was added (Fig. 13b, and Fig. 16). The effect of 
the added mediator and ferricytochrome c is probably to facilitate the entry of 
endogenous reducing equivalents into the enzyme. 
EPR'-To confirm that the pulsed enzyme is in fact produced upon the ad-
dition of NADH to the 428/580 nm species, we repeated the reductive titration 
of the 428/580 nm species and monitored the formation of the pulsed enzyme by 
EPR. 
It is thought that a homogeneous population of pulsed cytochrome c oxidase is 
produced upon the reoxidation of the dithionite-reduced enzyme, which contains a 
trace amount of catalase {27). When we prepared a sample of the pulsed enzyme by 
this procedure the expected EPR resonances at g = 5, 1.8, and 1.7 were observed 
at low temperature (10 K) and high powers {10 mW) (Fig. 15a). In Figure 15a we 
show the two unusual EPR resonances which occur at high field. Quantitation of 
the EPR resonances associated with the pulsed enzyme is not possible at present 
due to the uncertainty of the spin multiplicity of the system and because of the 
unusual temperature dependence of the resonances {13). Therefore, the EPR 
spectrum of the pulsed enzyme shown in Figure 15a was used for comparison 
purposes, that is, to ascertain whether a sizeable population of the pulsed enzyme 
was produced when a reducing equivalent was added to the 428/580 nm species. 
The broad feature at high field (g = 1.45) in traces a-e (Fig. 15) is due to the 9z 
value of ferric Fea (28) . 
When the 428/580 nm species was examined by EPR at low temperatures and 
high microwave powers {10-20 mW), no unusual EPR resonances were observed 
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either in the low-field or the high-field region of the spectrum (Fig. 15b). However, 
the addition of 1 equiv of NADH (1 % ferricyt-c, 0.01 % PMS) to the 428/580 nm 
species resulted in the formation of a subpopulation of the pulsed enzyme as judged 
by the appearance of the unusual resonances at g = 5 (spectrum not shown), 1.8 
and 1.7 (Fig. 15c). (The addition of reductant to the 428/580 nm species did not 
result in the formation of the rhombic Cua EPR signal.) In a parallel sample, 
when NAD+ and mediator were added to the 428/580 nm species (Fig. 15d) only 
a negligible population of the pulsed enzyme was produced (Fig. 15e). This result 
ruled out the possibility that the formation of the pulsed enzyme is dependent on 
the binding of NAD+ (or ferricytochrome c). The EPR results demonstrate that 
a subpopulation of the pulsed enzyme is produced upon the addition of a reducing 
equivalent to the 428/580 nm species. 
The results from the optically monitored titration of the 428/580 nm species 
are summarized in Figure 16, which show the approximate populations of the 
428/580 nm species over the course of the incubation at 273 K, with and without 
added reducing equivalents. Inspection of Figure 16 shows that the decay of the 
428/580 nm species is accelerated by the addition of reducing equivalents. This 
result substantiated the earlier work of Orii and King (29), who showed that the 
decay of the 428/580 nm component of the oxygenated enzyme was accelerated by 
reductant. Specifically, the approximate half-time for the decay of the 428/580 nm 
species in the presence (and absence) of added reducing equivalents may be ex-
trapolated from the data shown in Figure 16. The addition of reducing equivalents 
to the 428/580 nm species resulted in a decrease in the half-time for the decay of 
the spectral features associated with the 428/580 nm species from approximately 
60 min to 20 min. We stress, however, that the reductive titration was conducted 
in the presence of low concentrations of mediator (phenazine methosulfate). When 
similar levels of mediator (and reductant) are used to reduce the resting enzyme, 
several hours are required for complete reduction. Therefore, although the opti-
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Figure 15 
EPR spectra of the pulsed enzyme, the 428/580 nm species, and the 428/580 
nm species plus NADH (or NAD+). The high-field EPR spectra of the pulsed form 
of cytochrome c oxidase and the 428/580 nm form of the enzyme are shown in a 
and b, respectively. After recording an EPR spectrum of the 428/580 nm species, 
the sample was rapidly thawed to ice temperature and aliquots of ferricytochrome 
c, catalase, and i equiv ofNADH (plus PMS) were introduced into the sample (180 
sec from the addition of H2 0 2 ), and the sample was frozen to 77 K (240 sec from 
the addition ofH2 0 2 ) for examination by EPR (c) . As a control, 1 equiv of NAD+ 
(plus PMS) were added to an identically treated sample of the 428/580 nm species. 
The corresponding EPR spectra for the 428/580 nm species and the 428/580 nm 
species plus N AD+ are shown in d and e, respectively. Traces c and e were not 
corrected for dilution. Sample concentrations were 310 J.LM (a) and 250 J.LM (b-e). 
For the two samples of the 428/580 nm species, the final catalase, ferricytochrome 
c, and phenazine methosulfate concentrations were approximately 3 J.LM, 4 J.LM, 
and 1 J.LM, respectively. Conditions for obtaining EPR spectra were (a-e); temp., 
10 K; modulation amplitude, 16 Gauss; power, 20 milliwatts; frequency, 9.228 
GHz; gain, 3.2x104 ; number of scans, 3. 
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Population of the 428/580 nm species upon incubation at 273 K, in the pres-
ence and absence of reducing equivalents (NADH). The decay of the population of 
428/580 nm species in the absence of added reductant is shown in Figure 16 (00). 
The decay of the 428/580 nm species was also monitored in a control sample in 
the presence of NAD+ (00): t = 4 min, no NAD+; t-10 min, 0.5 equiv NAD+; 
t-16 min, 1 equiv NAD+; t-22 min, 2 equiv NAD+; t-27 min, 3 equiv NAD+; 
t-33 min, 4 equiv NAD+. The decay of the 428/580 nm species in the presence 
of NADH (00): t = 4 min, no NADH; t-11 min, 0.5 equiv NADH; t-16 min, 1 
equiv NADH; t-21 min, 2 equiv NADH; t-34 min, 3 equiv NADH; t-40 min, 4 
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cally monitored titration consisted of the addition of 4 equivalents of NADH (Fig. 
13a,b), it is possible that only a fraction of the reductant was actually consumed 
during the course of the reduction. The results from the optically monitored re-
ductive titration provide a relative gauge of the susceptibility of the 428/580 nm 
species to reduction. Since the largest population of the pulsed form of the enzyme 
was produced upon the addition of reductant to the 428/580 nm species, as evi-
denced by the most pronounced intensity at ca. 660 and 414 nm in the difference 
spectrum in Figure 13b, by implication the 428/580 nm species must contain more 
oxidizing equivalents than the pulsed enzyme. 
Low Temperature EPR of the 428/580 nm Species. The reactive 
428/580 nm species does not exhibit any unusual EPR resonances from either 
Fea. or Cus, yet the reactivity studies reported herein suggest that the binuclear 
site is composed of an odd-electron species. A possible explanation for the lack 
of an EPR signature from the binuclear dioxygen reduction site is that rapid spin 
relaxation of one of the paramagnetic centers, such as a ferry! Feaa, could enhance 
the electron-spin relaxation of a nearby less rapidly relaxing paramagnetic species, 
such as cupric Cus (30) and preclude the observation of an EPR signal from the 
cupric ion. To test this hypothesis, the 428/580 nm species was examined by 
EPR at 2 K, where the electron-spin relaxation is expected to be sufficiently slow 
to allow observation of an EPR signal from cupric Cus. Unfortunately, no reso-
nances attributable to either Fea. or Cus were observed in the low-temperature 
experiments. 
DISCUSSION 
Reoxidation of Partially Reduced Cytochrome c Oxidase. 
In order to trap a three-electron-reduced dioxygen intermediate at the dioxy-
gen reduction site of cytochrome c oxidase, partially reduced samples were reoxi-
dized. If a sample of cytochrome c oxidase that is initially reduced between 50-100 
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% is reoxidized there will be, at minimum, three subpopulations of intermediates 
initially present at the dioxygen reduction site: (i) the peroxidic adduct, Com-
pound C (a two-electron-reduced species); (ii) a three-electron-reduced species; 
and (iii) the pulsed species (formally a four-electron-reduced dioxygen species). 
Since the optical features of the peroxidic adduct and the pulsed enzyme are well 
characterized, examination of the optical difference spectra of partially reduced 
and reoxidized samples enabled the optical features associated with the subpop-
ulation of trapped, three-electron-reduced intermediate to be deconvoluted from 
the spectral contributions from the other subpopulations. 
Unique optical features were observed in the optical difference spectrum (re-
oxidized minus resting) at -580 and -537 nm in samples that were initially only 
partially reduced (65-85 %) and then reoxidized. These spectral features are not 
assignable to either the pulsed enzyme or Compound C; therefore, a reasonable 
conclusion is that the optical features at 580 and 537 nm arise from the sub-
population of three-electron-reduced species. The examination of the partially 
reduced and reoxidized samples by EPR spectroscopy revealed no unusual spec-
tral signatures. Evidently, the subpopulation of three-electron-reduced species 
is EPR-silent. Alternatively, with such low populations of the trapped, three-
electron-reduced species, it is possible that the species is in fact EPR active, but 
the poor yields of the intermediate precluded observation of an EPR signal. 
The reactivity between the subpopulation ofEPR-silent, three-electron-reduced 
intermediate and CO was investigated. Upon the addition of CO to the reoxidized 
sample all three subpopulations of intermediates can react with CO. Since CO is 
a two-electron donor, reduction by CO of the two subpopulations of even-electron 
intermediates, namely Compound C and pulsed, must result in products with 
integer spin, which are EPR-silent. In fact, it is now generally recognized that 
carbon monoxide can reduce cytochrome c oxidase to produce the EPR-silent, 
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CO-mixed-valence compound by the following reaction (Eqn. 1) (24-26). 
[Felli Cull] + 2CO + H o-[Fell -co Cu1 I +co + 2H+ aa B 2 aa B 2 (1) 
However, when CO reacts with the three-electron-reduced dioxygen intermediate 
another odd-electron intermediate must necessarily be produced. Thus, only the 
product of the reaction involving the odd-electron manifold of intermediates is 
visible by EPR. 
We observed only modest yields ( -10 %) of the rhombic Cua EPR signal 
upon the addition of CO to samples which were initially reduced (65-85 %) and 
then reoxidized. No rhombic Cua EPR signal formed after the addition of CO 
to either the pulsed enzyme or to samples which were initially half-reduced and 
then reoxidized. These experiments with CO suggest that the subpopulation of the 
EPR-silent, three-electron-reduced intermediate is involved in a reaction with CO. 
Control experiments implicated CO as the source of electrons. Carbon monoxide 
is a two-electron donor. Because the dioxygen reduction site became reduced 
to only the ferrous/cupric state upon the addition of CO, while CuA and Fea 
remained oxidized, the intermediate that reacted with CO is by implication a 
ferryl Fea./cupric Cua (or a species at the same formal level of oxidation). 
The low yield of the rhombic Cua EPR signal in the present room temperature 
incubation experiments is probably a consequence of the three different subpopu-
lations of intermediates present at the dioxygen reduction site after reoxidation of 
a partially reduced sample. Furthermore, the intermediate might be short-lived in 
the EPR experiments because of the many cycles of freezing and thawing, which 
can contribute to enzyme denaturation and thus the production of endogenous 
reducing equivalents. 
Reactions with Hydrogen Peroxide 
The evidence for the assignment of the redox states of Fe08 and Cua in the 
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428/580 nm state of the enzyme and the proposed schemes for the formation and 
decay of the reactive state of the enzyme will be discussed. 
(i) When the H2 02 concentration is approximately equivalent to the enzyme 
concentration, a peroxidic adduct (Compound C) is produced at the dioxygen 
reduction site (21) . However, when excess H20 2 is added to Compound C, or 
is added initially to the reduced (or oxygenated) enzyme, a population of the 
428/580 nm species is produced. The homogeneity of the population is evidenced 
by the lack of any appreciable intensity at 607 nm in the reoxidized minus rest-
ing difference spectrum due to Compound C (Fig. 4b), which certainly might 
be expected to form under such reaction conditions. Two observations regarding 
the optical spectrum of the 428/580 nm species are worth noting. (a) A com-
parison of the Soret region of the optical spectra of the resting enzyme and the 
428/580 nm species shows that the intense Soret band is narrower in the 428/ 580 
nm species than in the resting enzyme {Fig. 4a). The optical spectrum of the 
cyanide-inhibited enzyme also exhibits a sharpened Soret, relative to the rest-
ing enzyme (Fig. 7). The reason for the narrow Soret in the cyanide-inhibited 
enzyme is that there is a homogeneous population of low-spin ferric iron in the 
cyanide-inhibited enzyme. Because low-spin ferric Fea and Feaa have absorption 
maxima at 426 and 428 nm, respectively, the observed Soret band is quite narrow 
(7). Analogously, the 428/580 nm species exhibits a narrow Soret, with a Soret 
maximum at 428 nm, suggesting that the intermediate contains a low-spin ferric 
{or ferry!) Feaa complex. (b) The 428/580 nm species and the cyanide-inhibited 
enzyme also share spectral features in the visible region of the optical spectrum 
{500-600 nm). In contrast to the quite narrow bands observed in the Soret re-
gion of the spectrum for both derivatives, in the visible region the a-region of the 
spectrum ( -600 nm) is rather broad, relative to the resting enzyme. Does this 
fact suggest inhomogeneity? Recall that both Fea and Feaa contribute intensity 
in the Soret and a regions of the optical spectrum of cytochrome c oxidase. Evi-
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dently, cyanide binding to ferric Fea. results in an increase in the intensity and a 
red-shift of the a and {3 bands associated with Fea., hence an overall broadening 
of the composite optical spectrum of the cyanide-inhibited enzyme is observed. 
Analogous to the cyanide-inhibited enzyme, the intense and blue-shifted optical 
spectrum of the of 428/580 nm species may signify a homogeneous population of 
a low-spin ferric Fea. complex. 
(ii) The reactivity of the 428/580 nm species with carbon monoxide was in-
vestigated in order to aid in the assignment of the redox states of the metal centers 
at the binuclear site. Although the 428/580 nm species and the cyanide-inhibited 
enzyme share common spectral features, they exhibit dramatically different reac-
tivity with carbon monoxide. As expected, the cyanide-inhibited enzyme is inert 
to ligand substitution reactions at the binuclear site because cyanide tightly binds 
to ferric Feaa· In contrast, the 428/580 nm species contains a reactive binuclear 
site, as evidenced by its reactivity with carbon monoxide. The 428/580 nm species 
catalyzes a. fairly rapid reaction with CO. (The reaction was complete within the 
time required to obtain an optical spectrum, ...... 3 min.) The optical difference spec-
trum in Figure 8 shows that the optical bands at 580 and 537 nm are abolished 
upon the introduction of CO into the sample of the 428/580 nm species. The 
difference spectrum also shows that the pulsed enzyme is produced in the reaction 
due to the formation of the absorption band at '""'660 nm. 
Further insights into the nature of the reaction between the 428/580 nm 
species and CO were derived from a parallel EPR investigation of the reaction. 
Examination of the reaction by EPR demonstrated that a rhombic Cua EPR signal 
is produced upon the addition of CO to a sample of the 428/580 nm species. This 
rhombic Cua EPR signal is the same signal that was produced upon prolonged 
incubation of samples in the low-temperature experiments described in Chapter II, 
as judged by the correspondence between the g values and the hyperfine coupling 
constant (Au = 105 Gauss). Quantitation of the 428/580 nm species using the 
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estimated extinction coefficient (~t:580-5 mM-1 cm- 1 ) and parallel quantitation 
of the Cua EPR signal revealed that typically an -80 % population of the 428/580 
nm species produced approximately 40-60 %of the rhombic Cua EPR signal when 
CO was admitted into the sample. The discrepancy between the two populations 
may be related to (a) the loss of the reactive 428/580 nm species in the interval 
between obtaining the optical spectrum and adding CO, which is also accompanied 
by a freeze/thaw cycle, and (b) the intermolecular transfer may occur between two 
oxidase molecules containing the 1/4 reduced state ([Fe~1• -L Cug]), resulting in the 
production of the pulsed enzyme and Compound C. This latter reaction might be 
quite fast in a sample of very concentrated cytochrome c oxidase, which is known 
to be highly aggregated. 
The 428/580 nm species catalyzes a reaction with CO which produces a half-
reduced dioxygen reduction site in which the low-potential centers are oxidized 
(Fe~II, Cu ~, Fe~~ -L, cug). Because CO is a two-electron reductant, this result 
implies that the 428/580 nm species contains five oxidizing equivalents, with the 
extra oxidizing equivalent located on Feaa· A proposed reaction sequence for the 
formation of a low-spin ferrous-dioxygen adduct adjacent to cupric Cua upon the 
addition of CO to the ferryl Fea./cupric Cua binuclear couple is shown in Scheme 
IV. 
(iii) Since we have not detected the formation of carbon dioxide to substantiate 
the proposed oxidation of CO to C02, we conducted an aerobic reductive titration 
of the 428/580 nm species to confirm that the species contains more oxidizing 
equivalents than the normal resting state of the enzyme. The titration results 
indicate that the decay of the 428/580 nm species is accelerated by the addition 
of reducing equivalents, and the decay of the 428/580 nm species is accompanied 
by the parallel formation of the pulsed enzyme, which contains four oxidizing 
equivalents. The latter result provides additional evidence that the 428/580 nm 
is in fact in a higher oxidation state than the pulsed enzyme. 
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Formation of the ~£8 /580 nm Species. The reactivity of the 428/580 nm 
species with carbon monoxide and NADH established that the binuclear dioxy-
gen reduction site contains more oxidizing equivalents than the pulsed form of 
cytochrome c oxidase. We observed that when the concentration of hydrogen per-
oxide is approximately equivalent to the concentration of the enzyme, a species 
is produced which exhibits spectral signatures that are similar, but not identi-
cal, to those reported by others for the peroxidic adduct, Compound C (Fig. 5) 
(14,19,21). Most notably, we never observed an intense band at 607 nm (in the dif-
ference spectrum) if hydrogen peroxide is added to the pulsed enzyme; instead, we 
typically observed only a moderately intense band at 605 nm, with a pronounced 
shoulder at -580 nm and a weak plateau centered at -540 nm (Fig. 5b). This 
discrepancy may indicate that our samples were heterogeneous, with contributions 
from the peroxidic adduct and the 428/580 nm species. However, the 428/580 nm 
species certainly could not have been populated to a great extent because at low 
concentrations of hydrogen peroxide (50-150 JLM) the a band is observed at 600 ± 
1 nm. If the 428/580 nm species was significantly populated at low concentrations 
of hydrogen peroxide we would expect a more blue-shifted a band. Therefore, we 
conclude that some of the intensity at -580 nm in the difference spectrum, at low 
levels of hydrogen peroxide, is probably due to the peroxidic adduct, Compound C. 
It has been suggested that the intense band at 607 nm in the difference spectrum 
of the peroxidic adduct is due to a ligand to metal charge transfer ( CT) electronic 
transition from the peroxidic adduct to ferric Fea, (31). If this hypothesis is cor-
rect, presumably the intensity of the proposed CT transition is dependent on the 
protonation state of the peroxidic group. Thus, the relatively low intensity at 607 
nm in our optical spectrum of the peroxidic adduct (Fig. 5b) may suggest that 
the protonation state of our samples of the peroxidic adduct is different than the 
work of others. 
In Scheme I and ll we propose reaction sequences to account for the formation 
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of a ferryl Fea,/cupric Cua binuclear couple by the activation of cytochrome c 
oxidase with hydrogen peroxide. In each scheme we have omitted the reaction 
steps involving the reoxidation of the reduced enzyme with hydrogen peroxide. 
However, Orii et al. (32) in fact demonstrated that hydrogen peroxide is almost as 
catalytically competent as 02 in reoxidizing reduced cytochrome c oxidase. When 
the H202 concentration is approximately equivalent to the enzyme concentration, 
a peroxidic adduct, Compound C, is produced at the dioxygen reduction site as 
shown in Scheme I. (Although a bridging anionic peroxidic group is indicated in 
Scheme I, we stress that the degree of protonation and the number of oxygen 
atoms from H202 which actually bridge Cua and Fea, are not known.) However, 
if large excesses of H20 2 are added initially to the pulsed or reduced enzyme, it is 
proposed that the extra H202 can act as a direct one-electron donor to Compound 
C to produce the ferryl Fea,/cupric Cua binuclear couple and superoxide. 
Alternatively, we cannot rule out that under conditions of excess hydrogen 
peroxide, an equivalent of hydrogen peroxide directly oxidizes ferric Fea, to the 
ferryl oxidation state with the concomitant formation of the hydroxyl radical. A 
similar reaction has been reported for the formation of ferry! myoglobin by the 
oxidative action of hydrogen peroxide (33). In Scheme II we propose a reaction 
sequence which incorporates the ideas outlined above. 
The proposed schemes (Schemes I and II) for the formation of a ferry! Feaa / 
cupric Cua binuclear dioxygen reduction site includes the production of a reactive 
radicals (superoxide and hydroxyl radicals). Although the 428/580 nm species 
was produced in every different batch of cytochrome c oxidase that we tested, as 
judged by the formation of the characteristic optical features, the formation of the 
radical EPR signal was completely batch-dependent. In some cases we observed 
a sizeable population of a radical EPR signal at ca. g = 2.0. Specifically, in 
those cases, the intensity of the narrow radical signal would extend above the the 
intense g11 feature of CuA observed at g = 2.08 (Fig. 9/). In other experiments, 
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Scheme I 
Proposed reaction sequence to account for the formation of a ferry! Feaa /cupric 
Cua couple at the dioxygen reduction site of cytochrome c oxidase via one-electron 
reduction of the peroxidic adduct, Compound C, by hydrogen peroxide. 
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Scheme II 
Proposed reaction sequence to account for the formation of a ferry I Feaa J cupric 
Cua couple at the dioxygen reduction site of cytochrome c oxidase via one-electron 
oxidation of ferric Feaa by hydrogen peroxide. 


























we observed a population of a radical EPR signal similar to that seen in Figure 9/, 
or in many instances, no radical EPR signal was observed. The superoxide radical 
and the hydroxyl radical are expected to be powerful oxidants and to exhibit 
kinetic lability (34). If these reactive species are produced upon the addition of 
excess H202 to a sample of cytochrome c oxidase, they probably would undergo a 
rapid hydrogen-abstraction reaction with amino acids located near the binuclear 
dioxygen reduction site. If a protein radical is formed upon treatment of the 
enzyme with hydrogen peroxide, the protein radical might be magnetically coupled 
to the metal centers at the dioxygen reduction site, which could preclude the 
observation of an EPR signal. 
Decay of the 4!!8 /580 nm Species. The reductive titration of the 428/580 nm 
species revealed that the 428/580 nm species converts to the pulsed (and eventually 
resting) states of the enzyme upon incubation at ice temperature, in the absence 
of exogenous reducing equivalents, with a half-time of approximately 60 min. We 
also demonstrated that the addition of a reducing equivalent to the 428/580 nm 
species caused the rapid ( ....,60 sec) formation of a population of the pulsed state 
of the enzyme, as judged by the appearance of the EPR resonances at g = 5, 
1.8, and 1. 70, which are diagnostic of the pulsed form of cytochrome c oxidase 
(Fig. 15b,c). In Scheme m, we propose a reaction sequence which accounts for 
the accelerated formation of the pulsed enzyme upon the addition of an equivalent 
of reductant to the 428/580 nm species. Scheme ill incorporates the well known 
fact that the pulsed enzyme slowly converts to the resting state of the enzyme 
upon incubation at ice temperature (15). In the absence of reducing equivalents, 
the 428/480 nm species probably converts to the resting enzyme as a result of 
reduction by endogenous reducing equivalents. 
The Reaction Between CO and the 428/580 nm Species 
The first indication we had that CuB played a primary role in the catalysis 
of CO to C02 by the 428/580 nm species was the fact that no reduction of the 
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Scheme III 
A proposed reaction sequence for the conversion of the reactive, EPR-silent 
428/580 nm species to the pulsed (and resting) states of the enzyme by the action 
of exogenous reductants, such as NADH. 
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Proposed scheme for the oxidation of carbon monoxide by the ferryl Feaa / cupric 
Cua binuclear dixoygen reduction site of the 428/580 nm species, with the con-
comitant formation of a half-reduced dioxygen reduction site. 
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reactive HRP-I (ferry! prophyrin 1r-radical cation) occurred upon the addition of 
an atmosphere of CO to the sample. The lack of reactivity of HRP-I suggested that 
Cua must play a role in the catalysis of CO by cytochrome c oxidase, alternatively 
carbon monoxide may be excluded from approaching the iron center of horse radish 
peroxidase. 
Early investigations by Harkness and Halpern (35) into the oxidation of CO 
by aqueous solutions of Ag(I) and Hg(II) salts implicated the formation of a re-
active metal-carbonyl species. It was suggested that the binding of CO to these 
metals activates the CO to nucleophilic attack by H20 (or OH-) and results in the 
formation of a reactive metal hydroxycarbonyl (M-COOH) . This reactive species 
undergoes rapid decarbonylation to produce C02 and reduced metal ion. Simi-
larly, reactive cupric and cuprous hydroxycarbonyls have been suggested to play a 
primary role in the oxidation of CO by copper salts (36). Bercaw and co-workers 
(37) suggested that the reduction of the cobalt(III) cofactor ofvitamin-B12 by car-
bon monoxide might also proceed via a pathway which includes a reactive metal 
carbonyl insertion complex. 
Byerley and Peters (36) showed that Cu(II) salts are also capable of oxidizing 
CO to C02, although the reactions conditions are quite severe (pCO = 1360 atm). 
They proposed two mechanisms for the oxidation of CO by copper salts in aqueous 
solution. One reaction pathway was suggested to be independent of the carbon 
monoxide pressure and involved the initial formation of a copper(I)-CO complex. 
The other pathway involved the activation of CO by the cupric ion. Interestingly, 
they suggested that both reaction pathways have a common rate-determining step, 
which is the decomposition of a reactive carbon monoxide insertion complex (M-
COOH). 
Based on the ability of either copper(!) or copper(II) to activate CO to nu-
cleophilic attack by either H2 0 or hydroxide, a reasonable mechanism for the 
oxidation of carbon monoxide by the 428/580 nm species could involve (i) the 
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transient binding of CO to cupric Cuafollowed by; (ii) the nucleophilic attack of 
H 2 0 (or OH-) to produce a reactive copper hydroxycarbonyl resulting in; (iii) 
either the decarbonylation of the hydroxycarbonyl complex to produce C02 and a 
two-electron-reduced site, or direct oxygen atom transfer occurs from the oxy-ferryl 
to the reactive metal hydroxycarbonyl complex to produce HC03-. A proposed 
scheme for the oxidation of CO to HC03-, which incorporates these features, is 
shown in Scheme IV. 
The Nature of the Reactive Binuclear Dioxygen Reduction Site in the 
428/580 nm Species 
The lack of an EPR signal from the binuclear dioxygen reduction site of the 
428/580 nm species is puzzling, although it does not rule out that the site is 
composed of a paramagnetic species. There are other examples in the literature 
of paramagnetic enzymatic intermediates which are EPR-silent (38). In a recent 
study by Pyrz et al. Mossbauer spectroscopy was used to examine the EPR-silent 
phosphate-inhibited complex of the purple acid phosphatase enzyme uteroferrin 
(38). Their results showed that the phosphate-inhibited uteroferrin is composed 
of a high-spin (S = 5/2) ferric ion magnetically coupled to a high-spin (S = 2) 
ferrous ion. An EPR signal is expected from such a species, yet, surprisingly, no 
EPR resonances were observed under the conditions of their experiment. Pyrz et 
al. suggested that a ground state of S = 1/2 was consistent with the Mossbauer 
data, and that an EPR signal might not be observed from such a coupled spin 
system under the conditions of their experiments. Alternatively, analogous to the 
arguement put forth by Blair et al. (3) to explain the EPR-silence of the proposed 
ferry! Fe118 /cupric Cua couple of cytochrome c oxidase, even if the binuclear center 
of the phosphate complex of uteroferrin has a ground state of S = 1/2, it is 
conceivable that the species could still be EPR-silent if the magnitude of the 
superexchange coupling is comparable to the zero-field splitting of the iron centers. 
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An alternative proposal for the reactive species at the dioxygen reduction site 
in the 428/580 nm species might be considered. Instead of a ferry! Fea./cupric Cua 
binuclear couple, an equally plausible model, at first glance, is that the site contains 
a ferry! Fea. associated with a heme A 11'-radical cation adjacent to cuprous Cua. 
This latter species also contains three oxidizing equivalents. What is the likelihood 
that the site is composed of a ferry! heme A 11'-radical cation/cuprous Cua species? 
There are several examples of very reactive, yet kinetically stable, enzymatic 
intermediates which contain a ferry! porphyrin 11'-radical cation (39). Typically, 
these rather unusual intermediates are formed by the two-electron oxidation of 
the native ferric peroxidases (such as horse radish peroxidase (HRP) or Japanese 
radish) and catalase (CAT) by hydrogen peroxide (Eqn. 2), yielding an interme-
diate which is formally Fe(V) (2, 39) (These high-valent enzymatic intermediates 
are referred to as Compounds I) 
HRP(PFem) + H20:r---+HRP- I("+PFe1v = 0) + H20 . (2) 
Unlike cytochrome c oxidase, the active site of the native peroxidases and cata-
lases is mononuclear, containing a ferric heme. Curiously, all of the enzymes which 
form ferry! porphyrin 11'-radical cations contain iron protoporphyrin IX as the pros-
thetic group. Naturally, this porphyrin must possess specific chemical properties 
which facilitate the formation of a stable, reversibly-oxidized porphyrin. Studies 
on model compounds have elucidated some of the factors which govern the forma-
tion of a stable, reversibly-oxidized/reduced porphyrin (40). The porphyrin must 
have electron-donating substituents which stabilize the cation by hyperconjuga-
tion in order to form stable porphyrin 11'-radical cations. Protoporphyrin IX is well 
suited for the formation of a stable 11'-radical cation because it is methylated in the 
5th and 8th positions of the porphyrin ring and has vinyl substituents at the 2nd 
and 4th positions (Fig. 17) . The methyl (and vinyl) group can readily stabilize 
a 11'-radical cation by an electron-releasing effect. Conversely, substituents such 
as the formyl, halides, and alkoxides would be expected to destabilize a cationic 
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porphyrin by an electron-withdrawing effect. Cytochrome c oxidase contains a 
rather unusual porphyrin termed heme A. Heme A contains an isoprenoid chain 
and a formyl group at the 2nd and 8th positions of the porphyrin ring, in place 
of the methyl and vinyl groups found on protoporphyrin IX (Fig. 17). Because of 
the powerful electron-withdrawing effect of the formyl group, Chan and co-workers 
(41) concluded that heme A is probably resistant to reversible one-electron oxi-
dation, making it rather unlikely that a porphyrin 1r-radical cation of heme A is 
formed upon the reaction of cytochrome c oxidase with hydrogen peroxide. 
There is another reason to favor the ferryl Fe01 /cupric Cua model for the 
dioxygen reduction site in the 428/580 nm species over the alternative model, 
namely, the ferryl Fe01 heme A 1r-radical cation/cuprous Cua couple. Clearly, 
Cua must have an inordinately high reduction potential in order to remain in the 
cuprous oxidation state when in close proximity to an oxidant as powerful as a 
ferryl porphyrin 1r-radical cation, which could have a reduction potential as high as 
1 V. Certainly, there are examples of copper complexes exhibiting high reduction 
potentials. For example, the multi-copper metalloenzyme laccase has a measured 
reduction potential for the type-1 copper complex which is approximately 0.8 V 
(42). What makes the ferryl heme A 1r-radical cation/cuprous Cua model unten-
able is that following the oxidation of CO, a low-spin dioxygen (or CO) ferrous 
Fe01 complex is produced which is adjacent to cupric Cua. Therefore Cua must 
have a lower reduction potential than ferric Fe01 in order for the observed species 
to be produced. This model requires an enormous shift in the reduction poten-
tial of Cua over the course of the reaction with CO, from a high potential form 
capable of resisting oxidation by the ferryl porphyrin 1r-radical cation, to a low 
potential form, which displays a lower reduction potential than ferric Fe01 • A 
copper complex which displays such a variation in reduction potentials seems im-
probable. Moreover, coupled with the expected resistance of heme A to reversible 
oxidation/reduction, we conclude that the reactive species trapped at the dioxy-











gen reduction site in the 4281580 nm species is more convincingly explained by a 
ferry! Feaa I cupric Cua binuclear couple. 
An experiment to distinguish a ferry! Feaa I cupric Cua binuclear couple from 
the alternate species, a ferry! heme A 1r-radical cation adjacent to cuprous Cu8 , 
should be mentioned. X-ray absorption edge measurements on the 4281580 nm 
species should be able to determine whether Cua is in the cupric or cuprous 
oxidation state. 
"Oxygenated" Cytochrome c Oxidase. The work described in this chap-
ter sheds light on the nature of the heterogenous reoxidized state of cytochrome c 
oxidase, referred to as the "oxygenated" enzyme. For several years it has been rec-
ognized that there are multiple forms of reoxidized cytochrome c oxidase. This was 
best exemplified by the early work of Okunuki and co-workers (43) and later by the 
work of Orii and King (29), who showed that when dithionite-reduced cytochrome 
c oxidase is reoxidized with dioxygen, three intermediates form in sequence at the 
dioxygen reduction site; the intermediates were designated by Orii and King as 
Compounds I, II and III, based on the order of their appearance. Collectively, 
these intermediates have been lumped together into a form of the enzyme termed 
the "oxygenated" enzyme. Compound I is characterized by an a band maximum 
in the reoxidized minus resting difference spectrum at 605 nm, Compound II has 
an a and {3 band at '""" 578 and -535 nm in the difference spectrum and Com-
pound III has two bands at 600 nm and 580 nm in the optical difference spectrum. 
Over the years there has been considerable speculation about the nature of the 
reoxidized species which comprise the oxygenated enzyme. 
Recent experiments from several laboratories have clarified the relationship 
between the multiple forms of the reoxidized enzyme. Evidently, the heterogeneity 
observed in the oxygenated enzyme is related to the reduction procedure. Chance 
et al. recently suggested that significant levels of H:l02 may be generated in situ 
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by the reaction of 02 with dithionite (18). • In fact, Kumar et al. (27) demon-
strated that the reoxidation of the dithionite reduced enzyme, in the strict absence 
of hydrogen peroxide (which was accomplished by adding a trace amount of cata-
lase), produced a homogeneous population of the EPR-detectable intermediate, 
originally reported by Beinert et al. (44). The addition of excess hydrogen perox-
ide (millimolar levels) to the pulsed enzyme resulted in the abolition of the unusual 
EPR resonances and a simultaneous shift in the Soret maximum from 424 to 428 
nm (20). Coupled with these changes, there was a shift in the a band maximum in 
the difference spectrum from 605 nm to 580 nm, respectively (20). Interestingly, 
Kumar et al. showed that both the 420 nm and 428 nm forms of cytochrome c 
oxidase displayed enhanced catalytic activity in the presence of ferrocytochrome 
c, clearly establishing both forms as activated states of oxidized cytochrome c oxi-
dase. Bickar (21) and later Wrigglesworth (19) showed that at micromolar levels of 
hydrogen peroxide another intermediate forms which exhibits a red-shifted Soret 
maximum and an a maximum in the difference spectrum at 606 nm and a less 
intense broad shoulder centered at 580 nm. 
Three enzymatic states are produced at the dioxygen reduction site upon 
reoxidation of the reduced enyme depending on the concentration of H2 0 2 in 
solution, where we are disregarding the possible spectral differences which might 
arise due to different degrees of protonation of these three species. (In all three of 
the enzymatic states to be described, the low potential centers are oxidized.) The 
conditions under which these species are produced and the probable assignment 
of the redox states of Fea. and Cus are summarized as follows. 
(i) In the complete absence of H202, the pulsed enzyme is produced upon 
the reoxidation of the dithionite-reduced enzyme (27). Alternatively, the pulsed 
• In a typical experiment in which optical spectroscopy is utilized, 0.1 mg of 
dithionite will give a ten-fold molar excess, although usually as much as 1 mg is 
actually added to samples. 
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form of the enzyme is also produced when stoichiometrically reduced cytochrome 
c oxidase is reoxidized with 02, or even with porphyrexide (13). Based on the 
combined results from EPR (13,44), resonance Raman (23), EXAFS {45), and 
ligand binding studies of the pulsed enzyme {46), it has been concluded that the 
bridging ligand is absent in the pulsed enzyme, and that Fea8 is in the ferric 
oxidation state (S = 3/2) and is weakly superexchange (or dipolar) coupled to 
cupric Cua. In the absence of reducing equivalents, this reactive form of the 
enzyme eventually converts to the resting state of the enzyme (15). 
ii{2) There is general agreement that at micromolar levels of H20 2 a true 
peroxidic adduct is produced at the binuclear dixoygen reduction site (19,21,32), 
although the exact nature of the coordination of the oxygen atoms to the metal 
centers at the binuclear site is not known {31) (Eqn. 3) 
[Fem Cu11] + H 0 .=[Felli - 0- O-Cu11] + 2H+ a8 B 2 2 a 8 B • (3) 
The EPR-silent peroxidic adduct prepared by the addition of micromolar concen-
trations of H202 to the pulsed or resting enzyme is spectroscopically identical to 
the species which is produced upon photolysis of the mixed-valence CO-inhibited 
state of the enzyme in the presence of 02, which was termed Compound C by 
Chance and Leigh (12) (Eqn. 4). The peroxidic adduct, Compound C, is spectro-
scopically equivalent ot Compound I of Orii and King (29) 
[Fe~~ - CO CukJ + 02.=[Fe~1: - 0 - 0-Cug] + CO . (4) 
In our study, the addition of micromolar amounts of H2 02 to the pulsed enzyme 
produced a species with similar, but not identical, spectral features (in the differ-
ence spectrum) as those previously reported (19,21). We deduced that a sizeable 
population of the 428/580 nm species was not produced at low levels of hydrogen 
peroxide since the a band was observed at 600 nm, rather than at the expected po-
sition of 597-596 nm for a reasonable population of the 428/580 nm species. This 
discrepancy in the reported optical spectra of the peroxidic adduct, Compound C, 
may reflect different protonation states of the bridging peroxidic group. 
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(iii) At millimolar levels of H2 0 2 another intermediate is produced based on 
the shift of the a band in the reoxidized minus resting difference spectrum from 
607 nm to ca. 580 nm upon the addition of excess H202 to Compound C (or 
the pulsed enzyme). This state of the enzyme is probably a major component 
of the oxygenated enzyme if excess dithionite is used {Compound II of Orii and 
King (29)), since substantial concentrations of H202 would be produced. There 
has been considerable speculation regarding the spin and redox states of Feaa in 
this state of the enzyme. Wrigglesworth (19) suggested that Feaa is a low-spin 
ferric complex in this derivative. Chance et al. (18) on the other hand suggested 
that cytochrome c oxidase was capable of a catalase-like reaction with hydrogen 
peroxide to generate a ferry} Feaa porphyrin 1r-radical cation adjacent to cupric 
Cus; they designated this species as "pulsed-peroxide I". Our combined optical 
and EPR study demonstrated that the 428/580 nm species, produced upon the 
addition of excess H202 to the oxygenated or reduced enzyme, contains a reactive 
binuclear dioxygen reduction site, proposed to contain a ferry} Fea8 /cupric Cus 
couple, or another species at the same formal level of oxidation. 
Ubiquity of the 428/580 nm Species 
Wikstrom (47) has reported that when mitochondria are poised in a highly 
oxidized state with ferricyanide, the addition of ATP induces the formation of 
two intermediates which are similar, if not identical, to two of the intermediates 
that are formed when 0 2 reacts with fully reduced cytochrome c oxidase. It was 
proposed that a partial reversal of the dioxygen reaction had occurred. The first 
intermediate Wikstrom observed upon stepwise reversal of the dioxygen reduc-
tion reaction displays an intense broad band centered at 580 nm in the difference 
spectrum (reoxidized minus resting) (AE580 = 6 m.M-1 cm- 1 ).• The second in-
termediate had intense absorption at 607 nm, making it spectroscopically similar 
• Personal communication from Prof. M. Wikstrom 
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to Compound C. Wikstrom (47) suggested that the 580-nm species was a one-
electron oxidation product of ferric Fe08 /cupric Cua, namely, a ferryl Fea./cupric 
Cua couple. In the light of our results, this conclusion appears correct; evidently 
the 580/537 nm species may be produced either by reducing dioxygen by three 
electrons or by reversing the 0 2 reaction by a single electron transfer step. 
It is evident from this study that similar spectral features are produced in 
the a, {3 region of the difference spectrum (i) when partially reduced samples of 
cytochrome c oxidase are reoxidized with dioxygen; and (ii) upon the addition of 
excess H 2 02 to the oxygenated enzyme, Compound C, and the fully reduced state 
of the enzyme. Similar spectral features in the absorption difference spectrum 
are also observed upon a one-electron reversal of the dioxygen reduction reaction 
as reported by Wikstrom ( 4 7) and upon reoxidation of the dithionite reduced 
state of cytochrome c oxidase (Compound II of Orii and King {29)). In addition, 
combined optical and EPR results revealed that the trapped, EPR-silent, three-
electron-reduced dioxygen intermediate, as prepared by both methods (i and ii), 
reacts rapidly with CO at 277-298 K, causing the abolition of the spectral features 
at 580 and ....,537 nm and the appearance of a rhombic Cua EPR signal. The same 
rhombic Cua EPR signal was previously observed to form at low temperatures, 
in the presence of 40 % ethylene glycol, upon the reaction of the second EPR-
silent, three-electron-reduced intermediate with CO (3). Moreover, the reductive 
titration of the 428/580 nm state of cytochrome c oxidase demonstrated that 
the reactive binuclear dioxygen reduction site contains more oxidizing equivalents 
than the pulsed form of the enzyme. Based on these chemical and spectroscopic 
similarities, we conclude that the same reactive, EPR-silent, ferryl Feaa /cupric 
Cua binuclear couple is formed at the dioxygen reduction site, when the reduced 
enzyme is reoxidized with 02, and upon the addition of excess H202 to reduced 
(or oxygenated) cytochrome c oxidase. 
In the previous chapter we showed that an EPR-silent, three-electron-reduced 
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intermediate is formed via intramolecular transfer of a third electron to the two-
electron-reduced dioxygen intermediate (Compound C) from either CuA or Fe(l 
(3). In that study, the transfer of the third electron to the dioxygen reduction 
site at low temperature {180 K) first produced an EPR-detectable intermediate, 
suggested to be a ferrous Fe(l, /cupric Cua hydroperoxide, which at higher tem-
peratures {183-210 K) decayed to the EPR-silent intermediate, proposed to be a 
ferryl Fee1,/cupric Cua couple. -In this chapter, we showed that the EPR-silent, 
three-electron-reduced intermediate is produced via an intermolecular reaction at 
the dioxygen reduction site with hydrogen peroxide. The reaction may involve 
either the one-electron reduction of the peroxidic adduct, Compound C, by hydro-
gen peroxide, or hydrogen peroxide may oxidize ferric Fee11 directly; both reactions 
involve the net one-electron oxidation of the binuclear dioxygen reduction site of 
cytochrome c oxidase to produce the proposed ferryl Fe(l,/cupric Cua binuclear 
couple. 
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CHAPTER IV 
A Resonance Raman Investigation of the Oxidized Forms 
of Cytochrome c Oxidase 
Introduction 
Based on a series of chemical results, in Chapter ill we established that a 
reactive, EPR-silent, three-electron-reduced species is trapped at the binuclear 
dioxygen reduction site of cytochrome c oxidase upon the addition of excess H20 2 
to the reduced or oxygenated enzyme. Following the reoxidation of the reduced 
enzyme, the activation of the pulsed enzyme by hydrogen peroxide was proposed 
to occur, with the formation of a ferryl Fe11./cupric Cus binuclear couple (Eqns. 
1-2) 
[Fe~~ cug] + H202~ [Fe~~~ - 0 - 0 - Cug] + 2H+ {1) 
excess H20 2 + [Fe~•;- 0- 0-Cugj----+ [Fe~~ = 0 Cug(OH)] + H02 . (2) 
Of the three cytochrome c oxidase intermediates depicted in Equations 1 and 2, 
only the pulsed enzyme ([Fe~•; cug]) has EPR resonances which are assigned 
to one of the metal centers at the dioxygen reduction site. Unfortunately, no 
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EPR resonances are observed from Fe08 or Cus in either Compound C or the 
428/580 nm species; therefore, another spectroscopic method was needed to probe 
the structure of the binuclear dioxygen reduction site for the latter two EPR-
silent species. In this chapter we describe our recent resonance Raman (RR) 
investigation of three reactive forms of cytochrome c oxidase, in which the low 
potential centers (Fea and CuA) are oxidized: (i) the pulsed form of cytochrome c 
oxidase, (ii) the peroxidic adduct, Compound C, and (iii) the 428/580 nm species. 
These three states of cytochrome c oxidase are quite reactive and typically decay 
to the resting enzyme; therefore, in order to retard the rate of conversion to 
the resting state of the enzyme, each reactive form of the enzyme was examined 
at low temperature (-150 K). By this procedure we were able to obtain high 
quality resonance Raman spectra. Herein we report the first resonance Raman 
spectrum of a nearly homogeneous population of the 428/580 nm species, which 
displays novel spectral features that may be unambiguously assigned to a low-spin 
Fe08 species. The low frequency iron-oxygen vibrational mode, v(FeO), which is 
sensitive to isotopic substitution, was not detected in these experiments. However, 
the frequencies and intensities of the skeletal modes of Fe08 (cytochrome a 3 ) in 
the spectrum of the 428/580 nm species provide support for the assignment of 
a low-spin (S = 1) ferry} Fe08 at the dioxygen reduction site of the 428/580 nm 
species, although we cannot rule out a low-spin ferric Fe08 species. Models for the 
reactive binuclear dioxygen reduction site of the 428/580 nm species are discussed 
which are consistent with these two alternative species. 
Resonance Raman Spectroscopy 
Resonance Raman spectroscopy is a powerful spectroscopic technique which 
has provided important structural information for heme enzymes such as myo-
globin, hemoglobin, and cytochrome c oxidase. Unlike infrared spectroscopy on 
biological molecules, in which the allowed vibrations arising from the entire en-
semble of amino acids and prosthetic groups are observed, in resonance Raman 
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spectroscopy only those vibrations are enhanced which contribute intensity to the 
electronic absorption (1). Because only vibronically active modes are resonance 
enhanced, great selectivity is achieved. The theory of Raman and resonance Ra-
man has been thoroughly reviewed (1-3). The great utility of resonance Raman as 
a structural probe of heme proteins is that the vibrational modes of the porphyrin 
are sensitive to the redox and spin state of the iron, and thus provide an indirect 
probe of these aspects of the metal center. To understand what information re-
garding the iron center may be extracted from an analysis of the high frequency 
vibrational modes of the porphyrin macrocycle, we must first describe some of 
the optical properties of porphyrins and then the mechanism by which the iron 
interacts with the porphyrin. 
A remarkable number of proteins contain iron porphyrin (heme) as a pros-
thetic group. These heme proteins function in such disparate roles as (i) oxygen 
carriers, (ii) electrons carriers and (iii) oxygen activators. Despite their functional 
diversity, heme proteins have common optical absorption features since they all 
contain a heme chromophore. These common spectroscopic features are summa-
rized as follows. Two purely electronic transitions ((0-+0)11'-+11'•) of the porphyrin 
dominate the optical spectrum of heme proteins (4). The higher energy transition 
is referred to as the Soret band (e-105 M-1 cm-1 ) and typically occurs near 400 
nm. The less intense electronic transition, designated the a band, is observed 
at approximately 550 nm (e-104 M-1 cm-1 ). Usually, porphyrins also exhibit 
a weak absorption band -1300 cm-1 higher than the a band, which arises from 
a vibronic transition ((0-+1)11'-+11'•); this band is referred to as the (3 band. Cy-
tochrome c oxidase is unusual because its Soret (420 nm), a (600 nm), and (3 ( -580 
nm) bands fall at much lower energy than for most heme proteins (5). It is now 
appreciated that the formyl substituent extends the conjugation of the heme A 
macrocycle, thereby lowering the energy of the electronic transitions (6). Because 
our experiments employed Soret excitation, we must now consider the porphyrin 
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vibrations that are vibronically active, i .e., which contribute to the intensity of 
the Soret absorption band. 
When Soret excitation is used in resonance Raman studies of heme proteins, 
intense scattering is observed from totally symmetric vibrational modes of the 
porphyrin (1). According to Champion and Albrecht (7), the totally symmetric 
vibrational modes derive intensity from two different scattering processes, referred 
to as A-term and B-term sources (see Spiro, ref. 1). The x,y polarized Soret 
electronic states undergo B-term coupling with similarly polarized electronic states 
of the a-band, where the strength of the coupling depends on the product of the 
transition dipoles of the electronic states to be mixed (7). In this report, we will 
be examining the vibrational modes of the porphyrin in the high frequency region 
between 1200-1700 cm- 1 because these modes are sensitive to the spin state and 
oxidation state of the iron. In this spectral region, the porphyrin vibrations are due 
mainly to in-plane C-C and C-N stretching motions of the porphyrin (8-9). Two 
vibrational modes in particular have been implicated as being sensitive indicators 
of the redox and spin state of the iron; these porphyrin skeletal modes are referred 
to as v 4 and v 2 , respectively. The frequency of the oxidation state marker band, 
v 4 , is thought to be inversely related to the electron population in the vacant 
porphyrin 1r• molecular orbitals (8,10,11). Importantly, the electron population 
in the 1r• molecular orbitals may be increased as a result of back bonding from the 
iron d-1r orbitals: as the electron population in the 1r• molecular orbitals increases, 
the C-C and C-N bonds weaken and thus the vibrational frequency decreases. 
Because the extent of back bonding between the iron and the porphyrin is greatest 
for Fe(II) and the least for Fe(IV), the vibrational frequency of v4 tends to increase 
in the following manner: v4 (Fe1v)>v4 (Felll)>v4 (Fe11). It is also known that the 
frequency of the oxidation state marker band is also affected by any ligands to the 
iron which are strong 1r acids, such as O:z and CO, because these ligands compete 
with the porphyrin 1r• molecular orbitals for electron density from the metal d-1r 
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orbitals. The normal mode which is sensitive to the oxidation state of the metal is 
depicted in Figure 1. Diagnostic values for v 4 are 1358 cm- 1 (PFe11), 1372 cm- 1 
(PFem), and 1380 cm- 1 (PFeiY) (12). 
It is generally recognized that the frequency of all porphyrin skeletal modes 
above 1450 cm- 1 are inftuenced by the core size of the porphyrin, that is, the 
Ct-N (center-to-pyrrole-nitrogen) distance (13). In fact, Spiro and Strekas (8) 
demonstrated that there is a negative linear dependence on the Ct-N distance and 
the frequency of the skeletal mode. It is also well known that the spin state of the 
iron will have a profound effect on the core size of the porphyrin ( 13). For example, 
when ferric iron is stabilized in the high-spin state by a weak field ligand such as 
B.uoride, the five d electrons are distributed over the five d-orbitals. Occupation 
of the dz2-"2 orbital will result in a measurable expansion of the porphyrin core 
because this orbital is antibonding and is directed at the four pyrrole nitrogen 
atoms. An increase in the core size results in a weakening of the force constants 
of the bonds that comprise the porphyrin backbone, which lowers the frequency 
of the vibrational mode. In contrast, when ferrous or ferric heme is stabilized 
in the low-spin state by a strong field ligand, only the d-1r orbitals are occupied, 
which are directed away from the ligands. Under this condition usually the metal 
ligand bonds are quite strong and the core is contracted because no antibonding 
electrons are directed at the pyrrole (and axial) ligands, and thus the frequency 
of the vibrational mode is increased in energy relative to the high-spin case. The 
normal mode (v2 ) which is sensitive to the spin state of the iron is depicted in 
Figure 1. Diagnostic values for this mode are: -1572 cm- 1 (high-spin) and -1590 
em - l (low-spin). 
Resonance Raman investigations of cytochrome c oxidase have made impor-
tant contributions to our understanding of the spin and redox states of Feaa and 
Fea in a variety of different states of the enzyme (14-15). (We will continue to refer 
to the two iron centers of cytochrome c oxidase as Feaa and Fea in this chapter, 
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Figure 1 
Schematic depiction of the structure-sensitive normal vibrational modes of a 
symmetric metalloporphyrin (8). The oxidation state marker band (v4 ) is due to 
mainly C-N stretching (a) . The core-size marker mode (112) is primarily due to 
the asymmetric stretch of the a-methine carbon (Cm) bonds of the porphyrin (b). 
The heme A macrocycle is shown in c. 
heme A 
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even though this terminology deemphasizes the fact that both iron centers are em-
bedded within a porphyrin macrocycle. We stress, however, that the designations 
Fea and Feaa refer to not only the iron centers but to the heme A macrocycles 
as well.) Significantly, Fea and Feaa have distinct absorption envelopes in the 
Soret and a regions of the absorption spectrum, with Soret maxima at 414 and 
426 nm for Feaa and Fea, respectively, in the resting enzyme (16). There are 
important implications of the distinct absorption maxima of Fea and Feaa. By a 
judicious choice of excitation frequency, the vibrations due to either Fea or Fe08 
may be selectively enhanced. When 406.7 nm excitation frequency is employed, 
selective enhancement of the vibrational modes associated with Fe08 is achieved 
because Feaa has the dominant spectral contribution at 406.7 nm, whereas when 
a 441.4 excitation wavelength is employed, a selective enhancement of the vibra-
tional modes of Fea is achieved since Fea has the predominant absorption in that 
region of the absorption spectrum of the resting enzyme. In contrast, if the ab-
sorption bands of Fea and Feaa overlap significantly, as is the case when ferric Fe08 
is stabilized in the low-spin state by the appropriate strong field ligand, then both 
hemes will contribute to the resonance Raman spectrum when 406.7 nm (or 428 
nm) excitation is used. 
MATERIALS and METHODS 
Cytochrome c oxidase was isolated by the method of Hartzell and Beinert (17) 
and was dissolved in 50 mM phosphate buffer containing 0.5 % Tween-20 at pH 
7 .4. The enzyme was stored at 193 K prior to use. Isolated, detergent-solubilized 
cytochrome c oxidase typically displayed an activity of ca. 125 moles ferrocy-
tochrome c reoxidizedfmole of cytochrome c oxidase/sec. The concentration of 
the enzyme was determined spectrophotometrically (.6.Er-o (604 nm) = 24 mM-1 
cm-1 ). For some of the resonance Raman experiments the enzyme was dialyzed 
into D2 0 (Cambridge Isotope, 99,.9 %) buffered with 50 mM phosphate (0.5 % 
Tween-20) at pD = 7 .8-8.2. 
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Sample Preparation. All samples for resonance Raman were contained in 
4 mm O.D. quartz EPR tubes, and samples were deoxygenated by 6-7 cycles of 
evacuation followed by the addition of one atmosphere of argon, which had been 
deoxygenated by passage through a 1 m column column containing manganous 
dioxide supported on vermiculite. After each flushing cycle, the sample was allowed 
to incubate at ice temperature for ca. 10 min. Cytochrome c oxidase samples 
were reduced by adding stoichiometric amounts of NADH (Sigma), containing 
no mediator. The NADH was thoroughly deoxygenated by the procedure outlined 
above, and the concentration of the NADH was determined spectrophotometrically 
(e(330 nm) = 6220 M- 1 cm-1 • Samples were incubated from 48-65 hat 277 K to 
ensure complete reduction . Enzyme concentration was typically 300 J.LM. 
The preparation of the 428/580 nm species was accomplished by the addition 
of excess H202 (4-6 mM) to samples of the fully reduced enzyme. After a brief 
incubation period with H202 (-60 sec), a trace amount of catalase (Sigma, C-10) 
was was added to quench the excess H202, and the samples were then immedi-
ately frozen to 77 K by immersion into liquid nitrogen. Typically, the interval 
from the reoxidation of the samples to freezing was approximately 120-150 sec. 
Alternatively, if an optical spectrum was recorded after the addition of catalase, 
the interval from the initial reoxidation to freezing was ca. 240-270 sec. Sam-
ples of the 428/580 nm species typically displayed a Soret maximum at 427-428, 
a blue-shifted a band at 595-596 nm, with an intene band at -580 nm in the 
reoxidized minus resting difference spectrum. Hydrogen peroxide solutions were 
prepared by diluting 30 % H20 2 (Baker) into a solution of phosphate buffer con-
taining 1 mM EDTA (Baker). An enzymatic method, which utilizes horse radish 
peroxidase (Boerringer Mannheim), was used to determine the concentration of 
the H20 2 stock solution (18). The brief treatment of the reduced enzyme with 
excess hydrogen peroxide did not significantly perturb the pH of the enzyme so-
lution. For example, a resting sample of cytochrome c oxidase initially buffered 
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to pH 7.35 exhibited no change in pH (or a small decrease .6.pH = 0.06) after the 
addition of excess H202 to the NADH-reduced enzyme (or the dithionite-reduced 
enzyme). 
The pulsed form of cytochrome c oxidase and the peroxidic adduct, referred 
to as Compound C, were prepared by the following procedures. Fully reduced 
samples of cytochrome c oxidase were reoxidized with 1 atm of 0 2 and then im-
mediately frozen to 77 K ( -60 sec from the addition of 02). Low temperature EPR 
measurements verified that the reoxidized samples exhibited the unusual EPR res-
onances at g = 5, l. 79, and 1. 7, which are diagnostic features of the pulsed enzyme. 
Typically, our samples of the pulsed enzyme displayed a Soret maximum at 424 
nm with a symmetric band in the reoxidized minus resting difference spectrum at 
600 nm. Samples of Compound C were prepared by two different procedures. (i) 
Upon the addition of 1-2 equiv H2 0 2 to the pulsed enzyme, the peroxidic adduct 
is produced (19-20). After the addition of near stoichiometric amounts H2 0 2 to 
the pulsed enzyme, the samples were immediately frozen to 77 K and examined by 
EPR. Samples produced by this procedure displayed only EPR resonances from 
Fe~11 and Cu~, at their expected intensities. Furthermore, the diagnostic EPR 
resonances associated with the pulsed enzyme were abolished by the addition of 
the H20 2 • No unusual EPR resonances associated with either Fea, or Cua were 
observed. Samples of the peroxidic adduct prepared by this procedure exhibited 
a Soret maximum at 427-428 nm with a moderately intense band at 602-604 nm 
in the reoxidized minus resting difference spectrum. (ii) The peroxidic adduct 
may also be prepared by the addition of 1 atm of 0::~ to the mixed-valence CO-
inhibited state of the enzyme (MV-CO} (Fe~11 , Cu~, Fe~1• -CO, Cu~) (21-22}. It is 
well known that carbon monoxide reduces resting cytochrome c oxidase, and that 
under anaerobic conditions, the MV-CO state of the enzyme is produced (23}. 
To prepare the MV-CO state of cytochrome c oxidase, 1 atm of CO (Matheson, 
99.99 %) was added to samples of the deoxygenated enzyme. Complete formation 
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of the MY-CO-inhibited species was achieved after a 24 hour incubation at 273 
K. {During the incubation period the samples were kept in the dark.) Finally, 1 
atm of 02 was admitted to the MV-CO samples and the samples were subjected 
to a brief period {-30 sec) of irradiation with intense visible light (200 W Hg-Xe 
Oriel Lamp) in order to photolyze carbon monoxide from ferrous Feaa. Evidently, 
following photolysis, dioxygen enters the binuclear dioxygen reduction site and is 
reduced to the level of peroxide {Fe~II, Cu~, Fe~~-0-0-Cuk) . Samples of the per-
oxidic adduct produced by this procedure typically displayed a Soret maximum at 
424 nm with an intense band at 607 nm in the reoxidized minus resting difference 
spectrum. 
An aqueous solution of isotopically labeled hydrogen peroxide {H2 180 2 ) was 
synthesized by the reaction of 1802 (ICON, 98 %) with 2-ethylanthrahydroquinol, 
which was prepared by the in situ catalytic hydrogenation (Pt/charcoal) of 2-
ethylanthraquinone {24) . We found that it was essential to remove the Pt/charcoal 
catalyst from the solution of 2-ethylanthrahyroquinol prior . to the addition of 
the 180 2, otherwise only low yields of the isotopically labeled hyrogen perox-
ide were produced (-5-10 mM). The Pt/charcoal was removed from the solu-
tion by filtration under vacuum through a fine frit. After reoxidation of the 2-
ethylanthraquinol, which was free of the Pt catalyst, approximately 6 ml of H2 0 
(or D2 0) (50 mM phosphate buffer at pD = 8, 1 mM EDTA) was added to the 
final reaction mixture to extract the hydrogen peroxide from the organic phase. 
It was essential to remove residual organic compounds from the solution of hy-
drogen peroxide, otherwise the reduced enzyme was not completely activated to 
the 428/580 nm state, probably as a result of reduction of the reactive binuclear 
site by the residual organic compounds. Isotopically labeled hydrogen peroxide 
was purified by passage through a short (5 em) C18 (octadecyl bonded to silica, 
Baker) column. The isotopic enrichment of the H2 180 2 was determined by Raman 
spectroscopy {~95 % H2 180 2 ), and the concentration of the hydrogen peroxide 
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( 46 mM) was determined by the enzymatic assay described above. Aliquots of the 
isotopically labeled hydrogen peroxide were stored at 193 K until ready for use. 
A special cylindrical sample holder was used to hold the EPR tubes in place 
during the optical measurements. Due to the intense absorbance of the samples, 
transmittance filters (16-50 %) were used to attenuate the reference beam. Optical 
spectra were recorded on a Beckman Acta CIII which was interfaced to a Spex 
Industries SC-31 SCAMP data processor. Samples were maintained at 273 K 
throughout the sample manipulations and when optical spectra were recorded. 
Resonance Raman. In the resonance Raman experiments to be described, 
a polarization scrambler was used so that unpolarized scattering was detected. 
When resonance Raman spectra were obtained from liquid samples, the sample 
was maintained at ca. 277 K by passing a chilled stream of gaseous nitrogen 
over the sample. Resonance Raman spectra were obtained from spinning samples 
employing a 90 degree scattering geometry. Spectra were recorded on a Spex 1401 
scanning monochrometer with an RCA 31034 C photomultiplier tube using -3m W 
of incident power at 406.7 nm (Spectra-physics model 164 Kr ion laser). Laser 
power was measured with a Coherent Radiation power meter (Model No. 210). 
Resonance Raman spectra were also obtained from frozen samples, which were 
maintained from 193 to 148 K by a steady stream of chilled gaseous nitrogen. In 
order to avoid prolonged irradiation of only one face of the sample (contained in 
the EPR tube), the sample was continuously rotated during the irradiation period 
(45-200 min). This low temperature system utilized a 135 degree backscattering 
geometry. Typical incident powers were ca. 5 m W. The data collection time var-
ied with each sample and are noted in the individual figures. None of the spectra 
were smoothed, although a linear sloping baseline was subtracted from the raw 
data. Some of the spectra exhibit unusual baselines. This is a consequence of 
subtracting a linear baseline from spectra which displayed large non-linear fluo-
rescence backgrounds. Subtraction of a linear baseline did not introduce artifacts 
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into the spectra since the peak positions remained unchanged from the raw data. 
The spectral resolution is 6 cm- 1 , and the uncertainty in peak positions is ± 1 
cm-1 • 
RESULTS 
Previous studies have demonstrated that cytochrome c oxidase undergoes 
facile photoreduction when irradiated with Soret excitation, even when relatively 
low powers are employed (20 mW) (14,25). Because the pulsed enzyme, Com-
pound C, and the 428/580 nm species contain reactive binuclear sites, prior to the 
examination of these intermediates by resonance Raman it was crucial to establish 
the requisite experimental conditions necessary to prevent photoreduction. 
Resonance Raman spectra of the resting cytochrome c oxidase in the liquid 
state (273 K) and the solid state (153 K), are shown in Figure 2a and 2b. The 
use of 25 m W incident power induced extensive photoreduction as demonstrated 
by the dominant peaks at 1610 and 1622 em - 1 . These two bands have been 
previously assigned to vibrational modes of ferrous Fee., and have been observed 
under conditions where partial reduction of the enzyme occurred (14). In fact, the 
spectra in Figure 2 resemble the resonance Raman spectra of the formate-inhibited 
enzyme in the presence of mild reducing agents, which is known to consist of a 
high-spin ferric Feaa and low-spin ferrous Fe0 • Even though Fea was probably 
entirely reduced, the oxidation state marker band (v,.) at -1370 cm-1 is still 
rather similar to that of the resting enzyme (1372 cm-1 ) . This is because with 
406.7 nm excitation, the oxidation state marker band of Fe0 is not significantly 
enhanced. According to Babcock et al. (14), the oxidation state marker band is 
not a reliable indicator of photoreduction; therefore, we consistently monitored the 
spectral region near 1610-1625 cm- 1 to ascertain whether photoreduction occurred 
in these experiments. 
The peak positions of the vibrational bands observed in the RR spectrum of 
the frozen photoreduced sample, and the peak assignments are listed in Table I, 
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Figure 2 
High frequency resonance Raman spectra of photoreduced cytochrome c oxi-
dase at 273 K (a) and at 153 K (b). Conditions: excitation wavelength, 406.7 nm; 
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TABLE I 
Soret excitation resonance Raman peaks (cm- 1 ) and assignments for the ox-
idized states of cytochrome c oxidase, i.e., resting, photoreduced, pulsed, Com-
pound C, and the 428/580 nm species {580 nm). Data from low temperature 
study (150 K). 
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Soret Excitation Raman Peaks (em· I) (frozen Samples) 
Assignment Resting Photo-reduced Pulsed CmpdC 580n.m 
v(C=O)a3 1675 1672 1677 1675 1676 
1661 
VIO (Is) + 1647 1640 1648 1650 1647 
v (C=O .. H) 1645 1644 
v (C=O)all 1622 
? 1625 1628 
vto(hs) a3 1612 1610 1616 1613 
v <C=O) all (Is) 1610 
+vto a3ll 
v2 (Is) 1589 1585 1595 1594 1595 
v2(hs)a3 1575 1572 1573 1577 
? 1562 1551 1565 1562 
vu 1511 1523 ?1520 ?1519 
v3 (Is) 1504 1504 1506 1505 
v3 (Is) aa 1482 1481 1488 
\128 1472 1471 1472 1478 1479 
? 1439 1440 1437 1436 1440 
? 1395 1394 1397 1395 1395 
\14 1372 1370 1375 1374 1377 
1360 1364 
? 1335 1327 1338 1338 1337 
? 1303 1302 1310 1309 1309 
? 1289 1284 1284 1291 1291 
? 1246 1250 1249 1253 
? 1225 1228 1225 1225 
Assignments are based on those ofChoi et al. (1983) and Babcock (1986) according to the 
scheme of Abe et al. (1978). 
a = cytochrome !!. heme, a3 = cytochrome a3 heme 
Note: Rows without labels are a continuation of the one above and indicate 2 peaks with the 
same assignment (i.e., aa and a or inhomogeneous samples). (Is) = low-spin; (hs) = high-spin. 
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TABLE II 
Heme A model compound data (reference 30). 
Mode 
VC:O 
















Heme A Model Compounds* (cm-1) 
(Aex • 406.7nm) 
Fe(ll) Fe( Ill) 
6 coordinate 5 coordinate 6 coordinate 6 coordinate 
(low-spin) (high-spin) (low-spin) (high-spin) 
1642 1660 1670 1672 
1633 1640 1656 -----
1622 ----- ----- ------
--- 1607 1642 1615 
1605 1565 ............. ------
1587 1578 1590 1572 
1583 --- -·---- ----
1563 ---- ------ ------
------ ----- ----- ---
1511 ----- ------ -----
1493 1473 1506 1482 
1468 1455 1474 ----
1391 1394 ---- ------
1360 1357 1374 1373 
1329 1333 -- --
1307 1314 1312 -----
*Babccx:k, G.T. (1986) Biological Applications of Raman Spectroscopy (Spiro, T. ed.) Wiley, 




















along with the samples to be described below. Vibrational assignments are based 
on those of Abe et al. (26) and Choi et al. (27). For comparison, peak positions 
and assignments for the vibrational modes of heme A model compounds are listed 
in Table II. Our initial characterization of the resting enzyme revealed that it was 
necessary to use incident powers of 5 m W or less to avoid photoreduction. 
High frequency resonance Raman spectra of resting cytochrome c oxidase, 
obtained with low incident power (-3 mW), are shown in Figure 3. The RR 
spectrum of the liquid sample (273 K) (Fig. 3a) is in agreement with previous 
reported studies of the resting enzyme (14,15,28). Vibrational modes from both 
heme centers are observed in the spectrum of the resting enzyme; however, several 
bands from Fea. are more prominent (1372, 1572, and 1676 cm- 1 ) because its 
absorption band is in better resonance with the 406.7 nm excitation line than the 
low-spin ferric Fea (29). The frequency of v4 (1372 cm- 1) is consistent with a 
ferric Fe08 complex (Table II). A weak band is observed at approximately 1503 
cm-1, which has been assigned to a skeletal vibration (v3) of Fe01 (30). This 
band is a useful indicator of spin state. A comparison of the frequency of this 
band to the model compound data in Table II indicates that the band arises from 
a population of six-coordinate low-spin ferric heme (Fea,). The intense band at 
-1575 cm-1 (v2 ) is another skeletal mode of the Fe08 which is sensitive to the spin 
state of the iron (29). Inspection of the model compound data in Table II shows 
that the frequency of V:z is consistent with a six-coordinate ferric heme stabilized 
in the high-spin state. The band at 1649 em - 1 is a composite of several vibrational 
modes arising from Fea (30), whereas the band at 1676 cm-1 is the v(C = 0) 
mode of Fe01 (29). Taken together, the frequencies and intensities of the skeletal 
modes in the high-frequency RR spectrum of the resting enzyme are consistent 
with the assignment of Fe01 as a six-coordinate, ferric high-spin complex, with 
only a minor subpopulation of low-spin species at the dioxygen reduction site, as 
evidenced by the negligible intensity of the mode at -1505 cm- 1 . 
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Figure 3 
High frequency resonance Raman spectra of resting cytochrome c oxidase at 
273 K (a) and at 153 K (b) . Conditions: excitation wavelength, 406.7 nm; laser 
power, 3 mW; scan rate, 1sec/1cm-1 (a), 3sec/1cm-1 (b); number of scans, 1 (a), 
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A low-temperature RR spectrum of resting cytochrome c oxidase is shown 
in Figure 3b. Although the fluorescence -background is much greater in the spec-
trum of the frozen sample, which resulted in a large non-linear sloping baseline, 
the low-temperature spectrum (153 K) of the resting enzyme retained several of 
the spectral features which are observed in the spectrum of the resting enzyme 
recorded at ice temperature. There were also some changes evident in the spec-
trum of the frozen sample relative to the spectrum of the liquid sample: (i) The 
band centered at 1648 cm-1 , which is a composite of several modes, is more sym-
metric and narrower than in the corresponding spectrum of the resting enzyme 
in the liquid state, (ii) the 1675 cm-1 peak, assigned to the formyl group asso-
ciated with Fe118 , has increased in intensity, and (iii) there is more pronounced 
intensity at 1589 cm-1 , which is indicative of increased scattering from a low-spin 
ferric Fe118 species (Table II). A comparison of the spectrum of the frozen resting 
enzyme (Fig. 3b) to the spectra in Figure 2a,b shows that the extent of photore-
duction was in fact negligible when low incident powers were utilized. Overall, 
the spectrum of the frozen sample was encouraging and indicated that most of 
the details observed from liquid samples are also observed when the samples are 
frozen. 
Low-Temperature, High Frequency RR Spectra of Reactive Cyto-
chrome c Oxidase Species. Our low-temperature RR spectra of the pulsed form 
of cytochrome c oxidase, the peroxidic adduct, Compound C, and the 428/580 nm 
species are shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6. To our advantage, we found that samples 
could be irradiated for an entire day without undergoing photoreduction if the 
samples were maintained at ca. 150 K, with low incident power (3-5 mW) . In 
some cases we examined the reactive enzymatic species at 277 K and found that 
either rapid photoreduction occured during the course of the scanning, or the 
reactive intermediate converted to a more stable form of the enzyme, such as the 
resting enzyme, during the time period required to obtain the data (8-20 min) . 
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We now focus attention on the low-temperature, high frequency RR spectra of 
these reactive states of cytochrome c oxidase. 
Pulsed Cytochrome c Oxidase. Our high frequency resonance Raman 
spectrum of the pulsed form of cytochrome c oxidase is shown in Figure 4a. For 
comparison, the RR spectra of Compound C and resting cytochrome c oxidase 
are included in Figure 4. With 406.7 nm excitation of the pulsed enzyme (and 
Compound C), we expect selective enhancement of the vibrational modes of Feaa 
since its absorption spectrum is in better resonance with the excitation wavelength 
than the absorption spectrum of Fea. Therefore, the vibrational modes 114 , 113 , and 
11l probably are due primarily to Fea1 • The peak positions and the vibrational 
assignments for the different states of the enzyme shown in Figure 4 are tabulated 
in Table I. 
We consistently observed that the pulsed enzyme displayed weaker Raman 
scattering than the resting enzyme, under identical conditions of enzyme concen-
tration and incident power. The intense oxidation state marker band at 1375 cm- 1 
indicates that Fea1 is in the ferric oxidation state in the pulsed enzyme (Fig. 4a). 
A comparison of the RR spectra of the pulsed form of the enzyme (Fig. 4a) to the 
resting enzyme (Fig. 4d) in the spectral region between 1550-1600 cm-1 shows 
that the spectrum of the pulsed enzyme is quite unusual: In contrast to the fairly 
intense spin state marker band at 1572 cm- 1 in the RR spectrum of the resting 
enzyme (Fig. 4d), which is diagnostic of a high-spin heme, the pulsed enzyme ex-
hibits diminished intensity at 1572 cm- 1 , yet unexpectedly, there is only negligible 
intensity of the band at 1590 cm- 1 , which is characteristic of a low-spin species. 
These results are in agreement with the earlier RR (and MCD) study of the pulsed 
enzyme by Carter et al. (12), who concluded that the lack of appreciable intensity 
in the spin state marker region, and the observation that the addition of cyanide 
induces a conversion to a low-spin ferric Fea8 complex, suggests that ferric Fea1 is 
stabilized in the intermediate spin state (S = 3/2) in the pulsed enzyme. 
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Figure 4 
High frequency resonance Raman spectra of pulsed cytochrome c oxidase, 
Compound C, and resting cytochrome c oxidase. Stoichiometrically reduced cy-
tochrome c oxidase was reoxidized with 1 atm of O:z to produce the pulsed form of 
the enzyme (a). The peroxidic adduct, Compound C, was prepared by two meth-
ods: (b) the addition of 1 atm of 0 2 to a sample of the mixed-valence CO-inhibited 
form of the enzyme, followed by irradiation with intense visible light to photolyze 
carbon monoxide fron ferrous Feaa; and (c) the addition of -1 equiv of H2 O:z to a 
sample of the pulsed form of cytochrome c oxidase. Resting cytochrome c oxidase 
(d). Conditions: excitation wavelength, 406.7 nm; laser power, 3 mW; scan rate, 
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Compound C. When we examined a sample of Compound C at 277 K 
with Soret excitation (406.7 nm), the RR spectrum was nearly indistinguishable 
from the resonance Raman spectrum of the resting enzyme (data not shown). 
In fact, an optical spectrum of Compound C, recorded after completion of the 
scans, resembled the optical spectrum of the resting enzyme, verifying that rapid 
photoreduction of Compound C occurred when the sample was maintained in 
the liquid state. In order to retard the rate of photoreduction, the sample of 
Compound C was examined at low temperatures (.- 150 K). 
The low temperature (150 K) spectrum of Compound C, produced upon the 
addition of O:z to the mixed-valence CO-inhibited state of the enzyme and followed 
by brief illumination with intense visible light to photolyze the CO from ferrous 
Feaa, is shown in Figure 4b. A companion sample of the peroxidic adduct was 
prepared by the addition of approximately one equivalent of hydrogen peroxide to 
the pulsed enzyme (Fig. 4c). Compound C samples produced by the two different 
methods showed similar but not identical results; both samples displayed weak Ra-
man scattering intensity, similar to the weak scattering observed from the sample 
of the pulsed enzyme. A comparison of the spectra in Figure 4 to the spectra of 
the photoreduced enzyme in Figure 2 demonstrates that no appreciable photore-
duction occurred over the course of the scans. The most pronounced differences 
between the two samples of Compound C are observed in the spin state marker 
region of the spectrum (1550-1600 cm-1). The addition of ...... 1 equiv of H2 0 2 to 
the pulsed form of the enzyme yielded a dioxygen reduction site that has a larger 
population of a low-spin ferric Feaa species because of the increased intensity at 
...... 1590 cm-1 (Fig. 4c), which is indicative of a six-coordinate low-spin ferric heme, 
relative to the sample of Compound C produced by aerating the mixed-valence 
CO-inhibited form of the enzyme (Fig. 4b). 
A comparison of the spectra in Figure 4 shows that the resonance Raman 
spectra of the two samples of Compound C (Fig. 4b,c) are nearly identical to the 
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spectrum of the pulsed enzyme (Fig. 4a). The only discernable differences are that 
the scattering is weaker for the sample of the pulsed enzyme, and the spectrum 
of the pulsed enzyme (Fig. 4a) is distinguished from Compound C (Fig. 4b) by a 
broad band at -1676 cm-1 and the absence of the peak at 1628 cm-1 • All three 
spectra exhibit v 4 at -137 4 em - 1, which is diagnostic of the ferric oxidation state. 
The 428/580 nm Species. Before attempting the low temperature experi-
ments, we examined a sample of the 428/580 nm species at 277 K. The results for 
both temperatures are shown in Figure 5. 
After approximately 20 min from the initial reoxidation of the reduced cy-
tochrome c oxidase with excess H 2 0:h a RR spectrum of the 428/580 nm species 
was obtained at 277 K (Fig. Sa). The frequency of the intense oxidation state 
marker band at 1374 cm-1 is consistent with a Fea. in the ferric oxidation state. 
An inspection of the spin state marker region shows a broad, asymmetric band 
centered at -1589 cm- 1 , with a shoulder at -1575 cm-1 • The positions and 
intensities of these two overlapping bands are consistent with a predominant pop-
ulation of a low-spin Fea. species (1590 cm- 1), with a minor contribution from 
a high-spin Fea. species (1575 cm-1 ). The position and intensity of va, which is 
observed at -1505 em - 1 , is also indicative of a population of a low-spin species 
at the binuclear dioxygen reduction site (Table II). This data illustrates that after 
20 min of incubation at 277 K, the H;zO;z-treated enzyme is heterogeneous, with 
a population of a low-spin and high-spin ferric species at the binuclear dioxygen 
reduction site of cytochrome c oxidase. Finally, after - 90 min of continued irra-
dition 277 K, another RR spectrum of the 428/580 nm species was recorded (Fig. 
5b) . The resultant RR spectrum is nearly identical to the spectrum of the resting 
enzyme shown in Figure 3a. This observation is in agreement with our previous 
optical and EPR experiments which demonstrated that the H20:z-treated enzyme 
eventually converts to the resting enzyme upon incubation at 277 K and higher. 
When a sample of the 428/580 nm species was examined at low temperature, 
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Figure 5 
High frequency resonance Raman spectra of H202-treated cytochrome c oxi-
dase (428/580 nm species) at 273 K (a,b) and at 153 K (c). A resonance Raman 
spectrum of the 428/580 nm species was obtained after -15-20 min (a) and -90 
min (b) from the initial reoxidation with excess H202. A sample of reduced cy-
tochrome c oxidase was reoxidized with excess H202 (- 5 mM), followed in 60 
sec by the addition of a trace amount of catal~e, and then frozen to 77 K ( -120 
sec from the addition of H202) (c). Conditions: excitation wavelength, 406.7 nm; 
laser power, 3 mW; scan rate, lsec/1cm- 1 (a,b), 5sec/1cm-1 and 2secjcm-1 (c); 
number of scans, 1 (a,b), 1 and 2 (c) . 
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we found some quite intriguing results. The RR spectrum of the 428/580 nm 
species, obtained at 150 K, is shown in Figure 5c. We will focus attention on 
three diagnostic marker bands (114, 113, and 112) in the low-temperature spectrum 
of the 428/580 nm species. An intense oxidation state marker band is observed at 
1377 cm-1 {114). The frequency of the oxidation state marker band is the highest 
frequency ever reported for any state of cytochrome c oxidase, and is indicative 
of a ferryl heme (Table VI), although we are aware of some anomalously high 
frequencies of 114 that have been reported for ferric and even ferrous hemes (vide 
infra). From the position and intensity of the two spin state marker bands we 
may draw an unambiguous conclusion: The frequency and intensity of 113 {1505 
cm- 1 ) and 112 {1595 cm-1 ) are only consistent with a low-spin {S = 1/2) ferric or 
low-spin {S = 1/2) ferryl {S = 1) Fea8 complex (see Table II and VI). In Figure 5d 
we can see that similar, but not identical, results were obtained for a sample of the 
428/580 nm species which was dissolved in -98 % D20. The structure-sensitive 
vibrational modes which arise mainly from Fea. are observed at 1377 cm- 1 {114), 
1508 cm-1 (113), 1600 cm-1 (112) and 1676 cm-1 (11c=o). 
In Figure 5 we also compare the RR spectra of the 428/580 nm species ob-
tained at low temperature (c) and 277 K (a,b) . In contrast to the intense sharp 
band at 1595-1600 cm- 1 , which is diagnostic of a six-coordinate low-spin ferric or 
ferryl heme, we observe a relatively broad band in the spectrum of the 428/580 
nm species in Figure Sa, indicating contributions from both high- and low-spin 
complexes. Based on these data we conclude that considerable conversion to the 
resting enzyme had already occurred before (or during) scans of the liquid sample 
of the 428/580 nm species, while maintaining the samples at 135-150 K retarded 
the rate of conversion of the 428/580 nm species to the pulsed {or resting) enzyme. 
It is useful to compare the low-temperature RR spectra of the 428/580 nm 
species and the resting enzyme {Fig. 6a,b). Both samples displayed strong Raman 
scattering. The differences between the two states of the enzyme may be sum-
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Figure 6 
Low-temperature (153 K), high frequency resonance Raman spectra ofH202-
treated cytochrome c oxidase (428/580 nm species) (a) and resting cytochrome c 
oxidase (b) Sample conditions as described in the legend to Figure 5. Conditions: 
excitation wavelength, 406.7 nm; laser power, 3 mW; scan rate, 5sec/1cm-1 and 
2secjcm-1 (a), 3secj1cm-1 (b); number of scans, 1 and 2 (a), 2 (b). 
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marized as follows. In the oxidation state marker region, the 428/580 nm species 
exhibits a 114 at 1377 cm- 1 , while this mode appears at only 1372 cm-1 in the 
RR spectrum of the resting enzyme. The sizeable shift in the frequency of 114 is 
consistent with a decreased delocalization of electrons from the d-1r orbitals of the 
iron to the porphyrin 1r• molecular orbitals, which would result if there was an 
increase in the oxidation state of Feaa from the ferric to the ferry! state. The spin 
state marker band, 113, is considerably more intense in the spectrum of the 428/580 
nm species (113 = 1505 cm- 1) (Fig. 6a), and is diagnostic of a six-coordinate low-
spin Feaa complex (Table II). Further support for a homogeneous population of a 
low-spin Feaa complex at the dioxygen reduction site of the 428/580 nm species 
is obtained when we examine the spin state marker, 112, in the spectra shown in 
Figure 6. There is a complete conversion of the 428/580 nm species to a low-spin 
Feaa complex (Fig. 6a) as evidenced by the increased intensity at 1595 cm-1 , rel-
ative to the spectrum of the resting enzyme (Fig. 6b). In contrast, the dioxygen 
reduction site of the resting enzyme is composed of a nearly homogeneous popu-
lation of a six-coordinate ferric Feaa species stabilized in the high-spin state, as 
evidenced by the appearance of 112 at -1575 cm-1 , with only negligible intensity 
at -1595 cm-1• 
Low frequency resonance Raman Spectrum of the 428/580nm species . 
We obserYed strong scattering from the resting enzyme and the 428/580 nm species 
in the low-frequency region of the spectrum. The results are shown in Figures 7-9. 
In contrast, Compound C and the pulsed enzyme displayed weak scattering and 
little detail in the low frequency (150-1250 cm- 1) region (data not shown). Since 
we have proposed that the reactive binuclear site of the 428/580 nm species is 
composed of a ferry! Fea./cupric Cus couple, samples of the 428/580 nm species, 
reoxidized with H2160 2 and H2 1802, were examined in an attempt to identify 
the 11(Fe1v =0) vibrational mode via an isotope shift. (A typical isotope shift 
for a 11(Fe1v =0) vibrational mode is approximately 36 em - 1 , based on a simple 
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two-body harmonic oscillator, and v(Fe1v =0) usually falls in the spectral region 
between 750-850 cm- 1. ) Resonance Raman spectra were obtained for the two dif-
ferent H202-treated samples over the entire frequency range from 150-1700 cm- 1 • 
The spectra of both samples are shown only for the region of the spectrum where 
the v(Fe1v =0) band is likely to occur (Fig. Sb,c). H202-treated samples exhib-
ited essentially identical spectral features in the spectral region between 150-700 
cm-1 and 1200-1700 cm-1 • 
150 - 700 em - 1 • Our resonance Raman spectra of the resting enzyme and 
the H202-treated enzyme in the spectral region between 150-700 cm-1 are shown 
in Figure 7 a,b. The differences between these spectra are summarized as follows . 
The band at 347 cm-1 (vs) (Fig. 1b) has decreased in intensity and increased in 
frequency, relative to the spectrum of the resting enzyme (vs = 341 cm-1 ) (Fig. 
1a). In addition, the peak at 376 cm-1 in the spectrum of the resting enzyme is 
absent in the spectrum of the 428/580 nm species. 
650- 800 cm-1 • Resonance Raman spectra ofH2 160 2- and H2180 2- treated 
cytochrome c oxidase and of the resting enzyme, in the spectral region between 
650-800 cm-1 , are shown in Figure Sa-c. An examination of the RR spectrum of 
the H202-treated enzyme (Fig. Sb,c) reveals a loss of intensity at 765 and 795 
cm-1 for the 428/580 nm species, with a concomitant increase in the intensity 
at -749 cm-1 , relative to the spectrum of the resting enzyme (Fig. Be). The 
only reproducible difference between the H216•18 0 2-treated samples (b,c) is the 
slightly higher intensity at -749 cm-1 in the spectrum of the H21s02-treated 
enzyme. If the band at 749 cm-1 were the v(Fe1v = 1s0) stretching frequency, 
the corresponding v(Fe1v = 160) would be expected at -785 cm- 1 • However, the 
spectrum of the H2160 2-treated enzyme (Fig. 8b) does not exhibit a band at -785 
cm-1 ; therefore, we cannot yet assign the v(Fe1v =0) peak. 
800-1250 cm-1 . To complete the characterization of the 428/580 nm 
species, we compare the RR spectrum of the 428/580 nm species to the spectrum 
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Figure 'T 
Low frequency resonance Raman spectra of resting and the 428/580 nm 
species of cytochrome c oxidase in the spectral region between 150-700 em -l . 
Conditions: excitation wavelength, 406.7 nm; laser power, 3 mW; scan rate, 
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Figure 8 
Resonance Raman spectra of resting (a), H2 1602-treated (b), and H21802-
treated (c) cytochrome c oxidase in the spectral region between 650-850 em - 1 • 
Samples of the 428/580 nm species were prepared according to the legends in 
Figure 5, with the exception that one sample was reoxidized with excess H218 0 2 
(c). Conditions: excitation wavelength, 406.7 nm; laser power, 3 mW; scan rate, 































Resonance Raman spectra of resting (a) and H2 160 2-treated (b) cytochrome 
c oxidase in the spectral region between 80~1250 cm- 1• Samples of the 428/580 
mn species were prepared according to the legends in Figure 5, with the exception 
that one sample was reoxidized with excess H2 1802 (c). Conditions: excitation 
wavelength, 406.7 nm; laser power, 3 mW; scan rate, 4sec/1cm-1 (a), 3sec/cm-1 
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Soret excitation resonance Raman peaks and assignments for the resting and 
the 428/580 nm states of cytochrome c oxidase (150-1250 cm-1 ) . 
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Assignment* Resting CeO 
428/580 run 
species CeO 
"13 <a3> 1232 1233 
? 1189 1188 
vaoor "43 1174 1170 
\16 + "8 1138 1138 
"22 1132 1125 
"32<a3l 795 792 
? 765 
Vt6<a3> 756 755 
"47<a3> 738 741 
? 713 716 
? 700 703 
V7 (a3J 683 684 
? 650 648 
? a, 420 422 
* 8Cb-Ca-Cj3 412 ------
2vas or5cbs 376 ------
V8 (a3) 341 347 
? 296 ------
? ------ 258 
? 226 227 
*Assi gnments based on those of Abe, ~tal. (1978). Ca and Cs 
are carbon atoms on the vinyl substituent to heme A (See 
Figure 1) . 
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of the resting enzyme in the spectral region between 800-1250 em - 1 • In the RR 
spectrum of the 428/580 nm species (Fig. 9b) there is an increased intensity at 
1138 and 1233 cm-1 , with a decreased intensity at ....,1170 cm-1 , relative to the 
spectrum of the resting enzyme (Fig. 9a). The peak positions and vibrational 
assignments for the RR spectra shown in Figs. 7-9 are tabulated in Table III. 
DISCUSSION 
Photoreduction of frozen samples of cytochrome c oxidase under conditions 
of Soret excitation and high laser power was previously reported by Babcock et 
al. (14). The characteristic signs of photoreduction are evident in the spectra in 
Figure 2. Photoreduction is accompanied by an increase of the intensity of the 
bands at 1360, 1587, .....,1520, 1610 and 1621 cm- 1 and a diminution of intensity 
in the bands at -1370, -1646 and 1676 em - 1 • A comparison of the spectra in 
Figure 2 reveals an increased level of photoreduction in the frozen sample relative 
to the liquid sample at high laser power ( -25 m W). This suggests that there 
is either an increase in the rate of photoreduction at low temperature (153 K), 
or a decreased rate of electron transfer between ferrous Fe4 and the dioxygen 
reduction site under the conditions of our experiment. At 173 K the half-time of 
the electron transfers from the low-potential centers to the dioxygen reduction site 
is on the order of minutes (21,38); therefore, a reasonable conclusion is that upon 
the photoreduction of Fe4 , which is thought to be mediated by endogenous flavins 
(14), the rate of electron transfer to the binuclear site is so slow that reduced Fe4 
accumulates. 
Since the samples of pulsed, Compound C, and the 428/580 nmspecies contain 
reactive binuclear dioxygen reduction sites, which convert to other species upon 
incubation at ice temperature, it was essential to examine the samples at low 
temperatures (and low powers), where the rate of interconversion between the 
various species would be significantly retarded. In order to determine whether 
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the freezing process caused a perturbation of the heme environment, we recorded 
resonance Raman spectra of a liquid and frozen sample of resting cytochrome c 
oxidase (Fig. 3). The similarity between the resonance Raman spectra of the 
liquid sample of the resting enzyme (273 K) (Fig. 3a) and the frozen sample (153 
K) (Fig. 3b) assured us that the freezing process did not cause any significant 
perturbation of the heme environments in the resting enzyme. Except for the 
spectral region between 1550-1660 cm-1 , no significant changes are observed in 
the peak positions of the major bands in the spectrum of the resting enzyme in 
the solid and liquid state. The increased intensity at 1589 cm- 1 evident in the 
spectrum of the frozen sample may signify an increased population of a low-spin 
species, relative to the liquid sample. A low-spin species, which would exhibit 
intensity at 1589 cm- 1 , might arise as a result of photreducton, although the 
bands at 1647 and 1675 cm- 1 and the relatively low intensity at 1610 and 1622 
cm- 1 are inconsistent with appreciable photoreduction. 
Pulsed cytochrome c oxidase. The pulsed form of cytochrome c oxidase 
displayed overall weaker Raman scattering intensity than either the resting enzyme 
or the 428/580 nm species. A comparison of the low-temperature spectrum of the 
resting enzyme (Fig. 4d) to the low temperature spectrum of the pulsed enzyme 
(Fig. 4a) demonstrates the absence of appreciable intensity in the spin state 
marker region of the spectrum (1550-1590 cm- 1 ) of the pulsed enzyme. Our 
spectrum of the pulsed enzyme resembles the spectrum of the pulsed enzyme as 
reported by Carter et al. (12). In contrast, Copeland et al. (29) reported that 
the resonance Raman spectrum of the pulsed enzyme is nearly indistinguishable 
from the spectrum of the resting enzyme. Because the pulsed enzyme converts 
to the resting enzyme upon incubation at ice temperature, the differences in the 
reported resonance Raman spectra of the pulsed enzyme are probably due to 
varying subpopulations of the resting enzyme. Our samples of the pulsed enzyme 
were maintained at very low temperature; therefore, the rate of conversion from 
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the pulsed enzyme to the resting form of the enzyme was so slow that a large 
population of the pulsed enzyme was ensured in this study. 
Since resonance Raman scattering is strongly dependent on the optical ab-
sorption spectrum, we must examine the differences in the optical properties of 
the pulsed (and Compound C) and the resting enzyme to gain insight into the 
differences in Raman scattering between the two species. What changes in the 
Soret band might account for the weaker scattering from the pulsed enzyme? The 
Soret absorption band of the pulsed enzyme is narrower and the absorption max-
imum occurs at a lower energy (424 nm) than the Soret maximum of the resting 
enzyme (-420 nm) . These combined optical changes could result in a decrease 
in the absorptivity of the pulsed enzyme at the excitation line (406.7 nm), which 
would result in diminished scattering, relative to the resting enzyme. However, 
other factors must be important since the 428/580 nm species has a Soret band 
which is even more red-shifted than the pulsed enzyme, yet it displays fairly strong 
Raman scattering intensity with the 406.7 nm excitation. 
A combination of spectroscopic studies of the pulsed enzyme have indicated 
that the principle difference between the pulsed and resting cytochrome c oxidase 
is that a ligand (X) which bridges Fe0 • and Cua in the resting state of the enzyme, 
is absent in the pulsed state of the enzyme (31-32). The position of the oxidation 
state marker band (v4 ) in the RR spectrum of the pulsed enzyme indicates that 
Fe0 • is in the ferric oxidation state in the pulsed enzyme. There is almost a com-
plete absence of intensity of the spin state marker band, v2, at a position which 
is indicative of either a high-spin ( -15 75 em -l) or a low-spin ( -1590 em -l) Feaa 
complex, yet the addition of cyanide causes the formation of a homogeneous pop-
ulation of a low-spin ferric Fea. complex (33); therefore, we reasonably conclude 
that the pulsed enzyme is composed of a dioxygen reduction site in which ferric 
Fea. is stabilized in the intermediate spin state (S = 3/2). 
The Peroxldic Adduct, Compound C . We examined two samples of 
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Compound C which were prepared by quite different procedures: (i) The addition 
of 0:;~ to the mixed-valence CO-inhibited state of the enzyme (Fe~11 , Cu~, Fe~~ -
CO, Cu~), which was subjected to brief illumination with intense visible light 
in order to photolyze CO from ferrous Feaa, and (ii) the addition of ca. one 
equiv of H:;~O:;~ to the pulsed enzyme. The two experimental procedures did not 
produce samples with identical optical absorption spectra. Typically, samples 
prepared as in (i) displayed a Soret maximum at 424 ± 1 nm, with an intense o: 
band in the reoxidized minus resting difference spectrum at 607 nm. When the 
peroxidic adduct is prepared as in (ii), the sample exhibited a Soret maximum 
at 428 nm, with a moderately intense o: band in the reoxidized minus resting 
difference spectrum at 603-605 nm. These observations indicate that the two 
different procedures produce different species, or more plausibly, the samples are 
heterogeneous. 
The resonance Raman spectrum of the pulsed enzyme is remarkably similar 
to the RR spectrum of the peroxidic adduct, Compound C (Figure 4). The two 
most likely interpretations of the similarities between the resonance Raman spec-
tra of these two species are: (i) The peroxidic adduct is rapidly photoreduced to 
the pulsed form of the enzyme on a time scale that is short with respect to the 
data acqusition time, or (ii) the two species share similar heme structures, i.e., 
both contain an intermediate-spin (S = 3/2) ferric Feaa complex. Unfortunately, 
because the frozen samples had only a limited surface area exposed to the laser 
irradiation, it was impossible to thaw the samples following the acquisition pe-
riod in order to obtain optical spectra, which would have verified whether the 
sample had converted to another species. Therefore, we cannot rule out that the 
reactive peroxidic adduct was rapidly photoreduced, although we consider it un-
likely under the experimental conditions that were employed in this study, i.e., 
low incident powers and low temperature. Moreover, previous resonance Raman 
experiments on cytochrome c oxidase have sugested that the photoreduction of the 
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enzyme is mediated by flavins, and that the electrons enter the enzyme through 
Fe0 • Since electron transfer from the low-potential centers to the dioxygen reduc-
tion site is quite slow at 150 K, we consider it unlikely that the peroxidic adduct 
was reduced by electrons which originated from the low-potential center, Fea (14). 
Alternatively, there may be a mechanism whereby electrons may enter the reac-
tive peroxidic adduct without mediation from Fe0 • In that case, the rate of the 
photoreduction could be very fast relative to the timescale of the data acquisition 
(-20 min). 
If we accept that the peroxidic adduct was not rapidly photoreduced to the 
pulsed form of cytochrome c oxidase, we must conclude that Compound C and 
the pulsed enzyme have similar heme structures, even though the two species 
have remarkably different optical absorption spectra in the visible region of the 
spectrum. Although the pulsed form of cytochrome c oxidase and Compound C 
have quite different optical spectra in the visible region of the spectrum, recall that 
these two species have quite similar Soret bands. The Soret maxima of the pulsed 
enzyme and Compound C (MV-CO + 0 2 ) are observed at 424 nm; therefore, the 
similarities in the RR spectra for these two species may not be that unusual. 
Bickar and co-workers (19) demonstrated that resting (and pulsed) cytochrome 
c oxidase binds H202 reversibly at low concentrations of H202. The peroxidic 
adduct is EPR-silent, probably as a result of strong superexchange coupling be-
tween ferric Feaa and cupric Cua, mediated by a bridging J.£-peroxide group (34). 
Carter and co-workers (12) studied the peroxidic adduct and the pulsed enzyme 
by both the MCD and resonance Raman spectroscopies and also noted the similar-
ities between the two species. They could not make an unambiguous assignment 
of the spin and redox states of Fe08 in these two derivatives. Based on their 
data and on chemical reasoning, they concluded that both the pulsed enzyme and 
Compound C are composed of an intermediate-spin ferric Feaa species adjacent to 
cupric Cua. Our data also support the assignment of a ferric Fe08 complex stabi-
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lized in the intermediate spin state for both the pulsed enzyme and Compound C. 
We believe that the disparate spectroscopic properties may be readily explained 
by the presence or absence of the bridging peroxidic group. Suppose the bridging 
peroxidic group mediates a strong superexchange coupling between ferric (S = 
3/2) Fea, and cupric Cus, rendering the site EPR-silent. If the bridging peroxidic 
group is deprotonated, a ligand to metal charge transfer transition might readily 
occur from the anionic peroxidic group to the ferric Fea, center. This proposed 
interaction could explain the intense band at -607 nm in the optical spectrum of 
Compound C. (Note that the bridging ligand is absent in the pulsed form of the 
enzyme.) It is possible that hydroxide is weakly coordinated to ferric Fea,, sta-
bilizing the metal center in the intermediate-spin state (S = 3/2). In this model, 
there would not be a significant ligand to metal charge transfer interaction since 
a hydroxyl ion is bound to the iron. More work is needed to characterize both the 
pulsed and the peroxidic adduct, Compound C, before we can make a definitive 
assignment of the spin and redox states of Fea, in these two species. In the future, 
the low-temperature resonance Raman experiments must be coupled with optical 
absorption reflectance spectroscopy in order to monitor the optical changes, if any, 
upon Soret excitation. 
The Nature of the Reactive Binuclear Dloxygen Reduction Site in 
the 428/580 nm Species. Optical absorption and EPR experiments previously 
established that the 428/580 nm species converts to the resting enzyme upon in-
cubation at ice temperature, with a half-time of approximately 60 min. A RR 
spectrum recorded after approximately 20 min from the initial reoxidation with 
H2 02 exhibited spectral features that are characteristic of a mixture of low- and 
high-spin ferric Fea, species. Normally, it would be expected that a sizeable pop-
ulation of the 428/580 nm species would be present after 20 min incubation at ice 
temperature; therefore, this result suggests that irradiation with 406.7 nm exci-
tation accelerates the conversion of the 428/580 nm species to the resting state 
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of the enzyme, although in fact no appreciable photoreduction was observed. A 
spectrum recorded after 90 min of continued irradiation was practically indistin-
guishable from the spectrum of the resting enzyme. In contrast, the results from 
the frozen samples indicate that at 153 K, and with low incident laser power, no 
significant decomposition of the 428/580 nm occurred over an entire day of scans, 
since no significant changes were evident in the spectra over this period. More-
over, maintaining the samples at low temperature retarded the rate of conversion 
of the 428/580 nm species to the resting state of the enzyme and ensured us that 
a sizable population of the 428/580 nm species was studied. 
We were unable to determine conclusively whether the binuclear dioxygen 
reduction site of the H:;~O:;~-treated cytochrome c oxidase contains a ferryl Feaa 
intermediate because of the absence of an isotope-sensitive v(FeO) strectching 
mode. This in itself is not significant since several factors could account for the 
absence of the v(FeO) vibrational mode. It is intriguing that no v(FeO) vibrational 
modes have been detected via an isotope shift for any of the "oxygenated" states of 
cytochrome c oxidase. The two factors which might preclude the observation of the 
v(FeO) vibrational mode follow: (i) The proposed v(FeO) vibration of the 428/580 
nm species may not be resonance enhanced (with 406.7 nm excitation). (We also 
experimented with a 413.1 nm excitation wavelength and did not observe any 
improvement in the signal to noise in the low-frequency region of the spectrum.) 
Usually it is assumed that the v(FeO) vibration is enhanced via coupling of the 
axial vibration with the motions of the porphyrin that contribute to the ?r-+?r* 
electronic transition of the porphyrin (35), although the mechanism of the coupling 
is a subject of debate. In this model, one would expect the greatest enhancement of 
the v(FeO) vibration with an excitation wavelength that closely matches the Soret 
maximum. Recently, Proniewicz et al. (36) suggested that the v(FeO) vibration 
may be coupled to a charge transfer (CT) electronic transition along the Fe-0 axis, 
which may have its maximal intensity at either higher or lower energy than the 
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Soret band. If the proposed v(FeO) vibrational mode in the 428/580 nm species is 
in fact coupled to a CT electronic transition, the absorption maximum for the CT 
transition might not coincide with the Soret absorption band; therefore, future 
work should utilize a wider range of excitation wavelengths, i.e., from 380-460 
nm. {ii) The proposed v(FeO) vibrational mode of the 428/580 nm species could 
be broadened beyond detection as a result of hydrogen bonding, which has been 
shown to occur for the ferryl form of horse radish peroxidase, referred to as HRP-
ll. For example, when a sample of horse radish peroxidase Compound II {HRP-II) 
(Fe1V =0), which is buffered at pH 6.9, is examined by resonance Raman, the 
Fe1v =0 stretching mode is barely discernable from the baseline {37). In contrast, 
if HRP-II is examined at high pH (pH= 10), the Fe1v =0 stretching mode shifts to 
higher energy and increases in intensity by a factor of approximately 6. This effect 
has been interpreted to arise from broadening (at neutral pH) due to hydrogen 
bonding between the iron-oxo group and a distal histidine which is protonated 
below pH 8.8. Evidently, when the distal histidine is deprotonated, an intense 
Fe1V =0 stretching mode is observed. A similar effect might be responsible for the 
absence of the v(FeO) vibrational mode in the RR spectrum of the 428/580 nm 
species. Blair et al. (38) proposed that a hydrogen bond between the oxy ferry! 
and a hydroxyl ion ligated to cupric Cus might provide enough superexchange 
coupling to render the site EPR-silent. The same hydrogen bonding interaction 
could reduce the intensity of the proposed v(FeO) vibrational mode in the 428/580 
nm species. Unlike many of the peroxidase enzymes, cytochrome c oxidase will 
tolerate only a very limited range of pH, i.e., typically from -6.5-8.5. This entire 
pH range should be investigated in the future. 
The peak positions and intensities of the high-frequency structure-sensitive 
vibrational modes observed in the RR spectrum of the 428/580 nm species are only 
consistent with a homogeneous population of a low-spin Feaa complex (Tables II, 
V, and VI). We must now examine the possible low-spin Fea. complexes which 
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might exhibit these spectral features. The structures, however, must also be con-
sistent with the observed optical, magnetic, and chemical properties of the 428/580 
nm species. Three possible structures are listed in Table IV for our consideration. 
TABLE IV 
Fe( Spin) SPECIES 
S=O (A} 
s = 1/2 (B) 
S=l (C) 
(A) The high-frequency vibrational modes in the RR spectrum of the 428/580 
nm species at 1595-1600 (v2), 1505-1508 (v3), and 1377 (v4) cm-1, are actually 
quite similar to those reported for the oxy-complex of horse radish peroxidase 
(1581, 1506, and 1377 cm-1 ) (39). The latter species contains iron protoporpyrin 
IX with a histidine-nitrogen and dioxygen as the fifth and sixth axial ligands 
(39). Are the optical and magnetic properties of the 428/580 nm species consis-
tent with the expected properties of species (A)? A low-spin ferrous dioxygen 
adduct, trapped at the dio;xygen reduction site of cytochrome c oxidase, would be 
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expected to produce considerable intensity in the absorption spectrum near 602 
nm, because ferrous Fe08 is known to contribute intensity in that region of the 
spectrum. Furthermore, there is general agreement that the stabilization of ferrous 
Fe08 in the low-spin state by complexation of dioxygen produces a magnetically 
isolated cupric Cus, which is thought to give rise to a rhombic Cus EPR signal 
{40-41). {An analogous mixed-valence species, in which ferrous Fe08 is stabilized 
in the low-spin state by complexation with nitric oxide (NO) (Fe~1• -NO Cu~), was 
studied by Stevens et al. ( 42). This species exhibits a triplet EPR signal with 
hyperfine coupling in the half-field transition that is indicative of a cupric ion, and 
as expected for a ferrous Fea. complex, there is considerable intensity near 600 nm 
in the optical absorption spectrum.) In contrast to the expected optical and EPR 
signatures for a low-spin ferrous Fe08-0l/cupric Cus species, the 428/580 nm 
species exhibits an unusually blue-shifted a band, with no EPR resonances from 
either Fe08 or Cua. We conclude that although the positions of the structure-
sensitive vibrational modes in the RR spectrum of the H202-treated oxidase are 
similar to those reported for some ferrous hemes stabilized in the low-spin state by 
dioxygen, the optical and EPR properties of the 428/580 nm species are entirely 
inconsistent with this assignment. 
{B) In Chapter ill we focussed attention on the similar optical absorption 
properties of the 428/580 nm species and cyanide-inhibited cytochrome c oxidase 
(Fe~11 ,Cu~,Fe~1;-CN,Cu~). Both species display a Soret maximum at 428 nm with 
intense, blue-shifted a and (J bands, relative to the resting state of the enzyme. 
Based solely on these similar spectral features, we suggested that the reactive 
dioxygen reduction site in the 428/580 nm species is composed of a low-spin Fe08 
complex, i.e., either a low-spin {S = 1/2) ferric Fe08 complex, or a low-spin {S = 
1) ferryl Fe08 complex. The results from our resonance Raman study confirm this 
observation. The positions of the two spin state marker bands, va {1505 cm- 1 ) 
and v2 {-1595 cm-1), are in agreement with the values of these modes reported 
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for a six-coordinate low-spin ferric heme A model complex (Table II), as well as for 
those reported for low-spin (S = 1) ferryl hemes (Table VI). A comparison of the 
positions of the two spin state marker bands for the 428/580 nm species and the 
cyanide-inhibited form of the enzyme (Table V) reinforces our conclusion that the 
428/580 nm species is composed of a low-spin species at the dioxygen reduction 
site. With regard to the oxidation state of Fea. in the 428/580 nm species, the 
position of the oxidation state marker band, v4 , clearly falls out of the range of 
observed frequencies for ferric heme A model complexes (Table II and V), and 
suggests that the dioxygen reduction site in the 428/580 nm species is composed 
of a ferryl Fea. species. 
Unfortunately, the position of the oxidation state marker is not always a 
reliable indicator of the oxidation state of the heme. This is exemplified by a 
series of experiments by Terner and co-workers on native heme protein, horse 
radish peroxidase, which is in the ferric oxidation state (43). At neutral pH, 
the structure-sensitive vibrational modes are observed at 1374 cm-1 (v4 ) and at 
1572 cm-1 (v2), values characteristic of a high-spin ferric heme. Surprisingly, 
under alkaline conditions (pH = 10-11), v 4 and v2 shifted to 1378-1379 cm-1 
and 1505-1507 cm- 1 , respectively, even though the enzyme remained in the ferric 
oxidation state. These latter frequencies are entirely consistent with a ferryl heme 
(Table VI). Terner and co-workers interpreted the changes in the resonance Raman 
spectrum as a complete conversion to a population of a ferric heme stabilized in 
the low-spin state by coordination by hydroxide. This example demonstrates that 
the frequency of the v4 vibrational mode is not completely insensitive to the spin 
state of the iron and admirably illustrates the hazards of basing an assignment 
of an oxidation state solely on the frequency of the oxidation state marker band. 
Because our samples of the 428/580 nm species were maintained at pH 7.4-8.1 (the 
brief treatment with H20:~ did not increase the pH of the medium), we consider 
it exceedingly unlikely that a homogeneous population of a low-spin ferric heme 
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TABLEV 
Comparison of the structure-sensitive vibrational modes (v4 , v3 , and v2 ) for 
resting, pulsed, Compound C, cyanide-inhibited, and the 428/580 nm states of 
cytochrome c oxidase. 
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Soret Excitation Raman Peaks (cm·1) 
().ex = 406.7 nm) 
* 
Resting Pul sed Compound C Cyani de- 428/ 580 nm 
Inhibited Species 
Probable 
Spin-s tate 5/ 2 312 312 1/ 2 ? 
\14 1312 1375 1374 1374 1311 
\13 ---- ---- 1508 1505 1505 
\12 1575 1595 1590 1590 1595 
(W) 
*Babcock, G.T., Callahan , P.M., Ondrias , H. R. and Salmeen , I. ( 1981) Biochemistry 
20 , 959- 966 . 
(W) =weak 
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(Fe~1;-0H CuM) would be formed under the pH conditions of our experiments; 
however, given the documented variability of the frequency of v4 , we cannot rule 
out that an unusual low-spin ferric Feaa complex is produced at the binuclear 
dioxygen reduction site of cytochrome c oxidase upon treatment with excess H2 0 2 • 
The reactivity of the 428/580 nm species with carbon monoxide and the aer-
obic reductive titration provide strong evidence that the reactive dioxygen reduc-
tion site of the 428/580 nm species is composed of three oxidizing equivalents. 
A model which incorporates a low-spin ferric Feaa necessitates the inclusion of a 
protein radical (X·) and cupric Cus in order to have three oxidizing equivalents 
at the dioxygen reduction site. An intriguing possibility is that the third oxidizing 
equivalent is located on a methionine radical (or some other amino acid radical) 
which might be situated in close proximity to the binuclear site or may even bridge 
ferric Fea. and cupric Cus. A methionine residue has been implicated as a ligand 
to Cus in a recent extended X-ray absorption fine-structure study (44). Alterna-
tively, it may be unreasonable to expect a cationic radical, such as a methionine 
radical, to have a ligand field strong enough to convert Feaa to a homogeneous 
population of a low-spin ferric complex. We now direct attention to the final pos-
sible model for the reactive binuclear dioxygen reduction site of the 428/580 nm 
species. 
(C) In Table VI we compare the observed frequencies of the oxidation state 
marker and spin state marker bands (v4, v3, and v2) from a variety of enzymatic 
species, including resting cytochrome c oxidase (CeO) and the 428/580 nm species. 
Several species which are known to contain a ferryl heme, such as ferryl horse 
radish peroxidase (HRP-II), ferryl cytochrome c peroxidase (CcP-II), and ferryl 
myoglobin (My~II) are included in Table VI. 
The spin state marker bands are observed at 1506 cm-1 (v3) and 1595 cm-1 
(v2 ) in the RR spectrum of the 428/580 nm species; these values are similar 
but not identical to those reported for low-spin (S = 1) ferryl hemes (Table VI). 
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TABLE VI 
Comparison of the structure-sensitive vibrational modes (v4, v3, and v2) for 
the 428/ 580 nm form of cytochrome c oxidase and various ferry! enzymatic in-
termediates, i.e., horse radish peroxidase Compound II (HRP-II) (PFe(IV)), cy-
tochrome c peroxidase Compound II (PFe(IV)), and myoglobin (PFe(IV)). P = 
protoporphyrin IX. 
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Soret Excitation Raman Peaks (cm-1) 
(Aex = 406.7 nm) 
Resting 428/ 580 nm HRP-IIa CeP-IIb Mc:o-IIC species (l.s.) (l.s.) l.s.) CeO CeO Fe (IV) Fe (IV) Fe (IV) 
\)2 1575 1595 1589 1583 
\!3 ------ 1506 1508 1509 
\!4 1372 1377 1382 1378 
a Rakhit , etal. (1976) Biochem. Biophys. Res . Comm. 11, 803-808. 
b Hashimoto, S., etal. ( 1986) J. Biol. Chem. 261, 11110-11118. 





Moreover, since frequencies as low as 1376 cm-1 and as high as 1382 cm- 1 have 
been reported for ferry! hemes (45), the frequency of the oxidation state marker 
band (v4 = 1377 cm-1) in the RR spectrum of the 428/580 nm species is certainly 
in accord with the assignment of a ferry! Fe01 • Although the frequency of 1377 
cm-1 (v4 ) appears to be slightly low for a ferry! heme (Table VI), the absolute 
frequency of v4 may not be the only diagnostic feature of the oxidation state 
marker. We should examine the frequency shift of v4 for some enzymatic species 
which are known to form stable intermediates in which the heme is in the ferry! 
oxidation state. The oxidation state marker band in the RR spectrum of native 
high-spin (S = 5/2) ferric cytochrome c peroxidase is observed at 1374 cm-1 , while 
the band shifts to only 1378 cm-1 upon formation of the ferry! species (CcP-II) 
(46). Similarly, for horse radish peroxidase, v4 is observed at 1375 cm-1 and shifts 
to 1382 cm- 1 when the enzyme is oxidized to the ferry! oxidation state (HRP-II) 
(47). For the two cases cited, the oxidation state marker band shifts 4 cm-1 and 
7 cm-1 , respectively, upon the oxidation from a Fe(III) to a Fe(IV) state: In fact, 
modest frequency shifts in the oxidation state marker band between ferric hemes 
and ferry! hemes are well documented (48) . For samples of cytochrome c oxidase, 
we observed the oxidation state marker band at 1372 cm- 1 in the RR spectrum of 
the resting enzyme and at 1377 cm- 1 in the spectrum of the 428/580 nm species. 
This sizeable 5 cm- 1 shift to higher energy in v4 is entirely consistent with a 
decrease in the overlap between the d-1r orbitals on Fe01 and the porphyrin 1r• 
molecular orbitals, which would result upon the oxidation of ferric Fea1 to ferry! 
Feaa• 
We conclude that the frequencies of the spin state and oxidation state marker 
bands provide support for the assignment of a low-spin (S = 1) ferry! Fea1 complex 
as the reactive species at the binuclear dioxygen reduction site of the 428/580 nm 
species. The alternative model, namely, a low-spin ferric Fea1 /X"/cupric Cua ion, 
cannot be ruled out as a possible candidate for the reactive binuclear site in the 
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428/580 nm species. In order to distinguish between the two proposed models, 
namely, a low-spin ferryl Fea8 /cupric Cua binuclear couple and the 428/580 nm 
species will have to be studied by a spectroscopic technique, such as Mossbauer 
spectroscopy, which is known to be quite sensitive to the redox state of iron. 
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CHAPTERV 
The Structure of Cus 
Introduction 
The mixed-metal (Fe-Cu) binuclear dioxygen reduction site of cytochrome c 
oxidase displays remarkably diverse catalytic activity, as manifested by its oxidase 
{1), catalase {2), superoxide dismutase (3) and carbon monoxide oxygenase ac-
tivities (4). The two metal centers which comprise the binuclear site are referred 
to as Feaa and Cus. Due to the importance of the binuclear dioxygen reduction 
site to the overall mechanism of dioxygen reduction by cytochrome c oxidase, it is 
essential to elucidate the intermetal distance, geometries and the ligands to these 
metal centers, for these structural elements impart the unique reactivity to the 
site. 
The structural and spectroscopic features of Fea8 were discussed at length in 
Chapter I. This chapter will focus on the unusual metal center, namely, Cus . Since 
Cu8 does not contribute to the absorption spectrum of cytochrome c oxidase, and 
because it is usually EPR-silent under most experimental conditions, structural 
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information regarding this metal center has been elusive. EXAFS studies have 
provided some insight into the nature of the ligands to Cua (see Chapter I), 
however the analysis of EXAFS data from cytochrome c oxidase is complicated 
due to the presence of another copper in the enzyme, namely, CuA. Recently, 
an EXAFS study was conducted on a CuA -depleted derivative of cytochrome c 
oxidase. The results from that study are consistent with a Cu(N,O)a(S,Cl) ligand 
structure for Cua (5). 
In Chapter III we showed that upon the addition of CO to the 428/580 nm 
species a large. population of a Cua EPR signal is produced. The signal has 
been observed under a variety of experimental conditions (~9), and the signal has 
been reasonably assigned to a magnetically isolated cupric Cua ion adjacent to 
a ferrous-dioxygen (or CO) low-spin Fea1 adduct (7,10). In this chapter, we ex-
ploit the novel reactivity of 428/580 nm species with carbon monoxide to generate 
large populations of the rhombic Cua EPR signal. We then examined the rhombic 
Cu8 EPR signal using electron nuclear double resonance, referred to as ENDOR, 
which enabled us to resolve superhyperfine coupling between Cua and its asso-
ciated ligands. This approach has enabled us to confirm a previously observed 
superhyperfine coupling due to a 14N ligand (11), with a ligand hyperfine cou-
pling of 34 MHz. Furthermore, preliminary data is reported for the identification 
of a second 14N ligand with hyperfine coupling of 41 MHz. We complimented this 
study with experiments designed to test whether an oxygen-containing ligand is 
coordinated to Cua in the species which gives rise to the rhombic Cua EPR signal. 
This was accomplished by employing H20~7 to prepare the 428/580 nm species of 
cytochrome c oxidase. When carbon monoxide is added to the H20F-treated en-
zyme, we in fact observed a 10 Gauss broadening of the rhombic Cus EPR signal, 
suggesting an interaction between a 17 0-labeled species and the cupric Cua ion. 
The EPR and ENDOR results will be presented, and then we discuss a model for 
the structure of Cua which is consistent with the reported results. 
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Materials and Methods 
Beef-heart cytochrome c oxidase was prepared by the method of Hartzell and 
Beinert (12). The enzyme was suspended in a 50 mM phosphate buffer containing 
0.5 % Tween-20 at pH = 7 .8-8.0. The concentration of the enzyme was determined 
spectrophotometrically (ae(604 nm) = 24 mM-1 cm- 1 ) (13). Enzyme activity 
was measured polarographically and was typically 120-125 moles ferrocytochrome 
c (mole of oxidase)-1 sec- 1 • Some samples were prepared in 2H20 (containing 
50 mM phosphate with 0.5 % Tween-20) at pD = 8.0. In that case, the enzyme 
was dialyzed for 6 hours into the deuterated, buffered solvent. To ensure that the 
dioxygen reduction site became completely exposed to deuterium, enough NADH 
(8 e- /molecule) (plus mediator, phenazine methosulfate) was admitted to the 
oxygenated sample such that two reductive cycles were carried out. 
ENDOR studies require very concentrated enzyme solutions, typically 1 m.M. 
Cytochrome c oxidase was concentrated by a centrifugation technique, employing 
an Amicon microconcentrator. The microconcentrator has a porous membrane 
which allows the passage of any molecule with a molecular weight < 15 KD through 
the membrane upon centrifugation at 5 K RPM. After a 4 hours of centrifugation 
at 5 K RPM, we found that the enzyme was sufficiently concentrated (-0.9-1.2 
mM) for the ENDOR study. 
EPR and ENDOR samples were prepared in thick walled (5 mm O.D., 3.4 mm 
I.D.) quartz EPR tubes. The concentrated samples were thoroughly deoxygenated 
by repeated flushing with argon which had been deoxygenated by passage through 
a 1-m long column of manganous dioxide supported on vermiculite. Normally, 5-7 
flushing cycles were performed. Deoxygenated oxidase samples were reduced by 
the addition of a two-fold excess of thoroughly deoxygenated NADH. Samples were 
then incubated for 40-65 hours at ice temperature to ensure complete reduction. 
Activation to the proposed ferryl Fea8 -containing state of cytochrome c oxidase was 
accomplished by the addition of excess hydrogen peroxide (4-6 m.M) (either H20~6 
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or H2 0F) to the reduced sample. After a brief incubation with the hydrogen 
peroxide {60 sec), a trace amount of catalase was added to remove the residual 
hydrogen peroxide. The catalase reaction produces 160 2 (or 170 2 ) and H20 16 (or 
H2017) {14). Mter the reoxidation procedure, the sample was immediately frozen 
to 77 K. Carbon monoxide was admitted to the frozen sample by the following 
procedure. The sample was evacuated while the sample end of the EPR tube was 
immersed in liquid nitrogen. Carbon monoxide (1 atm) was then admitted to the 
evacuated EPR tube. In some cases, we even condensed carbon monoxide into the 
EPR tube in order to increase the concentration of CO in the enzyme solution. We 
estimate that from 2-5 atm of CO were added by the latter procedure. Samples 
were rapidly thawed(- 20 sec) by flowing tap water over the outside of the EPR 
tubes. This procedure prevented the rupture of the sample tube. After the sample 
tube was shaken, the sample was immediately frozen to 77 K for examination by 
EPR ( -90 sec from thawing). 
Hydrogen peroxide solutions were prepared by diluting a 30 % stock solution 
of hydrogen peroxide (Baker) into a buffered solution (50 mM phosphate, 1 mM 
EDTA (Baker)). H necessary, the hydrogen peroxide was diluted in a deuterated 
buffer in order to reoxidize samples contained in 2 H 2 0. Isotopically enriched 170-
labeled hydrogen peroxide was purchased commercially; the 17 0 enrichment was 
80 %. The concentration of the hydrogen peroxide solution was determined by 
employing an enzymatic assay ( 15). 
EPR- EPR spectra were recorded on a Varian E-Line Century Series X-band 
spectrometer. Samples were examined at 77 K by the use of a liquid nitrogen finger 
dewar, which was inserted into the cavity. Conditions for obtaining the spectra 
are given in the figure legends. 
ENDOR- The ENDOR experiments were conducted at T< 2.1 K, employing 
100KHz detection (16). The operating frequency and power were typically 9.575 
GHz and 45 dB, respectively. The conditions for the individual spectra are given 
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in the figure legends. 
In many cases, the linewidth of the superhyperfine coupling between a para-
magnetic center and a ligand is so small, relative to the large linewidths of EPR 
signals, that the couplings are unobservable by EPR. ENDOR spectroscopy, how-
ever, enables splittings in the megahertz range to be detected (17) . In the ENDOR 
experiment, nuclear transitions are induced with a frequency swept RF-field at a 
constant external field H0 (18). Upon a nuclear transition of an interacting nu-
cleus, there is a transient relief of the saturation of the EPR transition, which is 
manifested as an increase in the intensity of the EPR signal. Since changes in 
the EPR intensity are monitored, only nuclear transitions are observed for those 
nuclei which are coupled to the paramagnetic center. 
A set of magnetically equivalent protons will give rise to a characteristic pair 
of lines (Eqn. 1) in the ENDOR spectrum. The pair of signals are separated 
by the hyperfi.ne coupling constant (AH), and the pattern is centered at the free 
proton Larmor frequency (vH= gH.BHHo/h) (19-20). 
(1) 
As evidenced by Equation 1, the magnitude of the hyperfine coupling constant 
is independent of the external field H0 • However, the position of the doublet 
is dependent on the microwave frequency. For 14N nuclei, the typical ENDOR 
pattern for a set of magnetically equivalent 14N nuclei is given by Equation 2 
(19-20) 
(2) 
where pN is the quadrupolar coupling constant. In contrast to the set of mag-
netically equivalent protons, the position of the ENDOR pattern for 14N nuclei 
is independent of the microwave frequency. Equation 2 predicts a rather compli-
cated ENDOR pattern. However, the quadrupolar coupling is usually unresolved 
in biological systems; typically, a simple two line ENDOR pattern is observed for 
14N nuclei, which is centered at AN /2 (11). 
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RESULTS 
EPR- In Figure 1 we show EPR spectra of the rhombic Cus EPR signal of cy-
tochrome c oxidase, under a variety of experimental conditions: (b) 1 H20 (H2 0~6-
reoxidized), (c) 2H20 (H2 0~6-reoxidized) and (d) 2H20 (H20f-reoxidized). Also 
shown for reference is an EPR spectrum of CuA (a). In Figure 1 b-d, the observed 
EPR signal is a superposition of two EPR signals, one from CuA and the other 
from Cus. The g tensor of CuA is g% = 2.18, gy = 2.03 and 9:r. = 1.99 (21). The 
CuA EPR signal exhibits no resolvable hyperfine coupling as shown in Figure 1a. 
The g tensor of the rhombic Cus EPR signal is g% = 2.28, gy = 2.109 and 9:r. = 
2.052, with Au = 0.0102 cm- 1 (6). In the low-field region of the EPR spectra 
shown in Figure 1 b-d, two completely resolved hyperfine lines are observed which 
are due to Cus. A consequence of the superposition of the rhombic Cus EPR 
signal with the signal from CuA is that the positive feature of the CuA EPR signal 
at g = 2.08 is reduced in intensity due to overlap with the negative feature of the 
rhombic Cus EPR signal at g = 2.07 (6). The field position which was employed 
in this ENDOR study is indicated in Figure 1. At the designated field position 
there are no contributions due to CuA, therefore the ENDOR spectrum will be 
free from resonances associated with CuA. Furthermore, when the field is set to 
the g% region of the rhombic Cus EPR signal, only those molecules oriented with 
their z axis parallel to the magnetic field will be probed, thus single crystal-like 
spectra are obtained (11). 
Comparison of the rhombic Cus EPR signal in 1 H20 (Fig. 1b) and 2 H20 
(Fig. 1c) reveals that there are no obvious differences between these two spectra 
which can be attributed to an isotope effect. In contrast, the H2 0~ 7 -treated sample 
(in 2H20) is broadened by 10 Gauss (Fig.1d), relative to the spectrum shown in 
either trace b or c. Although the broadening is most apparent in the parallel region 
of the spectrum ( imet e), the consequences of this effect are also manifested in 
the high-field region where the superposition of CuA and Cus is most evident 
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Figure 1 
EPR spectra of Cua at 77 K. After the reoxidation of fully reduced cy-
tochrome c oxidase with excess H20~6 , the spectrum shown in a was obtained. 
The rhombic Cua EPR signal of cytochrome c oxidase in 1H20 (b) and 2H20 (c). 
After the reoxidation of a reduced sample of cytochrome c oxidase with H 2 0f, 
followed by the addition of catalase and then 1-3 atm of CO, the EPR spectrum 
shown in d was obtained. The inset (e) compares the low-field hyperfine lines of 
the 160 reoxidized sample (c) and the 170 reoxidized sample (d). Conditions: 
Temperature, 77 K; microwave power, 4 m W (a-d) 16 m W (e); modulation ampli-
tude, 10 Gauss (a-e); gain, 1.25 x 104 (a), 4 x 103 (b), 5 x 103 (c-d) and 8 x 103 
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(Fig. 1d). These EPR results suggest that there is a ligand hyperfine interaction 
between an 170-labeled ligand and the cupric Cua ion. 
We examined the three different samples shown in Figure 1 by ENDOR in 
order to determine (i) the ligands to Cua which are associated with the apoprotein 
and (ii) to ascertain whether coupling to the 17 0-labeled ligand can be resolved. 
1 4.N END OR of CuB in Native Cytochrome c Oxidase. END OR spectra 
of Cua, under a variety of experimental conditions, are shown in Figure 2. The 
field was fixed to the 9z region of the spectrum, hence only those orientations 
with the z axis parallel to the magnetic field are observed (11). The ENDOR 
spectrum of Cua in 1 H20 is shown in Fig. 2a. The two well resolved signals at 
17.9 and 16.1 MHz are separated by twice the expected 14N Zeeman energy (2vN 
= 1.78 MHz), therefore the doublet is assigned to a 14N hyperfine coupling of 34 
MHz. The expanded spectrum of the high-frequency region of the spectrum is also · 
shown in Figure 2. The expanded spectrum reveals two poorly resolved signals at 
approximately 21.5 and 19.7 MHz, which are split by the expected 14N Zeeman 
energy of 1. 78 MHz. Accordingly, we assign this weak doublet to a 14N hyperfine 
coupling of 41 MHz. The doublet is so poorly resolved that in order to rule out 
that the signals are not due to 1 H, this assigment will have to be confirmed by 
repeating the experiment with another microwave frequency. H the signals at 21.5 
and 19.7 are indeed due to 14N, the center of the doublet will be invariant with a 
change in the microwave frequency; whereas, if the doublet is due to coupling to 
1 H, the center of the doublet will shift with a change in the microwave frequency 
(Eqn. 1). 
A broadband ENDOR spectrum of Cua is shown in Figure 3. The spectrum 
includes a lower-frequency region of the ENDOR spectrum, not observed in the 
spectrum in Figure 2. Inspection of Figure 3 reveals coupling to only one 14N which 
is clearly resolved and is centered at A./2 = 17 MHz. The poorly resolved doublet, 
which is observed in the expanded spectrum (Fig. 2), is not seen in the broadband 
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Figure 2 
ENDOR spectrum of Cua (I H20) observed at g = 2.33. Sample is the same 
as shown in Figure 1 b. Conditions: Temperature, 2 K; mierowavefrequency, 9.575 
GHz; microwave power, 50 dB; RF power, 20 watts; RF scan rate, 6.5 MHz/sec; 




Broadband ENDOR spectrum of Cua (1H2 0) observed at g = 2.33. Condi-
tions: Temperature, 2 K; microwave frequency, 9.575 GHz; microwave power, 50 
dB; RF power, 20 watts; RF scan rate, 6.5 MHz/sec; number of scans, 400. 
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spectrum (Fig. 3). In the low frequency region of the spectrum in Figure 3 we 
see evidence for a possible third 14N coupling. The doublet is centered at a rather 
low frequency of ...... g MHz. The low-frequency resonance, expected at ...... g MHz, is 
probably obscured from overlap with proton resonances. More experimentation 
will be required before this tentative assignment can be confirmed. Specifically, 
different frequencies will be required which enable the protons to shift out of the 
spectral region surrounding 1 MHz, as predicted by Equation 1 
lTQ ENDOR of CuB. The 170-broadenedsampleofthe rhombic Cus EPR 
signal was examined by the X-band ENDOR technique. The results are shown in 
Figures 4 and 5. Included in both figures are ENDOR spectra of Cus in 2H2 0 
with the normal 160-oxygen isotope. Comparison of the two traces in Figure 4 
reveals a signal at ...... 7 MHz in the 170-labeled sample (Fig. 4a), which is absent 
in the companion sample (Fig. 4b). (The feature is denoted in the Figure 4 by an 
arrow.) H this signal is due to hyperfine coupling from 17 0, we expect two sets of 
21 = 5 lines centered around the putative vb' {22). However, the signal to noise 
level is so poor that we cannot resolve any of the quadrupolar splitting. 
In Figure 5 we show the broadband ENDOR spectrum of the 170-labeled 
Cus. Once again, we see a reproducible feature in the ENDOR spectrum of 
the 170-labeled sample at ...... 7 MHz (Fig. Sa), which is absent in the spectrum 
of the normal isotope sample shown in Figure Sb. Under the conditions of the 
experiment in Figure 5 {2940 G, 9.575 GHz), the free proton Larmor frequency is 
12.5 MHz. Hence we expect resonances due to protons which are coupled to the 
cupric ion to be centered around 12.5 MHz. However, some of interacting protons 
may have their low-frequency signal in the spectral region at -7 MHz. Because of 
the expected overlapping signals due to protons resonances in this spectral region, 
without examining the signal at other microwave frequencies, we cannot make a 
definitive assignment of the signal at 7 MHz. 
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Figure 4 
ENDOR spectrum of 170-labeled Cua (a) and 160-labeled (b) Cua observed 
at g = 2.33. Same samples as shown in Figure lc,d. Conditions (a and b): Temper-
ature, 2 K; microwavefrequency, 9.575 GHz; microwave power, 45 dB; RF power, 











Broadband ENDOR spectrum of 110-labeled Cua (a) and 160-labeled (b) 
Cua observed at g = 2.33. Same samples as in Figure lc,d. Conditions (a and b): 
Temperature, 2 K; microwavefrequency, 9.575 GHz; microwave power, 45 dB; RF 










Our ENDOR study of native beef-heart cytochrome c oxidase shows that 
there are two nitrogen ligands to Cua . We confirmed the previously reported 
well-resolved doublet, with the characteristic splitting due to 14N, which has a 
ligand hyperfine coupling of 34 MHz (11). We discovered a poorly resolved dou-
blet centered at 20.5 MHz, which is split by twice the characteristic 14N Zeeman 
energy. Accordingly, this doublet is assigned to an 14N hyperfine coupling of 41 
MHz. Evidence for a. third nitrogen coupling was also obtained in this work. There 
is a. poorly resolved doublet centered at 9 MHz. Under the conditions of our exper-
iment, the doublet cannot be due to CuA, and because of the large g-anisotropy 
of the Fea EPR signal, it is unlikely that the coupling is due to a. ligand to Fea. 
Clearly, more experimentation is required to confirm that these latter resonances 
are due to 14N. 
A recent EXAFS study of the CuA -depleted cytochrome c oxidase showed 
that a. Cu(N,0)3 (S,Cl) coordination structure is most consistent with the EXAFS 
scattering pattern (5). The results reported here enable us to conclude that Cu8 
has at least one, probably two, nitrogen ligands, i.e., CuN2(N,O)(S,Cl). With 
regard to the identity of the residues which contribute the nitrogen ligands to Cua, 
the magnitudes of the superhyperfine couplings are consistent with the histidine 
nitrogens (23). In order to unambiguously determine the nature of the amino acids 
which donate these nitrogenous ligands, isotopically labeled amino acids will have 
to be incorporated into the oxidase (24). 
The ENDOR experiments on the broadened rhombic Cua EPR signal of cy-
tochrome c oxidase suggest coupling to a 17 0-labeled ligand at -7 MHz. However, 
because this region of the spectrum contains overlapping signals from protons and 
nitrogens, and because the signal is so weak, it would be premature to assign the 
signal at -7 MHz to 17 0 coupling. In order to confirm the putative coupling 
to an 170-containing ligand, ENDOR experiments will have to be conducted at 
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different microwave frequencies, frequencies that shift the proton resonances out 
of the spectral region surrounding 7 MHz. 
The Nature of Cus 
The g tensor and hyperfine coupling constant of the rhombic Cus EPR signal 
are strikingly similar to those reported for (i) native superoxide dismutase (and 
its various metallated derivatives) (25-26), (ii) the type-3 copper site in partially 
reduced tree and fungal laccase (6) and (iii) the type-3 site in partially reduced 
hemocyanin (6,27). The g tensors of the EPR signals from these disparate species 
are definitely rhombic. Regarding the magnitude of the hyperfine coupling con-
stant (Au), the hyperfine coupling constants in the parallel region of the spectra 
are larger than those observed for the type-1 "blue-copper" proteins, yet the cou-
pling is smaller than that typically observed for inorganic copper complexes, or 
type-2 copper complexes (25). The similarities in the g tensors and the hyper-
fine coupling constants for species (i-iii) and for the rhombic Cus EPR signal of 
cytochrome c oxidase suggest that these disparate enzymatic states have similar 
coordination environments for the copper centers. An examination of the coor-
dination structure of the copper center in superoxide dismutase and one of its 
metal-substituted derivatives may lend insight into the coordination structure of 
Cus. 
X-ray crystallographic studies have demonstrated that native superoxide dis-
mutase contains a binuclear active site composed of a cupric ion separated from 
a neighboring zinc ion by -6A (28-29). In the oxidized state of the enzyme, the 
copper center is penta-coordinate, with four histidine nitrogen ligands comprising 
a distorted plane. A water molecule is the fifth, axial ligand. The zinc ion is sta-
bilized in a distorted tetrahedral environment by three histidine nitrogen ligands 
and by a nitrogen donated from an aspartate residue (28-29). Regarding the EPR 
signature of native superoxide dismutase, the native enzyme exhibits a rhombic 
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copper EPR signal (gz = 2.257, gz = 2.103 and gz = 2.025, with Au = .0132 
cm- 1 ) (25). It is intriguing that when copper is substituted into the zinc site of 
superoxide dismutase (with zinc in the copper site) (25), the hyperfine coupling 
constant (Au) (gz = 2.289, g" = 2.15, gz = 2.01 and Au = 0.0102 cm- 1 ) is almost 
identical to that reported for the Cus EPR signal of cytochrome c oxidase, e.g., 
gz = 2.278, g" = 2.109, gz = 2.052 and Au = 0.0102 cm-1 (6). This correspon-
dence suggests that Cus may have a distorted tetrahedral environment, similar 
to that of the zinc site of superoxide dismutase. (The underlying assumption is 
that when copper is substituted into the zinc site, the site retains its distorted 
tetrahedral structure, although certainly H20 might coordinate to the copper ion 
which occupies the zinc site.) 
Before discussing a model for the structure of the Cus site in cytochrome 
c oxidase, we should examine the implications of the observed broadening of the 
rhombic Cus EPR signal by an 170-labeled ligand. The 428/580 nm state of 
cytochrome c oxidase was prepared by reoxidation of the fully reduced enzyme 
with excess H20f in 2H20 16• The reoxidation of the fully reduced enzyme by 
170-labeled hydogen peroxide and the resultant activation to the proposed ferryl 
Fea8 /cupric Cus state of the enzyme results in the production of 0
17H-. Be-
fore the addition of carbon monoxide, catalase is added to the sample to remove 
the residual hydrogen peroxide. The catalase reaction produces H20 17 and Of. 
Therefore, it is plausible that the rhombic Cus EPR signal is broadened as a result 
of an interaction with either 17 0-hydroxide or even by an oxygen atom derived 
from 17 0-dioxygen. 
A proposed structure of Cus in the resting state of cytochrome c oxidase is 
shown in Scheme I. The model is based on a four coordinate copper ion, although 
we cannot rule out that the site is five-coordinate. Cus has two nitrogen ligands, 
and possibly a third nitrogen, with superhyperfine couplings suggestive of two 
histidine nitrogens. Moreover, the rhombic g tensor is consistent with a site of 
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Scheme I 
Proposed scheme for the structure of the binuclear dioxygen reduction site of 
cytochrome c oxidase and for the formation of the half-reduced dioxygen reduction 
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low symmetry. Thus, we propose that the Cua site has a distorted tetrahedral 
structure, which is akin to the structure of the superoxide dismutase zinc site, 
with possibly chloride as a bridging ligand (5) between the copper ion and Feaa. 
Formation of the species which gives rise to the rhombic Cua EPR signal may 
result upon the one-electron reduction of the enzyme (6-7), as shown in Scheme 
I, or upon the addition of CO to the 428/580 nm state of the enzyme (Chap. 
ill, Scheme IV). The results reported here offer two possibilities for the oxygen-
containing ligand to Cua: (i) A hydroxyl ligand may be directly coordinated to 
cupric Cua as shown in Scheme I, or (ii) an intriguing possibility is that the 
distal oxygen atom of the Fea. -bound dioxygen molecule interacts with Cua, i.e., 
dioxygen bridges the half-reduced binuclear dioxygen reduction site. Both of these 
proposed species would be expected to give rise to the rhombic Cua EPR signal 
as long as ferrous Fe48 is stabilized in the low-spin state by dioxygen. 
The proposed interaction between the distal oxygen atom of dioxygen and 
cupric Cua might be facilitated by charge transfer from the ferrous Fe48 to the 
dioxygen molecule (Fe~~+6-0=o-6 cug). In this case, cupric Cua may then act 
like a strong Lewis acid and interact with the distal oxygen atom. Conceivably, 
the proposed mixed-valence bridged-dioxygen complex of the binuclear dioxygen 
reduction site of cytochrome c oxidase may have physiological significance. For 
example, the suggested interaction between the distal oxygen atom of the dioxygen 
molecule and cupric Cua would serve to anchor the dioxygen molecule to the 
dioxygen reduction site when only one electron is at the site. Moreover, upon the 
transfer of the second electron to the site, there would be minimal rearrangement 
necessary to accomodate the peroxidic species which is also thought to bridge 
Fe48 and Cua (30). In the future, experiments may be designed to test whether 
dioxygen bridges the binuclear dioxygen reduction site in the species which gives 
rise to the rhombic Cua EPR signal, or whether hydroxide is coordinated to 
Cua. Moreover, the novel reaction between the 428/580 nm state of cytochrome 
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c oxidase and carbon monoxide proved to be a valuable route to large populations 
of the rhombic CuB EPR signal. This method should be exploited in future 
experiments. 
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